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Snow-Peak Avenue, a beautiful spruceCANADA’ S NATIONAL
jtbat no supplies reach the central
THE PROBLEMS OF GIRLS
COMMON HUMAN FAILING
bordered way with mountain peaks at
Every business girl knows, or should
powers.
RECREATION
GROUNDS
A
ertain discontent with the im
President Wilson has issued his first | The inclusion of foodstuffs in the
either end, are added attractive fea
know, that if she doesn't do her work
mediate
job is one or' the most common
The
United
States
is
very
proud
of
proclamation providing for absolute proclamation lends color to statements
systematically, she not only loses a its fourteen national parks and has a tures of this reservation. Yoho Val I of human failings.
Ninety-nine out
governmental control of the exports ,
the afjmjniStration is considering lot of valuable time, but in the ma- j r i g h t t o b e
ley. romantic even to its name, is a
B u t w e m ui!t n o t fo rg e t
of every hundred of us are conscious
o f essential war time commodities to j ^
advisability of a complete embarjority of instances, her work becomes j ()ur nearest neighbor, our ally ac ross picture of scenic grandeur, framed in of it at intervals, or more or less con
56 nations and their possessions, in- i go for 60 days on all food shipments
mountain peaks, the most famous of
irksome and difficult.
tinuously,
There are times
and
jthe border, separated from us by only
eluding the allies of America, neutrals ,
the COuntry time to ascertain
Many persons are gifted with won |an imaginary boundary line, but join- which are Wapta, Field and Burgess ; with some it is practically all the
and the enemy countries
|tbe am0unt of its supplies and to give derful memories. They have facts,
At Buffalo Park, next to the smal
ttime, when we would like to do
ed to us by every tie of right and
lest in Canada, about 125 miles from
The proclamation is dated July 9,, anjed and neutral countries an oppor- figures, and all sorts of data at their
something else or
somewhere else,
justice, truly our sister nation. Cana
Edmonton, is found the largest herd
and its rulings become effective Sun- tunjty to present a full program of fingers' ends. They do not find it
i The grass on the other side of the
da, looking wisely into the future,
day July 15. On and after that d ay, ^ e ir requirements,
of buffalo in the world, the nucleus
necessary to have records or other
road looks greener; the other fellowti
has, like the United States, set aside
of which was obtained from our own
none o f the commodities named cau
The President In his statement says: guides before them while they are
job looks easier and more desirable.
several vast tracts as national parks,
he taken from that country except un
Flathead plains of Montana. Through
In controlling by license the export working, yet it is neither wise nor
where
the
encroachments
of
man
will
der license.
the fostering care of t he Canadian | Blessed is the man who has found
of certain indispensable commodities prudent to rely wholly upon one's
be held in check by government super
Government this great herd has mul i his work and rejoices in it, or words
The “essentials” thus placed under from the United States, the govern memory, no matter how well versed
vision. Canada's system is far great
tiplied until now the visitor to Buffalo j to that effect, as the late Elbert
restriction are many and varied. The ment has first and chiefly in view the one may be in any particular busi
er in the total number of square miles
scope of the proclamation was a sur amelioration of the food conditions ness line.
Park can see the animals roaming the Hubbard or someone else once re
, ,
covered than that of the United States. plains in almost as great numbers as j marked .
Prom
observation
and
prise even to those who have urged which have arisen or are likely to
"Taking a chance." is mighty poo.- Gn)y one <i( her reservatjons j
once were seen on the American hearsay we might conclude that it la
upon the President the necessity for arise in our own country before new policy, always. If the average ™
Park. in Albem> js larger than our
j only a small percentage of men who
immediate and drastic action to pre- crops are harvested.
prairies.
ployer knew that his billing clerk was y e]]owstone
I
AcTint the draining o f America.
Waterton Park, which is really a I have really found their work.
Not only is the conservation of our given to “taking chances" on getting.
cording to the frequent testimony of
continuation
of
our
Glacier
Park,
the
right
quotations
and
charges
|
Uhlle
the
Dominion’s
public
doprime
food
and
fodder
supplies
a
mat
Not only are coal and fuel, wheat,
grains and other foodstuffs included, ter which vitally concerns our own where they should be. that young man ,mamP canno< b“ »st a* many natural reached from McCleod in Alberta; the majority they are convinced that
they are really better fitted for some
but steel, which might be used for people, but the retention of an adequ or woman would be dismissed with j Phen°mena as the parks of this coun- Algonquin Park, near the boundary in
other
work.
They feel that if
!try’ yet ,or magnificence of scenery. Ontario, and Laurentides Park in Que
shipbuilding, arms and ammunition ate supply of raw materials is essen little ceremony.
their
true
vocations
ever spoke when
There should be no guesswork about.
. Sfandeur and sublimity of bec, are all famous as fishing and
and many additional items are put un tial to our program of military and
they
were
choosing
their careers it
business
girl
;raoiintain
peaks,
they
are
nowhere
ex
naval construction and the continu- figures, and as every
hunting grounds. The “ baby” park
der the ban. Lumber was omitted.
celled. They are in a more primitive of Canada. Revelstoke, high on the must have been in inaudible whispers,
In a statement accompanying the ance
our necessary domestic ^cti- ( |s jn (juty bound to protect her emproclamation the President declared v^ies. W e shall, therefore, similar- , pi0yer's interests, she should know to | a e
an our Par^s- but even in the westward slope of the Selkirks, prom jand that fate unkindly permitted
the government’s policy will be first to ly safeguard all our fundamental sup-ia {.ertainty what she is doing when f/ress ° [ war* Canada is not for^et' ises to lure principally sportsmen and them to get sidetracked,
ting to develop her natural resources’ . nature lovers.
j Stranger than this is the apparent
she remains on the payroll.
give consideration to American needs; , plies.
It is only a question of a few years
the
It
is
obviously
the
duty
of
__
|conviction of a great many persons
While
accomodations
at
most
of
Being
"sorry"
after
blunders
or
ernext, to meet as far as possible the re -!
have occurred doesn't help mat-1when lts re( reation grounds will he these parks are not equal to those j that they could perform some other
quirements of the allies, and lastly, j United States in liberating any sur-jrors
plus products over and above o u r ;ters any; but being “ sure" before one |thoroU8hly equipped to care for the generally found in the American parks, j task much better than the one handto supply the neutral countries where-,
domestic needs, to consider first the I starts any particular task means that , ('omfort of the traveler and tourist, vet the tourist need never let this in-j ed to them by an unreasonable desever practicable. It is made clear necessities of all the nations engaged !one js going to do work right.
j Two of the Dominion parks dupli- terfere with his desire to see these . tiny, and practically as well as that
that every effort will be made to see jn war against the central empires,
j
stenographer who keeps an in- cate in name tw’o of those in the wonderlands, for competent
guides other task is being performed by those
. I As to neutral nations, however, we dexed addresK book just where she United
States— Glacier and
Rocky and complete camping equipment can who have had years of training and
'also recognize our duty. The govern- !can
]ay her hands on it, finds it a ; Mountain Parks. Our neighbor’s Glac- always be procured, happily at figures experience in it. Doubtless in some
ment does not wish to hamper them wonderful help in her day's work; and ier Park, however, is not, as one which can he met by the average tra instances they are right. There are
On the contrary, it wishes and intends
sbou]d happen that the employer j might suppose, a continuation of ours veler. and every park is readily ac many square pegs in round holes, and
by all fair and equitable means to eo- : hurriedly
calls out “What't
Mr. |across the boundary. Its 468 square cessible by rail.
vice versa, but the strange fact re
operate with them in their difficult. B]ank-S home address?" she is very miles are located in the Province of
mains that this delusion is cherished
task of adding from our available sur- |mueb relieved to be able to give him British Columbia, and the park is
by very many persons whose achieve
pluses to their own domestic supply !this information without losing a lot famous for its Asulkan Glacier and REVISED MOTOR LAWS
ments in their own line prove con
and of meeting their pressing neces-;of time iooking through a directory, rugged Asulkan Pass, 7,700 feet above
IN EFFECT clusively that their performance in
sittes or deficits.
Busy employers want all sorts of in sea level. Here, on the north slope
Y o n cannot earn a full day's pay w hen
Several laws were passed or amend the field that seems so alluring would
you’re feeling badly, and if you ’re really
to considering the deficits of food formation “right off the bat,” as the of Mt. Cheops, are the wonderful ed by the 1917 Legislature affecting be fully as inferior in quality.
tick yon cannot g o to w o rk at a ll; in a supplies, the government means only scjj0ols boys say, and the girl who can Nakimu Ice Caves, which the geolog
vehicles driven on the public high
Of course, the factor of interest in
lo n g aieknesa the money you’ve saved
Juiail its obvious obligation to a s -, lmmedjately answer her employer’s ists tell us were 38,000 years in the
ways, which went into effect July 7. one’s work is of vital importance in
goes to pay the expenses ofjy oursickness.
sure itself that neutrals are husband- impatient questions is the girl who making. Reliable guides are always One requires that every vehicle on the matter of results. A lack of inte
T h e m o ra lis:«»K e e p well, iEon*M oney,
•Sot* M on ey. Thirty-five cents inves ing their own resources and that our ,has app]ied a pretty good sort of |available to pilot interested tourists
wheels, whether stationary or in mo rest is more than likely to produce
ted in a bottle o f that old-thne remedy,
supplies will not become available, system to her work.
i through the weird caverns and over tion, on any public way or bridge, poor work, while enthusiasm is con
“ L . F . ” A tw o o d ’s M edicine may be the
either directly or Indirectly, to feed
Having a time for everything and
turbulent, roaring subterranean shall have attached to it a light or ductive to excellence. And the mat
means o f saving your time, your money,
the enemy.— From President Wilson’s doing everything on time is a very river. Rocky Mountain Park of Cana
and your strength, by preventing sick
lights so displayed as to be visible ter of natural gifts or inclinations
ness which m ight start with n simple Proclamation on Control of Exports. old motto, but it works like a charm da,
1800 square miles in extent, in from the front and rear during the must be taken into account. Eut atdigestive disturbance, o r sxglect,result
in the busy office or workroom
Per Alberta, is possibly better known as period from one hour after sunset to ter these factors are reckoned with
in g in clogged intestines and constipa
It
Can't
Be
Done.
sons
who
do
their
work
in
fits
and Banff Park. No other park in Canada one hour before sunrise. There is the j there still remains certain natural
tion. Its record for more than sixty
We know of a father who has been
years is w holly in its favor. Sample
starts cannot compete with even the offers such complete accommodations provision, however, that the act does j traits that are bound to affect the
arriving for five years in vain for mas
bottle free. “ L. F . ” M edicine C o *
slow operator whose every move is for the tourist amid such sublime sur not apply to any vehicle propelled by quality of a person’s effort in whatPortland, Maine.
tery of the heir.— Exchange.
roundings as can be found at Banff. hand or any vehicle designed for the j ever channel it is directed. There is
measured and systematic.
1 People who rush breathlessly from The principal hotel is located high on transportation of hay, straw, wood, the matter of craftsmanship. If one’s
one task to another may feel that they a bluff at the junction of two pietur- lumber, stone, machinery, nor other work is sloppy in any particular trade
cover a lot of ground, hut. they do esque streams, the Bow and Spray heavy freight, nor shall it apply to a certain sloppiness is bound to ap
nothing of the kind. They waste both Rivers, which, a few miles from the any form of vehicle whatsoever while pear in his c'fforts in any line. If
strength an energy and when the day hotel, in full view on a (dear day, form upon any bridge or highway where neatness, orderliness
and precision
mountain lake. Tower street lights are maintained at a dis are not in one s make-up then the lack
is ended wonder why they have not a beautiful
And protect yourself and your family NOWfl with a
ing snow-crowned peaks abound on t a n c e of aim feet apart or less.
made a better showing.
will manifest itself in whatever one
policy in
Every girl should take a (ertain every side, and afford splendid Alpine
Section :i of Chapter 27.’. provides does, whether as plumber, professor
At
Banff the
Canadian for placing in the hands of the Pub-li * or poet
pride in her work and should try in climbing
make it as easy as possible. This sh“ Government has established a great Btilities Commission tin* preparation
can do if she sets about it in the riaht animal preserve and an observatory. of rules and regulations from time to
o f Cincinnati, Ohio
BENEFITS OF ORGANIZATION
Though one is in a wilderness, near time governing tin** use and operation
way.
C.
!j The Sherman law to the contrary
to
nature's
heart,
lie
will
find
at
Band'
•ars
and
True, we must all execute dutieof headlights on electric (
122 M ain Street
Phone 8 W
notwithstanding, we can all thank
that arc not to our liking certain everything he needs for pleasure, com lights on motor vehicles used on
God today for the trusts.
fort
and
convenience
that
can
be
found
phrases of our work may be irksome
public highways, amd prescr•ibes penin
the
heart
of
civilization,
with
hot
Organized industry has risen like a
and monotonous but we should learn
alties for violation of the* same. Tin*
to take the bitter with the sweet and and cold sulphur pools for bathing, commission has been in conference hungry trout to our present necessi
W J tJ tJ tfJ tJ tjS fjS fJ tJ tfJ fjB fJ B fJ ttJ tfJ fJ B f W try to dispose of unpleasant tasks as splendid auto roads, golf courses and with a committee representing tlv* ties, while unorganized industry is
tennis courts.
gracefully as possible.
Maim* Automobile Association, rela shothful as a mullet.
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Something N ew in Candy Every W eek
Our fresh‘made goods have the “ pull” and always are
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I f you want the best in Garden Seed

Try Cha dw ic k's
Chadwick’s L aw n Seed is an ideal
mixture for your Lawn.
I f your L aw n needs a fertilizer try
C H A D W IC K ’S S p e c i a l L a w n
Fertilizer........................................

A ll

Kinds

of

Garden Seed

The largest Canadian reservation is tive to such rules and regulations,
<’ M. Schwab tells us that this year
By all means apply some sort of s y s 
tem to your work, and if your o f f i c e Jasper Bark in Alberta, which meets but the<e have not yet been promul our mills will make just 45 times as
seems dark or dingy, brighten it up |Mt. Robson Bark in British Columbia gated. consequently the law does not many tons Of steel as they made the
with a couple of art calendars. Keep i at the Great Divide. It covers 4.-too go into effect until such rules are year Garfield was elected President
your books, records and all other s q u a r e mile's of the wildest scenery. approved by the Governor and Cotin- , of the United States— a trust indus
Visitors are accommodated in its fam cil and arc published at least once :n try has listened to the cry of neces
working materials in as neat a con
ous
"tent city " In addition to its each daily newspaper in the State. sity.
dition as possible
j
( wonderful mountain scenery, it offers This is commonly referred to as the j Agriculture is unorganized indus
j
Regarding your work, do not be
;the Malign River, which, through the "dimmer" law
try.
Note the result.
afraid to seek information about any
ages, has slashed its way through the
A law was also passed providing j
Our wheat crop for this year will be
|matter that may not he clear to you.
solid rock, converting it into curious amendment to Chapter 26. of the Re !
only a half greater than it was the
■Always he sure von are right before
formations.
Bridge
platforms
m vised Statutes, providing for the trial 1
i year Garfield defeated Hancock; our
you go ahead. Then what better "sys
many places allow
the visitors to of any person arrested for violation ot
j corn c rop two-thirds greater and our
tem" could one ask for?
stand above the surging waters.
any speed regulations, also relative to i potato yield about three times as
J The working girl, like all other mem
Yoho Valley Bark in British Colum tin* rate of speed to be maintained up ■large.
j hers of society, must learn to give and
bia, covering a mountain area of 560 on any highway, townway. public
There was just as large a cry this
take. She will not by any means find
square* miles, is famous for its cata street, avenue, driveway, park or park
year for more corn, wheat and potatoes
perfection when1 she is employed, and
racts and glaciers. For mile's the* ways, this providing that it shall not
as for more steel, and the prices for
she must make the best of many things
Yoho River roars through
a rocky be greater than 25 miles an hour in
food rose as much to induce greater
that otherwise, would be distasteful
canyon; the* Takakkaw Cascade, its Open country, outside of cities and vil
to her.
output.
But what a sad showing for
and within the compact or
source in Daly Glacier, in thre*e* falls lages;
If she honestly tries to render faith totals a drop of l.lnii feed. The only built up portions ot any city, town * r unorganized industry.
Wheat increases only 50 per cent.
ful service and treats her co workers other water-falls in the world exceed village not greater than 15 miles an
as she would like to be treated, she ing this are Yosemite. in three falU hour. This amendment also provides
Born increases about 70 per cent.
will find the world a very pleasant also. 2.462 fee*.t and Grand Falls of for the placing of signs prescribing
Potatoes icrease 200 per cent
place, and will make herself very Labrador.
2.eon feed. Twin
Falls. tin* speed limit.
But steel jumps 4400 per cent.
valuable to (he firm that employs her. Yoho
Section 38. of Chapter 26, of the
Glacier, Natural Bridge
ami
We would lose* this war if our steel
Revised Statutes, was amended to
trusts had not answered the call bet
provide against the reckless operation
ter than our 12,000.000 unorganized
of a motor vehicle, or while a person
driving the car is under the influence
ENEMIES AS AN ASSET
of liquor. It further provides that if
any motor vehicle is so driven in a
No man can accomplish any great
reckless manner or by a person ap thing without making enemies. It is
parently under the influence of intoxi said a man may be “ known by the ene
cating liquor, it shall be the duty of mies he makes " Observe the kind of
every officer who is charged with en enemies one makes and their reasons
forcing the laws of the State and of for enmity The man who makes no
every citizen thereof to report the enemies is comparatively worthless.
same to the secretary of State at once, The
Bible says: “ Woe unto you
giving
the
number
on
the
number
when
all
men shall speak well of you.”
I f you are thinking of replenish
plates of the vehicle, the State regis
It is not nesessary to court enemies,
ing your Tableware or desire to
tering the same, and, if known, the hut you encounter hostility in the
residence
and name of the operator course of pursuing your way honest
buy a Wedding Present suitable
or owner
It is further provided that ly and with your best judgment, do not
for the table, come to us.
upon receipt of such complaint the allow it to disturb you. He who has
secretary of State shall forthwith in no enemies is not likely to have real
We carry all the latest designs
vestigate the ease and shall have au friends. If
you would measure a
thority to suspend the license of such man's worth, observe his enemies;
in solid silver and plated ware.
operator, and also to annul the regis of what character are they? What
tration of the* vehicle so operated un arc their reasons for being at enmity?
They are very pretty and ele
til such a time as is deemed advis W h i l e the wise man should be un
gant, they surely will reflect
able.
daunted by his enemy, neither should

Highest Quality
IS

O U R

A I M

your good taste and keen ju d g

Chadwick, Florist
Conservatories

16 H igh

St.,

Houlton, Me.

J. D . P erry
Jeweler and
Optometrist
H O ULTO N

ment.
Everything usually

found

1 il

first class jew elry stores can be
found here.

he be unmindful of him. Reconcile
your enemy, if possible, hut never
To indicate some* of ’ he difficulties fawn on him or cringe tc- him. in the
that our language presents to foreign hope of making him a friend. This
ers. a subscriber sends us this; “ I will win his contempt.
sat on the bough of a tree and began
P is wise to look out for the enemy
to cough, having some* dough in my
mouth and my feet in a trough. I was who poses as a friend. He will stab
not thoroughly tired, though roughly you in the hack if he can, or strike
used. Wasn’t that tough?"— Youth's
you in the dark.
Companion.
Rough Stough.
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O. V. Jenkins, State Highway Sup- end guests of her brother, Mr, Lyman
MAY MURRAY AT THE DREAM THE FARMER AND THE DRAFT
ervisor, went to Danforth Monday and Black.
May Murray the versatile actress
The extent to which the selective
will spend part of the week in towns
Mrs. Anna Ackley
and daughter
will appear at this theatre on Wed draft might affect the efficiency of
south of Houlton.
.
Blanche, of Presque Isle, spent Satnesday July 18th, in the powerful our farmers has been rather a misty
At the recent examination given by urday and Sunday with Mr. James G.
Lasky photoplay The Plow Girl," subject
to many of our farmers.
the Supt. L. P. Berry, the following Hither and family, returning home
this story carries the spectator from There have been many and varying
pupils passed for High School: Paul- Monday A. M.
the broad South African veldts to the reports concerning it. and conse
HODGDON
NEW LIMERICK
ine
Campbell,
Wilbert Berry and
On Saturday July 7th, Mr. Isaac
Methodist
Ladies
Aid
of
the
drawing
rooms of the most aristocra quently at the meeting held at Cari
The
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kelley went to !
Henry Ingraham.
Sawyer was given a birthday surprise.
Church
will
hold
an
ice
cream
social
tic
of
British
social leaders.
bou on June IS, under the auspices
Caribou by automobile Saturday.
The F. B. S. S. picnic will be held two brothers David T. Sawyer and L.
at the Town Hall, Friday evening,
Frank Keenan and Margery Wilson of the Aroostook Chamber of Com
Mrs. Roland Russell of Washington
at Nickerson Lake on Friday July 2o. (). Sawyer and wives spending the
state is visiting friends in this town. July 20th.
The pupils are requested to meet at day with him. Ice cream and cake. are the co-stars in the Thomas H merce. attended by representatives of
luce production "The Bride of Hate" fifteen towns of the county the fol
the Church Friday morning at nine also fruits being served.
Mrs. Fred Ewings of Howe Brook,
MONTICELLO
which
is offered for Thursday July 19. lowing resolutions were unanimously
The funeral services for Mrs. Henry
! o ’clock, where automobiles will
be
visited Mr s . Jasper Brow a few days
A number from here attended the
"FHis
program
also contains a reel of authorized and adopted.
I ready to take them to the Park.
Fan joy were held at Corner Church
last week.
r a c e s at Houlton last w e e k .
Triangle
fun
and
frolic.
Whereas. The labor supply for the
on
Thursday
afternoon
and
was
large
The Red Cross Auxiliary met at
Mrs. Geo. Good and daughter Ada,
Frank Lull left Monday for Port"The Years of the Locust" is the lequiiemnts ot maximum farm pro
ly
attend*
d.
Mrs.
Fanjoy
was
a
the
vestry.
Thursday
P.
M.
There
visited friends in Island Falls Thurs
j land, to report for over seas duty in was a good attendance and much work daughter of Mr. ami Mrs. John Sprague title
of Friday’s Lasky-Paramount duction in Aroostook county is al
day July 12th.
1the Forestry corps.
done. It was voted to have a basket who are left to mourn, also a husband feature, starring the well known act- ready seriously short for the proper
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hoar and son. j Mrs. R. W. McLeod went to St. j
social on Tuesday evening, July 24th, and four sons age from 9 months to ress Fannie Ward, in this picture the care of the crops now growing, and
started early Sunday morning for I Andrews last week for a few weeks
baskets to sell at $1.00 each. A pat- 9 years. Rev. Mrs. Florence Carver methods of unscrupulous mining and
Whereas, The kind of labor necesGrand Lake Stream.
stay at their cottage there.
riotic program will be given on this spoke comforting words to the sor- (,il promoters are ruthlessly exposed, , sary to handle horses and machinery
Miss Marion Lougee who is teach
Horace Estey, J. R. Weed
and
besides this element of intense in-( used in the cultivation of our crops
occasion. The public is cordially in- rowing ones,
ing school in Ludlow, spent the week daughter Dorothy returned
Friday
terest. the produc tion possesses the j must be experienced in order to be
vited to attend.
------------------------- end with her parents.
from an auto trip to Boston.
romantic value of a sweet and tender j of material service and cannot be
------------------ _
EAST HODGDON
Evangelist E. W. Kenyon is draw
Ice Cream will be on sale at the
j replaced with inexperienced men or
UNNEUS
Miss Ethel Duff is visiting friends love story.
store of Hoar & Sutherland each ing large crowds at the Baptist
Saturday's program consists of the |boys, therefore
Mr. Lewis Bubar is .driving a new in Houlton this week.
Church every evening, he will con
Tuesday and Friday evening.
Hollier H.
Rev. C. T. Clark will preach in the concluding adventure of Yorke NorResolved, That the President of
Mrs. Coleman Tibbits who has been tinue his meetings here all this month.
Mr. Michael Kervin has purchased Union Church next Sunday. July 22. rP>' in Perils of the Secret Service" this organization be, and he is hereMarjorie, the little daughter of Mrs.
a patient at the Madigan Hospital,
Mi£s Emily Welton of Hodgdon is "The
Screen Magazine and other j by instructed to make known tp the
a new Ford car
Nellie
Noddin had the misfortune to
recently returned home, and is report
mb- Federal
Mr. H. J. Ruth went to Batten last visiting friends and relatives in this s p l e n d i d c o m e d y and dramatic
Government
through
our
fall Thursday, and break both bones
jeet.ed much better.
Thursday cm business.
place.
Senators
and
Represtatives that
of her arm. Three years ago
she
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fleming and
Quite a large number attended the L a n d in g in F ra n c e of Gen. P ershing while the farmers of Aroostook are
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sharp
broke the same arm in the same place.
daughters Anna and Leta called on
on Wednesday, July 4th, a baby Toy. Grange picnic- at Nickerson Lake last
willing and ready to undergo any
and A m e ric a n Troops, at the
The Ladies of the Red Cross Society
friends here Saturday on their way
Mr. Jabe Russell of Houlton spent week.
sacrifice*
or privation that the high
D R E A M M o nd ay
held a sale of ice cream and cake at
to Grand Lake Stream.
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Thompkins of
Saturday with his sister Mrs. Robert
est interests of our country requires
the Hall on Saturday evening and on
A special
of ppictures
p e c i a i rreel
e e l ol
i c t u r e , s h o w i n g t hey ( .a n n o t p r o ( l u ( ,e
t he
Houlton. were guests of relatives her**
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lemar of Gard account of the shower not a large Ruth.
maximum
t
h
e
arrival
and rec epti on of
Gen
Mrs. Druisilla Outhouse of Sherman Sunday,
amount of food crops if their skilled
iner who have been visiting Mr. Fred crowd was present, the sum of -fill
is visiting her daughter, Mrs James
Mr. am Mrs. Fred W Barton were Pershing and staff and American h*-lp is take-n from them before har
Green returned home Monday, Mr. was received however.
Bither.
the guest of his parents, Mr. and '.Mrs. troops in France will head the bill vest
by drafts and enlistments of
Green accompanying them.
J. T. Good and Mrs. J. M. Foster
for tin- unusually strong program on men to go into the army and
Miss
Ethel
Astle
of
New
Limerick,
Fred A. Barton. Sunday.
navy
Mr. Robert Lovely of Lincoln who and son Good, have returned
from
spent several days last week with Mi-s
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Dickinson wen* Monday July 22. The quickness with and be jf f Urther
has been visiting his parents Mr. an<l ; ciranci Valley Col., where they have
Jl *1S*) l \ t-q .
the' week end guests of her parents, which this epoch making e-ve-nt in the
That this is not to be
Mrs. Asa Lovely, returned home Mona visit the past two months, Ruth Bither.
worlds hi.Mory has be-en photographe-d c o n s t r u e d as
Mr. and .Mrs. John Poppin of H- d w Mr. and Mrs John Grant.
a request to be exemptday, accompanied by his mother.
they were accompanied home by Mr.
Mrs. Edna Scott of Houlton. spent and made ready for the- screen is a ed f r o m t he duti*
don spent Sunday with Mr. Walter
that fall upon
The entire community was shocked ( Good's sister, Mrs. Minnie Jennings
1lamilton.
the week end at the home of her revelation in the manner in which A mere an citizens or from the reguto hear of the sudden death of the o f col.
the public i> furnished with the lat
Mrs. H. J. Ruth and family spent father. Mr. Perry Brown.
lar operation of the systems by
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
picture's of the news of the
Sunday in Hodgdon with Mr. and Mrs
Miss Blanche Eartha is home' from est
which the army and navy are to be
Smith, which occurred Saturday morn
LITTLETON
Geo. Jones.
Providence, R. I., visiting her parents. worlds gioate-st war, no person will supplied with the necessary men but
ing.
can- to miss the thrill of exultation
Mrs. George Corlett of Island Falk
Air. and Mrs. Ed Bliss and daughter Mr. and Mrs. J. Eartha.
simply as notice that they cannot get
Mr. Nelson Herrin who has been con-Ms visiting relative's in town.
|Helen, of Houlton spent Sunday here
The many friends of Mrs. Ernest that will permeate his entire body the work done with green hands or
fined to the house for nearly two
Miss Ruby Wolvorton went to Gas- with relatives.
Turney who has been very ill will be when he sees this advame guard of with a less number than they now
months was able to visit friends in tine Normal School Monday, to take
Mrs.
Edward Hillman of Canter pleased to know that she- is gaining American sedeliers landing in France have. an*l produce the maximum
Houlton last Friday, accompanied by a special course- in vocal music.
to repay the* <l**bt of gratitude that
bury. N. B., is visiting her sou. Herb slowly.
amount of food crops.
his wife.
the
Fnited State's owes h*?r sister re
Miss Bertha Kenned v from Easton, Hillman and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Campbell and
Copies of rhese resolutions were
During the severe thunder storm who has been visiting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sawyer and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Campbell of Wood- public. In addition to the above, the
sent
to our Senators and Represen
concluding
chapter
of
"Patria”
will
Saturday afternoon the buildings of Miles Libby, returned home Monday. little Laura Bishop of Houlton, spent stock, N B.. were' at Mr. Ernest Tur
tative
Hersey.
b
*y
shown
as
also
will
tlie
opening
Miss Gladys Libby of Mars Hill and Sunday here with relatives.
Jerry Jerrett were struck by ligtning,
ney’s. Sunday.
episode
of
tin*
great
Universal
super
Senator
Hale writes as follows:
and although they did not take fire, Miss Gassie Hayden of Knoxford. N.
The Ladies Aid will hold an ice
Miss Georgia Hannan spent several
B., are visitors at J. IF Wolvertor.’s. days last week with her sister; Mrs. cream sale, and the-re will be fancy se-rial "Th*' Voice on the Wire" a ( ( ’opy >
much damage was done.
mystery story in fifteen
WashirPon, D. ('..July z, 17.
The F. B. Ladles Aid held an Harry Boulogne in New Limerick.
and useful artic les on sale' also, at the powerful
Mr. Noah Bradford and Leigh Har
starring
Ben
Wilson
and
.M
r.
Joseph
E. Hall, President,
ice
cream
sale
on
the
lawn
of
W.
O.
Friday chapter.
rison who have been visiting at the
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Moore w and home o f Mrs. John Grant,
Neva
Gerber,
the
fainems
criminal
inAroostook
Chamber of Commerce
Briggs,
oil
Tuesday
July
17th.
home of E. Lougee recently under
Miss Florence- lott of Houlton, spent evening, July 20.
Caribou. Me:
went the military examination at Ft.
Florence, the little daughter of Orie Sundav with Mr. L. J. Bubar • and
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Henderson and Mr. ve-stigator John Shirley has but two
aims in life, one is to discover whose1 Dear Mr. Hall:
Slocum, N. V., passed successfully ! Tit com b, had the misfortune- to fall family.
and Mrs. John Adams of Littleton.
is the myste'rious 'voice on the wire."
I enclose herewith a letter from the
and were enrolled in the Regular j from a piazza on Sunday, and broke
'Quite' n number attended the furier- and Miss Lizzie- McDonald of GlassProvost
Marshal General.
which
always
gives
warning
of
a
Army.
her arm.
al of tin- young sou of Mr. and Mrs, vill* . N. Ik. were the guests of Mr.
it
would
seem that the exemption
crime
about
to
lx*
committed,
and
Hi*'
on and Mrs. Thomas Henderson, rec-entMany from here attended the- Sun Samuel Smith ’inNew Limerick
ofln-r i- to win the love- of the- b*-au- under the daft
law will probably
ly.
day evening service's at tilt' F. B. Sunday afternoon.
tiful girl who is so strangely associa take- care of the situation all right.
FOR MEN, W O M E N A N D C H I L D R E N
Ghurch at Monticello to listen to Rev.
Miss Annie Bither of Houlton
is
Y o u n g and old find In F o l e y ’s H o n e y
Very truly yours,
te-el with him in the marvelous myssitending a two weeks vacation with
and T a r Co mp o un d a true fri end whe n E. \V. Kenyon.
ENLISTS, THEN WED
<Signed 1 Freeieri* k Hale.
t
ery
suf f eri ng
f r om coughs,
colds,
croup,
her brothei- Harry and family.
Ralph 11. Bonn, of Graylaml. ami
Washington, D. C.
who o pi ng cough, as t hma, or hay fever.
Th<' next appearance* of the dainty
K E E P FIT A N D F E E L F I N E
Mr. and Mrs Roy Nib-- who have MLs
Ruth
Elizabe-th Hopkins. of
Mrs.
Chas.
licit/.. Al l ens
Mills.
l'a.,
June :>b, 1917.
Fe b - y
c'athartic T a b l e t tl a m nigh ly been visiting
in Houlton tin- past We-stport. Washington. w*-r<- married little Triangle* star Be*<H** Love will
T a r for el even year s and woul d noe he
lie in 'Nina t he Flower Girl" on T u e s  Honorable Frederick Hale.
wri tes: “ I have used F o l e y ’s Hon e y and c l e a ns e the Vowel s, s w e e t e n tin- s t o ma c h
month returnee! home Sunday
la ~t week, a t Montt-sano. lb-v R L
Fo r i ndi g es t i on,
wi t hout it."
W h e n you
get F O L E Y ’S, ami ar o us e the l i ver.
day July 24th.
U. S Senator.
Mr. ami Mrs.
Dan Alexander of Sln-lley. of Mont e-ani'. performing th*bi l i ousness, b a d breath,, b l o a t i n g , gas. m
you get tin- genuine.
My
Dear Mr. Hale:
const ipat ion, no r e m e d y is mo r e h i g h l y Yaneeboro. are visiting hi- parent-. rrn-monyr
S< > L P F V F H Y W H L l l F .
recommended.
Don' t
be carel ess.
So
Ytmr
le-tta-r of June 2*1. enclosing
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Alexander.
Tin g r o o m D a b r o t h e r o t ’ S h i r l e y
|that y o u r b o w e l s ar.
let’
"!'
from
Mr. Joseph E. Hall toMrs. Jerry Fanjoy ami -on May
Bonn o f H o d g d o n . h a s e n l i - t . - d i n t h * ! F e e 1 tine.
SUGGESTION
FOR
GOOD
ROAD
g“
’
hir
with
a
set of resolutions at
I
Si >1,1
nard, of Sun rna Mill,, were the week amici a n * *- * ■ o r p - ' a n d * -x pee f - >0011 I o
tached.
has
been
received. In res1b - d t o * a m p a n d
lat*-r in
tinE a s y W a y to P u t Ro of on D i r t Road Is ptm-c te your request, th*- letter from
l
i
e
f
o
r
m
e
r
l
y
l
i
v
e
d
a
t
H
o
u
l
t
o
n
,
front
to Keep I t Dragged A f t e r D r a i n 
Mr.
Hall ami
the.- resolution^ aie
Maim . but for t In- past i- vc years ha ing and Dragging.
herewith returned.
been foreman of the Ih-nu cranberry
,
^
, ! The letter of Mr. Hall and the reTo be healthy at seventy-, prepare at fra* t at Grayland. Mi.--- Hopkin- is
A correspondent or an eastern agrl-' . .
. ,
,
„
forty, is sound advice, because in the
da lighter of Mr. and M r s . ( b - o r g e cultural paper suggests that, inasmuch ;
M' 11 '
* an^u ° ,a
strength of middle life we too often forget a
rlu“ etuciency ami production
that m-glected colds, or careless treat B llopkin- well known re-ide-nt - of ns It Is water which makes bad roads,
the easy way to have good roads Is to j 1,1 ,ll<' Linns in this community if a
ment of slight aches and pains, simply t In* * o n 1\
undermine strength and bring chronic
put a roof over them. There Is this Marge* number of men edigible to the
weakness for later years.
te> lee sniei for his suggestion, that If a 'draft an* selected for military service
To be stronger when older, keep your
roof were put over our country roads, from this -morion of the State. It is
STRAP
E N E D HIM UP
5000 S T E N O G R A P H E R S blood pure and rich and ac tive with the
r,
M n , I it would not only keep water off of It, not anticipated that the draft
will
Ne eded f o r g o v e rn m e n t p o s itio n s :a n d strength-building and blood-nourishing
lo-.vt; oil I but would give us a nic-e, shady drive
pausea
very
great
injury
to
the
ag
, as m a n y m o re f o r ra ilro a d s and busi- properties of Scott’s Kmulsion which isa
rU!
Fo' ey during the six months of the year when
; ness houses.
It is no lon g er a ques* food, a tonic and a medicine to keep your
ricultural interests, of the community
ri ght u;>."
we would appreciate I t The trouble
i tion of -securing positions, but how to blood rich, a lle v ia t e rheumatism and
mts, sor e ami
I1Ii
as only a very small portion of the
Is
that the e-ost of putting up such a
! get enough- to q u a lif y to m e e t the o v ave-id sickness jN 'o alcohol in Scott’s
1.. r an g e d kielmen who have registered will be
"‘T h e C a r o f
e r w h e l m i n g d em and.
Scott & Bowue, Bloomfield, N. J.
roof
as
he
has
In
mind,
and
maintain
F"h-y K i d m - y Bills
g
get
right,
at
selected
for active military duty,
I
It is j u s t as p a t r i c Y c to do yo u r
ing It, would far exce'oel the cost of
It'i.oie- :il:(l gi ve prompt 1
f.
X o Jt eg rets.’' ■“ b i t ” in an office at. I “ keep th e No ric 1: o k Fins: M1:1: n \*, 01 i ’ hk pi m us
nmUing n really first-class hard-sur and flu- number of persons in an.v
S* *1.1 * K V K I d Will-dll-:.
- w h e e ls m o v i n g ” as !t is to be on the
f a c e d road, which would need no roof. staie-el community so drafted will not
In the District Conn of the Inited Nates for
firin g line or in th e hospital,
the Northe-m Division of the DiMnrt of Notice of First Meeting Of
Creditors
The easy way to put a roof over the if is be’iove-d. affect the labor situa
i T h i s is an unusual o p p o rt u n it y to Main*-. In Bankrupted
In tie* District ( ’out of the Fnited States for dirt road is to k*'**p it prope-rly dragged tion
e n lis t to serv e y o u r c o u n tr y and yo u r
the Northern Division of the District of after if has he-.-n drnim-d and graded,
111 the matter of
j
best in te res ts at th e same tim e . Send
However, should such a condition
Maine. In Bankruptcy .
Distributor for Southern Half to
John T. Hodgson
In Bankrupted
d a y f o r e n r o l lm e n t blanks, as our
says Wallao-As Fanner. Water is tin- arise, there is ample authority under
In the* matter of
j
Bankrupt.
‘
seating
c
a
p
a
c
ity
is
lim
ite
d
.
of Aroostook
Frank Baron
j In Bankruptcy
most aei ommodaiyig tiling in the i
the* provisions of the Selective Ser
Bankrupt, j
O. A. H O D G I N S , P rim , H O U L T O N , M E To the creditors of slid John T. Hodgson
world. It will run olf if v<*u will give*
of Fort Kaulie-ld in the County of Aroostook
vice Act to afford relief. The lav/
To the creditors of said Frank Baron
and District afore-said, bankrupt.
of Eagle I.ake in flic county of Aroosto*
authorizethe **xcIusion or discharge
Notice' is hereby given that on the- 12th day and District aforesaid, bankrupt.
of July.\. D. Pd 7, the-sai*l .10I111 T. Hodgson
from tm- darft of "Persons engaged
Notice- is hereby given that on the P2th day
was duly adjudicated
bankrupt,
and of July A I) P.*17 the* said Frank Baron
in industries, including agrie-ulture,
that the-first ine-eting of his civelltens will 1m* was duly adjudicate*! bankrupt . aid that
he'ld at the oltiee of Edwin I.. Vail, in the lirst meeting of his creditors wiil !»- held
found to be* necessary to the mainHoulton, on tie- 11th day of Aug. A
D. at the oil ice of Ed win E. Vail, in Houlton.
taine-me of the Military Establish
P.M7. at in o’clock in the Ion-noon, at which on the- Pith day■<-f Aug. A. 1*. PUT, at in
ment. or the* effective operation of
time tie- said creditors may attend, prove their o’clock in the forenoon at whic h time tie s-p.
claims, appoint a tnist****, examine the* bank creditors may attend, prove* th**ir claims, ap
the military forces, or the maintain
rupt and ■ni’isae-t sueii other business as ma\ point a 1nistee, examine the bankrupi an*
e-nce*
of national inte-rests during the
properly come before said meeting.
transact sin-li other busim-ss as may properly
1>at * d at ! l o i i l t o n . J i l l y 12, p q 7 .
einergencv " Exclusive* original juriscolli e- lie-fore* saiei ;ni't*ti!lg.
1tales I at lb nilton, July 12, I'D 7.
ej |<•t i*>tI to hoar and determine oases
E I> W [\
L. V A I L .
EDWIN I. WML,
la-teive in Banknipti-y.
* *.mint.;■ v. it hir Mii - * lau-* L vi-steel
1h-fe-rce in |l a n k m;i!<-\
Kmg Read L -J.
in tin- ei i - 1ri>t 11*1a r., of *-xt-nipr ions.
reepiisities of tin- go<*d l-oad i:i i * l ' .
ami ii aim- ’ "t exempt ion- . c\e-Fusion
words : Ha r*i, *>\a I. 111. That 1' **r ii i -. ha wo- may h>* mad*- by the inall there* is to a y o n r* *a*1.
dividmid ’ ** be- affected, or• by some*
Our problem i.i the * ...m 1
inff-remteei for him. and the
on*- *•!
got that kirn! of a n c . . ■!e i‘ ’ 1' 1*. '
mi has
authority to affirm,
more than it is worth. 1 1N We C
rnoilifv or reserve anv derision ot
not ha\ e a ha r d, oval ami >: ;
ml
road if We* continue on :• s; upid, prric;: , t ho I** >;
Yeiy truly your.-,
of piling up in tin- middle
igin-el
*
E
H Gre'wder,
unpacked fresh dirt am;
M OTOR— 4 -Cylinder, Overhead valve, head removable.
Ab
wee!, we saw a very good
ITovost Marshal General.
solutely best type of engine. Bore 3 7-8 in. speed 9C0 r. p. m.
hv tilling tin* center with fr -I.
,
,
.
,
M
,
.,
....
It will appear Irony the foregoing
W e m n m f >: 1' YOlf w:tl:
Irom til-' sales. I nat ..... i!-i m- :.
>
in test made by Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., has developed 47 per
,v „ .
u-n
i ■ •a, criminali offense,
lie- „i
-u no.-,... letter of the Provost Marshal General
c e n t in excess of its rated horse power in kerosene.
that any farmer on the registration
vf spraying materials.
water just where wa- do not w
T R A N S M IS S IO N — Double gear drive through differential same
and just where* it will d«> fin* n* - list and subject to draff whose place
damage. It should be- throw n t<» > : i annul be- fiile-d by any of the sevas is used in motor trucks. Transmission and axle bearing are
side, and nothing but (dear d;rt pm , ■ 'oral plan- proposed
for furnishing
-9 9 % P u r e
heavy duty Hyatt Roller Bearings. No gears in the open. All
the r.md bed, and this should be pa.
farm
labor,
within
detriment
to the
in dust tight housings and run in oil.
firmly as soon as pur on. The
maximum
production
of
his
farm,
grass roots and sod on tin* road, 'in
SPK K D —2 1-2 and 3 1-2 miles per hour. Weight 3600
-A t th e r ig h tfp r ic e
imnle'r to make* It a good road.
may make* application to the local
Can you accept, horizon tal tw o -c y lin d e r
Gradually. hard-s;;:"'m I roads v id
t-xemption
board for exemption, and
conn* In tin* neighborhood of ci ics •: .
engines,, chain o r friction d riv e , g e a r s
C a ll o r w r i t e u s f o r p r i c e s , e i t h e r
in so doing In* will m**e-t the wishes
tin* larger towns of the stao-: but * .
and w o r k in g p a rts exposed to dust and
Ing the lifetime of the* pre-sen* g* i ra of the* l*n'si(lent and the* put poses of
d irt w h en you k p o w that this construction
w h o le s a le o r r e ta il
tion at least, most ,-f *-::- road- ■ .
th*' law. and so pe-rfonn his full pat
be made* of ellrt. If we can once- re ai'w
is not m odern o r d u rab le .
grasp the* principle of putt dig a roof e : riotic U.ITV
tin* dirt road by the use of the dr- .
and drainage, we will have* made a !**:.- H E L P S A S T H M A A N D H A Y F E V E R
D o n 't p l a c e d e p o s i t o n a n y T r a c t o r b e f o r e
-.-.i-m wh e n hay fever
New . ..-i
step forward. The n*-xt step will b< p,
aU
:l * u - theusands to suffer,
s e e in g C ase.
oil the road, and thim, make tin* n>**:
n.ul*:.•*!
h-r year s
with
I have- bci'ii
more nearly waterproof. Such a ro.nl
-tliin.e " writ ; F. i - Sehaaf. e’r.-steii,
properly maintained Is the best an '
i:,■\ s Ih. ney an*l T a r th*}
.. " . m l tm,l
T im e s B u ild in g
m\.-s me relief. I: loosH o u lt o n , M a in e
most comfortable road In the world:
-,|y tpmi r tbit
1- I ’ :*• pll'.*‘gli se I can throw it off and
for it is not only hard, oval and s” >.><»?h
t'.-iOains no opiates.
— but elastic as well.
S' >1.1 ,\ I I l Y W H E R K .

SURROUNDING TOWNS

OLDER BUT STRONGER

AbnerW. Mcfiary

FARMERS
Blue Vitriol

Poison

B E N N & BURTT

JAMES PEABODY

HOULTON

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 1917

Miss Agnes Ayotte. of Augusta is j Joel
Wellington. Monticello. \va«
in town the guest of relatives for a doing business in Houlton.Thursday.
rp^ taj]es^ man in the United States
few days.
Mrs. Osgood Smith and (laughter
Nayy Jp Ensign Joseph W. Paige, 6 ft. j
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Craves of Pres
Natalie left this week for Fabyan's
^ jn wh0 was ^onor man 0f the 1917
que Isle, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
White Mts., to visit Mr. Smith who
cjagg at Annapolis.— Ex.
John Q. Adams. Tuesday.
Miss Lucy McLean of Woodstock, ( Miss Florence Weiler is the guest
is employed there. On the way they
A roostook has a man who beats
Mr. S. A. Bennett of the G. W
will spend a few’ weeks with Mrs.
record all to smash. An Aroos- is the guest of Mrs. John Palmer on ! of the Misses Fitzgerald, Boston
j Kalpb Stlmson. Masardis. was doing “ ,<'hards' <'° • has ’'.‘ turned home Smith's mother, Mrs. S. A. Plummer,
tQok
apFih ant
for naturalization Watson Ave.
•om a vacation trip spent at Portage
Rev. and Mrs. T. I’ . Williams left ; business in Houiton, Wednesday.
'(
of Fairfield, Maine.
from pt. Fairfield measured
for Freedom, Me., accorn- j (\ H. Richardson, Patten, was in
e
j
,,
6 f{. 7 inches, another man appearing Tuesday
„ __. , ,
...
!
,
i John (\ McOluskev is building ai
Lrnest Adams, who has been in
,
*
;
.
fQT 'firgt paperi? measured 6 feet, 6 % panied by Miss Williams where they i Houlton on business, Wednesday
„
, .,
i
m
„
„ „ „
.
.'
, large barn on his County road farm >rne employ of ( . W. Starkey several
i Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Grant returned , '
t
,
|nches jn stocking feet
Some people will spend the summei.
u
t 4**1 „
r-, „
n
-p, „ ,
,
,, ,
,
for the storage of this seasons h a y , rnonths- completed
his labors with
Harry Little, B. E. Anderson, t. B. t home, Thursday, from Old Orchard.
! ___, __ ^
^
Mr
starkev
think that tau nien do not make good
and grain harvest.
Saturday. He leaves
goj^jerSi but, Abe Lincoln once said, Esters, John A. Tenney, F B. Kidder, j Geo. B. Dunn was a passenger on
Mrs. H. B. Jervis and son, Colum here Thursday for Springfield. Mass.,
when asked how long a man’s legs returned Sunday from a successful j Thursday evening’s train to Boston,
bus, S (V, arrived in town, Monday, where he enters the employ of Wilson
| Miss Amanda Madison is at her
gjj0uld be to make a good soldier. fishing trip to Umeulcus Lake.
to spend the summer at the home of Company as travelling salesman.
John F. Law of Boston, formerly of j home in New Denmark for a we ek’s
"They should reach from his body to
Air. and Mrs T. V Doherty.
A number of Houlton people motor
this town has entered into partner-j vacation.
the ground
The Men's Mission, given by the ed to Pleasant Pond Monday evening
ship with John A. Riley of Presque] A. G. Merritt was in Mapleton.
Redemptorist Fathers, at St Mary's where they indulged in a “ sea shore”
Isle in the Dry Goods business.
1Thursday, on business connected with
The law passed by the last Legis
Church, closed Sunday evening, and feed. Lobsters, clams etc., were ser
William
(\ Clifford resumed his the Grange,
The filing of applications for citiwas largely attended throughout the ved up in the real summer resort,
lature forbidding the use of the “mufposition of yard master at the B &
Mr. Grant, Linotype operator at the
week.
fler cut-out” on automobiles in town zenship continues at the office of the
sea shore style. Pleasant Pond is an
A., Monday morning. Tbe shipping Star Herald office, Presque Isle, was
and villages went into efTect July 7. clerk of courts in Bangor. In one
: John Murray the popular and effi- ideal spot for picnic parties and is a
public is pleased to see "Bill” back in town Saturday on business,
The municipal officers have received day clerk Stevens received 21 appli, cient clerk at B. S. Green’s went to most enjoyable automobile run.
on his old job.
i Albert K. Stetson of the Pioneer
instructions from the Secretary of cations. About 200 aliens have filed
j Bangor. Tuesday, where he will spend
Word has been received from Wash- Pub. Co., spent the week end at St.
States’ office to see that this law is their first papers since the registra] his annual vacation at the home of
inton that on account of the splendid George, N. B., where his wife is visit
enforced.
tion act became operative, and the
his daughter, Mrs. David Noddin.
enlistment, Maine has a smaller pro- ing.
|
A ll automobile drivers should bear proposed law for deportation of those
Daniel Miller, a carpenter of this
portion of men to be conscripted than
Mrs. J. D. Walker and children of j Lightning struck the barn connect
in mind thftt the minimum penalty wko do not declare their intentions
town,
met with a peculiar and serious
any other state in the Union except Millinocket, are spending a few days ed with the Quimbv house, Kelleran
for this offense is a fine of $20.
; w jj] have the effect of increasing the
mishap,
Monday, while engaged in
Oregon.
|With Mrs. Walker’s mother, Mrs Me street. Sunday afternoon, doing slight
shingling
a roof. It is a common
-----—--------------—
rush.— Bangor Daily News.
Mrs. O. L. Goodridge has returned ] Miss Harriett, Deasey, a teat her in damage. A barn on the East Hodgpractise among carpenters to put
don
road
was
also
struck
doing
heav
from a visit to her husband in Wash- the public schools of Everett. Mass.,
sixty-two applications for naturaliza
shingle nails in the mouth, while
ington, D. C Mr. Goodridge is employ- is at her home in this town for the ier damage than was done in town.
tion in Aroostook County. Each day
shingling, and pick them from the
E. M. Blanding of the State Board
The Houiton Merchants
Associa- ^jjere are several applications. The ed there this summer figuring the summer vacation,
mouth
as needed, time being saved,
of Trade, accompanied by his wife,
tion are to take an active part in the number thlg m0nth is much smaller valuation of the Bangor <fc Aroostook Kay, High Street,
and Mr Miller was following the cus
property.
j
Mr. William Newell and his bride were in town. Monday, on business
Houlton fair this year. They have compared with June. They are daily
tom.
The ladies of the Foxcroft Presby- arrived in town, Thursday, to spend connected with the annual meeting
leased the ground space devoted to growing ieSg.
In sonm manner one of the nails
terian Society will conduct a lawn a few days with Mr. Newell’s parents, of the State Board of Trade to be
midway purposes and will do their ,
_________________
got into his throat and lodged there.
held in Houlton in September.
party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Newell.
it an attractive and I
?
Efforts to dislodge it proved of no
Fred
Lowrey, Foxcroft Road, this | Mrs. T. V. Holdaway, who has been
Hector Carpenter who left
here,
avail, and he went to Boston, Monday
Wednesday evening
The public is at a Boston hospital several months, 2nd Lieut, of Co. L has been assigned
A representative of the Associa- ■
. . *.
, ..
,
night to see what specialists there
invited,
motor
down
and
get refresh- returned to her home in this- town, to Co. M. of Augusta and promoted
leave, tb l. week for Boston and
rcathe<1 „ h™ " * h , b “ st0'
could do for him.
ed.
j Thursday, accompanied by Mr. Hold- to 1st
Lieutenant’s berth. Harold
New York to secure the best attraev,
#
*1.„
era
thousand Grangers who went
Harry Sowers, who has been con- away,
McKennev of Farmington succeeds
tions
procurable for
themidway
„
_
,
. ,
i *w to
Houlton Sunday, and who
were fined to his home for the past 10
There will be a Red Cross Whist Lieut. Carpenter as 2nd Lieut, of Co.
They will leave no stone unturned to
.
*
7
. .
,
unable, as the Times reports, to get weeks with typhoid, is now on the party at the home of Mrs. Julia West L.
secure shows etc., that will please a
, . ,
The lightning of Sunday afternoon
a single hot dog or sandwich on ac- road to complete recovery and is able next Thursday afternoon and evening
caused slight shocks to several Houl
discriminating public.
(olint of sheriff Dunne Sunday cionto be about the house each day, which Tickets 25 cents, *o which the public
ton people. When the Quimby barn
“
“
, ing edict, will have a tender and af- will be gratifying news to his many is invited.
“ The Game of Love,” will be given on Kelleran street was hit two people
fectionate regard for that over-zeal- friends.
j Mrs. A. A. Hussey and two childunder the direction of Theo. H. Bird, living in the house connected thereto
M. M. Clark Esq., Aroostook’s ef- ous official. That kind of duty well
The Public Utilities Commission ren of Brooklyn, N. Y , arrived here
under
the auspices of the Past Mat were affected by the bolt. Mrs. Ranfleient Clerk of Courts, has good rea- and faithfully
performed will
blos- is making a trip of inspection over last week, and will occupy the east
rons
of
the Eastern Star, for the bene kin Grant, who was in bed with an
so> to feel proud ofhis record
in gom and bear
fruit in a subsequent the Bangor & Aroostook this week. |side apartment in the dishing house
fit
of
the
local chapter of Red Cross, infant, was shocked and did not re
handling the registrations in Aroos- season’s political crop.— Star Herald. They are making the trip on motor on Military Street,
early
in
August.
gain her normal status until evening.
took for the army draft.
_________________
ear No. 4, under the conductorship
F. P. Wakem, a former resident of
The
characters
will
all
be
taken
by
Leonard Stover, who lives in the
In proportion to the population 1 gome of the Aroostook county au- of “ Pete” Clark with “ Bill” Lewis at Houlton, now representing
Denison
local
talent
and
the
success
of
the
house,
was sitting at a window read
Aroostook had the largest registra- thorities are giving the merchants a the motor control.
!& Sons, of New York City, was in
ing
when
the crash came. He was
undertaking
is
already
assured.
tion of any County in the State. Mr. tagte of enforcement of the Sunday
The planting of potatoes on the town last week on business and calslightly affected and rendered numb.
Clark had charge of the work in this |ci08ing jaws— so, when about 2000 14th day of July is some late plant- ling on his many friends,
It was several hours before he secured
County and he was the first to send |Aroostook farmers arrived in Houlton ing. A fanner in Smyrna has that j Harry H. Lowrey, who has befn
his natural circulation. Fortunately
In to the Provost Marshal the com- jast gunday f0r a conference over how distinction having planted, a ten acre spending a short vacation with his
A little Miss of 11 years, living in
pleted registration.
to secure the needed help to care for lot last Saturday.
j wife at the home of her parents, Mr. a distant city, being patriotic gave an for all, no serious results followed.
There was not an error in the and harvest the demanded increase in
A. P. Stevens and family went to and Mrs. A. E. Astle, returned to his afternoon benefit for the Red Cross,
County registratidh as returned to the crops> hungry though they were, they Presque Isle, Monday, where they are home in Providence, R. I., Thursday,
at which over $10.00 was netted for
Provost Marshal, a record any clerk coujd not buy even a sandwich or a to reside in the future. The removal j On account of the inclement weaththis cause.
Two youngsters broke into the store
may feel proud of and take a just giags of lemonade. A splendid dis- of the family from Houlton makes it er there was no band concert ThursShortly after it had taken place, of Hallett & McKeen, Monday night
pride in.
play of judgment!— Kennebec Journal. necessary to reorganize the Houlton day last week. Many people
were the mother decided that she would
about 10 o’clock but were discovered
band as Mr. Stevens has been its disappointed as a large crowd came move to Houlton and make her resi
and taken into custody before they
most efficient leader the past two out in spite of the muddy roads and dence. and the young Miss on learn
could get away with any plunder.
years. The band will continue as damp grounds.
ing that she was to make her home
The breaking of glass in the rear
(860 F. O. B. factory
usual without any loss of efficiency, j Smoke filling several rooms of Mrs. here, said, Mamma if we are going
window of the store aroused a lady
and will finish out the season, new Nevers’ residence. Thursday evening. ^o Houlton to live. I am going to take
living near. Looking out of her win
members having been secured to fill caused some little excitement for a ] my Red Cross money and give it to
dow she saw the boys crawling into
the vacancies caused by the depart- time. Investigation ' showed
that I the Houlton chapter, as that is Hie
the store
She rang for the police
ure of Mr. Stevens and son.
someone had touched a match to a| one that I will be interested in.
who quickly responded. After about
Men familiar with game conditions lot of paper in a stove, the chimney | So tb<* Southern Aroostook chap
an hour's search the boys were found
believe that not more than five p<>r di d not draw well and the s m o k e ha<m-: ter will In- bonefitted by the thought
cent of the partidges hatched this ed up filling the rooms. At first it : fulness of a loyal young Miss, and the m hiding under the basement stairs.
They are supposed to be the same
spring have survived the recent del- was feared there was fire in the wall-. 1town certainly will be proud of her.
bo\s
who entered this same store
uge. As
the hatching season is but this, happily, proved not to be t h e ]
;siinday night ami
broke into the
practically over, this means that very case.
EXEMPTION BOARD
Hafey store Saturday night.
few except old birds will be available
Several
drastic measures pa>sed j
Tlu otiicH uf local District Boar-1
Dm1 lad s name is Johnson. the
as game next fall. As similar condi- by the l a s t Legislature in the ad- j
No. 1. County of Aroostook. Sate of |other. Bank The latter has served
The proof o f the Pullman is in its performance.
tions prevailed last year with disas- vam ement of prohibition went into!
Maine. B located
in the A s s e m b l y i t i me at the State School for Boys and
trous results to partridge nestlings, effect Saturday July 7th. They
inGet behind the steering wheel o f any Pullman
Room of the Houlton Engine House. ; will doubtless visit
the institution
the number of mature birds is not e lude a provision for a mandatory imagain.
yourself, feel the luxury of the big, roomy body,
the
telephone
is
22<
k
j
large. An extreme scarcity of part- position of a jail sentence, broadenThe serial number
of each man !
with its ample leg space, genuine plaited leather
ridges for several yfars to come as a ing injunction proceedings in relation
coming
under
the
Selective
Draft Law j
result of these two seasons of abnor- to owners of buldings in which liquors
MISLEADING
upholstery and extra deep cushions.
is
on
file
in
the
office.
It
is your
mal rainfall, is looked for by sports- are sold; removal of County Attor
jMr ('has. H. Fogg:duty to find your serial number. The
men.
Feel the comfort o f riding over 504 full canti
n e ys for failure to enforce the proYour article in last week's
office
is open from S.MO to 5. If you
—
, hihitory laws, forfeiture of vehicles
lever springs, generally afforded only in high
issue
of
your paper, charging the
used in the transportation of liquor. are in doubt on any point the place
Sheriff
s
office
with a shortage of food,
priced cais.
to get information is from the offi
Crops
have never
grown
more
to
visitors
of
this
town. Sunday. July
cial board.
rapidly for a like period or looked
Do not lake the advice of someone Nth., was misleading and without any
; better in this section of Aroostook
who pretends to know
The regula foundation whatever.
|than they do now
The hay crop is
I have never restricted the furnish
tions issued from the office of the Pro
thick and heavy and of an exception
vost Marshal General at Washington, ing of meals seven days in the week.
a lly rich quality. The potatoes are
D ( ’ .. are in possession of the Local I told a delegation of men w’ho had
j filling out most satisfactorily,
the
Board
They will be pleased to give 1the charge of planning this meeting,
; rows full, the misses being very- few
information on any point desired.
j that I was putting no restrictions on
All kinds of grain appear to be flourR e m e m b e r!
j food supply.
lishing and looking rich. All in all
It is the duty of eac h in- j
.\(nv the real difficulty on July Sth..
the outlook for a prosperous year in
dividual coming under the provisions w;ls that the Committee were planAroostook for the farmers is bright
of the Draft Law to find out what is ning on perhaps a thousand visitors
and rosy.
required. The Government will hold land we had more than two thousaruj.
you
strictly accountable for yourself.! ]f was not the shortnesP of time fo
Phone 310M

ud

Mr.
Mrs. Geo T Holyoke and
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Hutchinson returned home, Saturday from Boston, where
they attended the Elks Convention.
W. F. Buzzell, representing the
Houlton Merchant’s Association, and
Robt. M. Lawlis Esq., representing the
Fair Association, are in Boston this
week securing attractions for the
Houlton Fair midway. They are determined that the midway shall be a
winner this year, and no expense will
be spared in getting attractions that
will set the people te talking. Watch
out for the big midway at Houlton’s
1917 Fair, August 28th, 29th, 30th and
31st.
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AROOSTOOK CAN BEAT IT

,
j

LAW TO BE ENFORCED

NOT SO MANY

NAIL LODGES IN THROAT

MERCHANTS’ ASSOCIATION TO
THE FRONT

utmost ao make
paying Proposition

0ne day last month there were

ENFORCEMENT
of man Jg* mos, e(.

I

tion

SHOCKED FROM LIGHTNING

THE GAME OF LOVE

AROOSTOOK LEADS AGAIN

J

LOYAL AND PATRIOTIC

YOUNG CULPRITS CAPTURED

K e lle y -S p rin g fie ld an d M ichelin
T IR E S
G astine, the p o w e r p ro d u c e r an d
C a r b o n d e stro y e r

Frank Sincock

GOING FISHING?
WELL,
EVEN IF YOU
FORGET THE BAIT,
BE SURE TO HAVE
PLENTY OF
B. F. A. CIGARS
FISHERMAN’S DELIGHT
FOR 5 CENTS

J

Th<‘ l.n. al Hoard will In* glad ,0 .supply the people as vou have charged
hel„ you it you w ill holp ym.rself.
I us as n(| sm.„ ruIe exists
Hotels

DAILY
M A TIN E E
at 2 and 330

n d c a y
U n E A M

EVENINGS
7 and

8.30

Saturday Evening
6.30 to JO

T H E A T R E

WEEKLY CALENDAR OF ATTRACTIONS
W

JU LY

18
T

19
F r id a y

JULY

20
Satu rd ay

JU LY

21
uesday

special

Monday, July 23

£xtba

A rrival of General Pershing
and Staff and Am erican
Troops in France

M A Y M U R R A Y in The P lo w G irl
An absorbing tale of South Africa and British
Social Life

SEE T H E CLOSE-UPS OF TH IS FAM OUS G E N ’L

Triangle Pictures

A D V A N C E G U AR D OF A M E R IC A ’S F IN E S T

The B rid e o f H a te

The Greatest Motion Picture Scoop in the history of this
nation

hursday

JU LY

T

Lasky-Paramount offers

ednesday

Dream Theatre

With F R A N K

KEENAN

F A N N IE

and
M A R G E R Y W IL S O N
W A R D in

The T e a r s o f the Locust
Paramount Pictures

GRAND

MRS.? V E R N O N
C A STLE in
latest

PATRIA”

C O N C LU D IN G
CH APTER

Animated Weekly

The Thrilling

The Concluding Chapter of this Remarkable Series
OTHERS

a

RECEPTIO N

Ks 1

W O R LD H A P P E N IN G S F A IT H F U L L Y DEPICTED

P e r ils o f the Secret S erv ice
COMEDY

PA T R IO T IC

DRAMA

BESSIE LO VE in

JU LY

Nina, the F lo w e r G irl

24

Triangle Play

“ Universal

99

Mysterious Serial

“The Voice on the W ire ”
Featuring P E N W IL S O N and N E V A GERBER
A Powerful Detective Drama in 15 Chapters of Mystery,
Punch, and Action

Don’t Miss the O p e n i n g E p i s o d e

“ A Noble Fraud” —Comedy

*

restaurants,
lunch counters,
baker
shops, furnished food as long as there
The Houlton firemen, in whom all was food to furnish. If any went hun
take a just pride and have a desire gry. it was lack of food supply, not
to help them in any laudable under of time
taking. has arranged for a big carnival j You have charged us on previous
in Houlton July 24th, to 28th.
I occasions with closing Drug stores on
The firemen desire to raise funds |Sunday.
to pay for their pulmotor and other i We simply asked the proprietors
things needed at their fire house and
of these stores to confine their trade
take this method of securing some
to the drug business.
of the coin needed.
If their place of business is closed
A contract has been made with the
on Sunday it is of their own volition,
Eastern Carnival Company to supply
and not from any order of mine.
the amusements and attractions for
CHAS E. DUNN, Sheriff.
the week. This Company is a Maine
organization and has been playing in
Any statement which the TIMES
all the cities and large towns of the
makes that is not laudatory to Sheriff
State. They have many novel and
Dunn is always considered by that
unique attractions in their outfit.
gentleman, as "misleading,”
After
Prominently in their list are found
reading the above from his versatile
the Royal Hawaiian Village with its
pen, one can easily figure his logic.
quaint native songs and dances, and
Explainations from us are not neces
weird ami fanciful music, the athle
tic show with its array of champion sary.
The public recalls the situation in
boxers and wrestlers who meet all
comers
forfeiting
two
dollars
a Houlton the Sunday the farmers were
Our statement was a truthful
minute to any one who can stay w’ith here
presentation
of the situation.
them five minutes or more, the old

ALL OUT FOR THE FIREMEN

fashioned circus side show with its
many freaks and curiosities; Ferris
wheel, jumping horse c a r r y all. and
many other events.
They also provide f r e e attraction.-.
An excellent band is with this Com
pany and entertaining music is pro
vided all the time.
Remember this Carnival is held un
der the auspices of the firemen and
they want it made a success.
All will take place on the circus lot.

I

We admit the Sheriff did not tell
drug stores to close. We do claim
however he threatened
prosecution
if they sold anything on Sunday aside
from legitimate drugs. The visitors
here on Sunday. July 8th. were not
looking for drugs, but something to
satisfy their appetites and quench
their thirst. The druggists received
no orders that they might supply
that necessity on this particular Sun
day.

H OULTON
E s t a b l is h e d A p r il

H OULTON

ik , imuo
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A L L THE H O M E N E W S
Legal Newspaper Decisions.

PQbJUhed every Wednesday Morning by the
Times Publishing Co.
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Pierce Community Players to
’
Present “ The House of Happiness”

KEEP YOUNG
People with bail backs and weak
kidneys are apt to feel old at sixty.
Many old folks say Doan’s Kidney
Pills help them keep young. Here's
a lloulton ease;

1. —A n y person w h o t akes u pape r rt-RuIarly
, from the Post otllee— whet l n- r di i ta-ted to his
j address or anot her , or wliet her lie has sub
CHRS. H. FOGG, Pees. & M g r .
scribed or not. Is responsibl e for the pay.
$1.50
per
year
in
Subscript)on9 in l\ s.
5?.— I f a n y person or der s his paper ui.s
in
Canada
S
'.’.O
O
advance, $2 .no in arriuis
conti nued, he must pay all arreanres, or the
in advance. 2..'>0 ill arn-urs.
! publi shi - 1' may ec,m ] nue to send it until pay
,s r.gn* copies five cents.
; meat is mail, and eolleet the whol e amount
N o Subscr iption c a n c e lle d until whet.'ic-r 11 I' l ak' - n from the rdliee or not. (
;{. —Tiu- * ' h u m s have' deci ded that ref usi ng j
a ll a r r e a r a g e s a re paid
Advertising. ates oased upon circulation and to ta he n. \\ spa pel s aud periodica Is from the i
, post mime, nr r e mo v i n g and l eavi ng t i i emj
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter nnealU d for, is pritnu faeia evi denee of fraud
I If you want to stop your paper, wri te to !
est are solicited
j the publi sher yourself, and d o n ’t leave if to j
Entered at the post office at Moulton for oir
1 t lie post-master.
eolation at second-class postal rates.

For Advertisin': Kates apply to the President and Manager.
has been a remarkable outpouring of
the right sort of spirit, on the part of 1
It is highly gratifying to know that civilians. The army cannot walk off
;
the Junior Volunteer movement inaug with all the glory.
urated in this State has proved so
When an American manufacturer ;
successful, and has gone so far to offers DUMnj gross of shoe-strings to j
ward solving the great problem of the army free of charge, is told that |
securing farm labor in the present such a thing cannot be done, and j
critical situation. About 500 boys of agrees to take $5 for his goods; and}
High School age, too young for mili when he later decides that for his |
tary service, are already employed do shoe-strnigs he cannot accept m o r e !
ing their bite on the farms of Maine, than $1, and then increases his offer-1
and so successful has the proposition ing to 25,000 gross, something new j
been that there is a great demand for has happened in America. Another j
more, and a new recruiting campaign manufacturer of cloth returned his j
Is under way. Already about loo contract to the War Department to he j
new recruits have been secured since rewritten,, because he found he was j
the campaign began the first of this able' to buy wool at three cents a |
week.
pound cheaper, and able to sell his
Recently, the Department of Labor (doth the cheaper by fiv< cents a yard, i
at Washington called together repre These are but stray examples of the !
sentatives of every state in the Union j new order, the new spirit of service j
to confer about the farm labor ques } that is springing up among us.
j
tion, with special reference to secur
How far this has gone few of us
ing
the co-operation and aid of
have any conception. One of the new j
young people who had not heretofore
|National army cantonments is being |
been utilized in this great movement
T Mii PIERCE C O M M U N I T Y P L A Y E R S IN A S C E N E F R O M “T H E H O U S E O F H A P P I N E S S . ”
'laid out by eminent civilian engineers}
for bigger and better crops. It was
iP H 'S E o p H A P P IN E S S ” will be presented on the second night of the Giiautauqua by tiu* Pierce Com! who have volunteered as aetully as j
recognized that the man with the hoe
nu n i t y Players, beaded by Mr. and Mrs. Harry U. Pierce of Boston. The play is a Now England comedy in
|any man who entered the army and !
is as vita] a factor in the successful
three acts and was written especially for this company by Dorothy Wilcox. The following are the charac
put on the uniform. At one of tin1 big ;
ters. as s h o w n above: Judge Abner Merrick, a typical small town New England lawyer; Miss Pboelie Withain.
prosecution of the war as the man
Government arsenals recently it was, ,
Merrick's cousin and housekeeper; David, bis foster son: Margie Barkham, bis ward, and Mrs. Asi-oti Dc.Mille, a
with the rifle, and it was imperative
discovered that certain big guns do- j
social climber. Mr. and Mrs. Pierce are supported by Mr. and Mrs. William Griffith and Mr. Edward Sru kings. All
that every ounce of man strength that
signed for coast defense could not be
are accomplished entertainers well known to Giiautauqua and Lyceum audiences throughout the country.
could be secured for farm work should
moved to their positions. The bridges
be utilized. At this conference, every
between were not strong enough to
state In the Union, except one, was
bear the load; the railroads had no
represented. Food director, Herbert
cars big enough and strong enough;
C. Hoover, was present, giving the
and till these things could he pro
whole of his day to it. Secretary
vided the guns stood a good chance
Wilson, of the Cabinet, was also
of resting in the arsenal, perhaps for made up. but hard and practical en the same money, if you told your mer down to the smallest village. They
there, and many other men in whose
weeks or months. Hearing of this a deavor is being put forth. Those win* chant that you would put up with a are produced by changes of seasons
hands the final solution of the prob
and styles, overstocks, and such regu
contractor, accustomed to the building are not actually doing muuc active second grade article.
lem rests. It was found, then, in
Tin' people who lnty away
from lar causes. You can get them a.
of metropolitan subways and other work ace casting about to sec wlm;
conference with the men from the oth
large work, offered to enlist the aid of their
part may he. 'The
infection home often pay much more than they horn*' just as well as anywhere else,
er states of the Union, that Maine is
several moneyed men and deliver those has caught us all. Already we begin need to. They pay for style, elabor Th*' best, of them are advertised in
the only State which has utilized
ate systems of display, high cost real this newspaper. By faking tin* home
guns within a week. He asked no to be a new America.
successfully the boy labor available.
immediate money, Imt only a guaran Editoral
estate
and overhead charges
You bargain you arc running no chances,
Several states had recognized the im
as you know from long acquaintance
can't get something for nothing.
ty of some sort that at sometime
portance of using this labor, but had
'Ther*' are bargains to be had regu th*' charader of the merchants with
within his own lifetime he might be
BUYING AWAY FROM HOME
not worked out any plan by which ii
larly in any store, from New York whom you are dealing.
reimbursed. The guaranty
was at
It is one of the queer tilings of life
could he made effective, and much
once forthcoming from a group of
that many people like to buy goods m
praise was given to our own State for
moneyed men formed into a committee
long distances from their own homes.
the efficient manner in which this
for just such endeavors.
They seem to regard shopping as on •
situation had been met bore.
In one state a syndicate of men of of the diversions of an online trip
Mr. Jefferson C. Smith, who was tin*
representative from Maine at this con means, headed by a leader whose pub They scatter their money abom ai one
ference, was kept
busy answering lic spirit is equal to bis large fori line, place and another regardle>- whether
questions and explaining tin Maine j have organized a system of fuel distri they know anything ubeut the store-;
system, and he had tin* satisfaction bution that will insure to a large com they are pnlronizing. 'Thus they 1
tl
of hearing the emphatic approval of munity a coal supply at once ade every town to prosper except
the secretary of labor and of Mr. quate and at a reasonable price. In own.
another region a similar group of
Of coiir-e tin- meivhanfs of
Hoover of Maine's plans.
This week, representatives
from volunteers have massed their money town gain as well a- lose by this ha
several staf e governments have been contributions and placed them in the If they lose home trade that sin
in Augusta, visiting the (amp at hands of a man who has organize ! a belong to them, they get trade from
Winthrop to study our system of large company of young volunteers to visitors from other places. But it re
these mains time that tin1 plaees where there
mobilization and training and the ac the flying service. Already
young
men
are
well
along
in
the
three
is a strong sentiment of loyally to
tual entrance of the hoys in the de
partment of field work; and. again, we months' training necessary to tit them , homo enterprises are the ones that
have the gratifying privilege of know to the Government service. 'Their ex go ahead.
It is a great thing to know per
ing that Maine has been true to her penses are paid out of this volunteerj
motto. There is a call for more vol fund, and they represent the patriot-I sonally the reputation of the nn-runteers; a recruiting party is located ism of their backers as faithfully as bants with whom on*' is dealim-.ston,s p, a distant city may look
in this town now, and the young men thev embody their own sturdy Ameriattractive
seen from th*- outside. But
who have not reached the age of do eanism.
they
may
have a persistent habit of
Of course these Bring are a sorry
ing military service may feel sure
working
off
second grail1- goods. Tinreflection
on
the
stme
*,f
unprepa
m
rithat they are contributing their pun
F . F . D A L L E Y C O . O F I M E W Y O R K I N C . , t l U F F / \ L O M .Y.
toward the promotion of our National ness in which our Country has lagg('d prices seem low. but just tin- same
cause if they enlist in this new and for so long. At the same time they tiring could bo bought at horn*' for
determination
of
highly important branch of the service. are an earnest
our people to heat the arch enemy of
civilization. The thing is being' done
THE NEW AMERICA
Most of us go about our business with that business promptness and
with little realization that the Ooun- method for which wo are famous: hut
try Is at war and that the spirit of it is being done with a fine new spirit
so
the people has been touched by it al besides. Young men not nearly
ready. But quietly, nevertheless, we able to spare their time and fle-ir
are all being remade. Already tins slenderer means have volunteered for
a different America. Somehow the executive work. Men of all rail-;
voluntary censorship has in its timid and race's are working together pity spread over other activities than hearty friendliness. The Country j
«
the military. Only
the newspaper in the process of a remaking. \’ot
worker knows what is being doin' much of if has been discovered thus
In going o v e r our records a fe w days ago w e found that 80 per
and much of what he knows he may far, imt the spirit is spreading. If is
cent
of the men w ho had bought Chalmers cars this year previou sly
not
only
that
the
Nation's
mind
is
not tell. But the truth is that there

THE JUNIOR VOLUNTEERS

T -

Houlton, Maine, August 6 to 10

Mens,Womens
and Chil&rei&Shocs
Looks Better
Lasts Longer
Easy to use
Best fbr Shoes

W
HITE

Daniel MeElrov.
retired
farmer,
|Id Willard St.. Houlton. says: “ Doan’s
j Kidney Pills have been an old standlb.'’ with me for many years and I can
i ay they do just as represented. I
; have used them in different occas
ions when my kidneys have needed
jattention
Sometime-, when 1 have
! caught cold, it has brought on trouble
|with my kidney secretions, which has
j caused me to get up many tinier dur
i n g the night. When suffering this
j way. I have gone to O. F. French &
j Son's Drug Store and have got Doan’s
Kidney
Pills. They
have
always
cured me of the attack. I am always
recommending Doan’s Kidney Pills to
other kidney sufferers."
Price
50c. at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that
Mr.
MeElrov had. Foster-Milbum
Go.. Props., Buffalo. N. Y.

A B A D S P R IN G FOR W O M E N
The l ate. edit, and d a mp s pr i ng s eems
to ha ve caused mu c h s uf f e r i ng f r o m b a c k 
ache, rhmi mati e pains, aches and pai ns
in sides, mints
and muscles,
l u mb a g o
and simi lar ailments.
Mrs. T. J. R u e k nell, Har dy, Xe b , wr i tes: “ I a m r e c o v e r 
ing fn-m an at t ack <>f l u mb a g o by tho
ai d of Foley Ki dne y Pills. T h e y sur el y
help

The American Express Company operates the
express business.
T IM E A T W H IC H

ow n ed “ one y ea r” cars.

IX KVFEGT J UX E 25 , 1917.
Trains scheduled to leave Houlton.
Daily Except .Sunday
7.47 a. in.—for Et.
Fairfield,
C ar i b o u. Van B u r e n and
inter
mediate stations
9,38 a. m.—for Millinocket, bangor and
principal intermediate stations—Port
land and Boston, via Brownville. Din
ing Gar Millinocket to Bangor.
11.28 a. in.—for Ashland, Fort Kent, St.
Francis and intermediate stations, also
for Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
Buren,Grand Isle, Madawaska, French,
ville, St. Francis and intermediate
stations via. Squa Pan and Mapleton
12.51
m.—for Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Limestone an*l intermediate staitons.
1.30 p. m—tor Millinocket, Greenville, Ban
gor, and intermediate stations. Portland
and Boston, sleeping Car Derby to
Boston, Dining Gar Derby to Bangor,
7.07 p. m.—for Millinocket, Bangor and in
termediate stations. Portland and Bos
ton. Buffet Sleeping Gar
Van
Buren to Boston
7.37 p. m—tor Fort Fairfield, Caribou, Van
Buren and intermediate stations.
T rain ' s D vk II o v l t o n .
1>aily Except Sunday
7.39 a. m.-■■from Poston, Portland, Bangor
and intermedia:*-stations. Buffet sleep
ing Gar Boston to Van Buren
9.33 a. u/.- lii'U. \'an Buren, Caribou,
Fort
Fairfield and
intermediate
stations.
12.46 p. m. —from Huston, Portland, Bangor.
GivenvJ.e and intermediate stations.
Sleeping ( 'ar Boston t • Derby. Dining
< ar Bangor t >Millinocket
1.24 p. m.—from Garilwiu. Limestone, Fort
Fairtielc and int-jP"iidi;)|e station*
2.40 p. in.—from St. Francis, Fort Kent,
Ashland and intermediate stations, also
>t. KraiieB, French ville, Madawaska,
Grand Isle, Van Buren, Washburn,
Pioque Die and intermediate stations,
via. Mapieton and >qua Pan.
7.01 p. n . lion; Van Buren. Limestone,
Caribou. 1'oit Fairiieid and mtemiediao- station^.
7.32 p. m.-from Boston, Portland, Bangor,
MillinoK,'K
J"**t‘ and
... ' principal intermediate
----stations via. 1in*wnv lie.
Bangor to Derby.

C a m e ra *. S n a p -S h o t./ *
m
When you take Snap-Shots you can have your finished
work in 12 hours, and all work guaranteed if you will
------------------- ------ take your film to -

LEIGH TO N

&

- —

FEELEY

HOULTON. MAINE
Price List
All size Rolls^developed for
Prints, No. 2 Brownie
“

No. 2 A Brownie

Other prints up to post card size
Post Card

IOC

NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Hansford \Y. Shaw

ATTORNEYS

Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Maine
Probate matters have Special
Attention

DR. R. E. LIBBY
V ete rin ary

O u r advice, could w e only get hold o f those who are buying their
first car, w ould be to pay $500 m ore and get quality .
F o r what is w orse than a cheap pair o f shoes, a cheap hat, cheap
food or cheap je w e lry ?j
Quality you n ever forget. B y the w ay, have you e v e r sat behind
the wheel of a Chalm ers?

Night

A 5 OR 7 - P A S S E N G E R
ROADSTER,

50

2-PASSENGER

Q U A L IT Y
$1350

CH ALM ERS

ALL PRICES F. O. B. DETROIT AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

QuU&ftnt

C. L. Pettingill St Son, Distributor, Island Falls
A. W. McGrary, Houlton Local Agent

AT

R E S ID E N C E
H o u lt c n , Me.

F IL L E D

B Y T H E
METHOD.

W IT H O U T

P A IN

N E W
A N A L G E S I C
A B S O L U T E L Y SAFE.

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
D E N T IS T

!

DR. J. F. PALMER

I
i

D E N T IS T
O ffic e

over

French's

Drug

Store

Hours: S A. M. to 5 P. M.
I
Others by appointment
(Telephone D54-2
!

O ffice

PARKER M. WARD, M. D.
Practice limited exclusively
Ear,

F O R $1350

TOURING SEDAN, 7-PASSENGER $1850

Day 629-2

32-2

239-3

TEETH

Eye,

4c

Surgeon

Gradual- University of Toronto
All calls given prompt attention

O F F IC E
129 M a in St.

Chalmers

Perhaps that fact explains our saies records. It evid en tly show9
a rather decided tendency towards a better car, and w e feel com pli
mented naturally, that the trend is toward Chalmers.

Seth S. 'Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON

T e l.

:>e

.
.
.
.
.
5C
All size Film Packs developed for 20c
N o charge for films developed if exposures are all failures

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.

10,000 miles is long life fo r the “ one y e a r " car.

Chalmers has n ever sought the “ one v e a r" car trade.
has always sought the quality trade

Dining Car

Timetables giving complete informa
tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON, Pass’r Traffic
Manager, Bangor. Me.

T e l.

Please pardon us fo r using a technical term such as “ one y e a r "
cars.
It is a name that has grow n up among autom obile salesmen
and service men. It means, briefly, a car that looks w ell when new,
runs w ell when new , but peters out towards the end of its first year.

T R A IN S A R E E X 

P E C T E D T O A R R IV E A N D D E P A R T

D
R
E
S
S
IN
G

DO YOU OWN A “ ONE YEAR” CAR?
PAY $500 MORE AND GET A QUALITY
C A R . $1350 BUYS A C H A L M E R S .

nn-. "

S* »I,I > K V F . K Y W H K R ] : .

Nose,

Glasses

and

to

Throat

. F itte d

9 to 11 A. M
1 P. M
1 to
7 to S P M.
Office in I Pint: Furniture Block
M A IN E
HOULTON,
Office Hour-

H. J. CHANDLER
E N G IN E E R
nf p, - , .

Tel. 256-2

i"

AND

SURVEYOR

1I cy w o o d

St r e e t

HOULTON, MAINE

H O U LTO N

T IM E S ,
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keeper’s trade journal. She gets the
same kind of information from it that
TRADE JOURNAL the merchant gets from his specialty
Every man who is in business needs j paper. The local paper gives first a
some kind of a means for finding out directory of merchants who have the
the news of his trade. If he is in the enterprise and ambition to build up
business
shoe line, he needs to read the news- |their trade bv sobering
through advertising. This list in it
of the shoe and leather market as
self is a good safe guide to know
! printed in the daily papers
where to buy.
Very likely he also subscribes to
In addition to that, the home paper
one or more trade journals giving the always prints reports of special bar
news of the shoe trade. It is impos gains advertised by the local mer
chants. The housekeeper who fails
sible to make wise purchases in any
to look over these announcements of
line without getting information from bargains each week is much like Un
experts about market prospects. The shoe dealer who g e t s stick <m an ad
man who saves a dollar by dropping vancing market, ami failed to >to< k
a subscription to a trade journal may up ahead because he did not read his !
trade paper.
lose a thousand dollars by failing to
For every dollar that the home,
know in advance of some prospective paper costs, the housekeeper should j
rise or fall in the market.
'lie able to save ten taking advantage j
The home newspaper is the house of the bargains that the merchants,

THE HOUSEKEEPER'S

Esqp)@irt

A d v fc ®

E ® ir

ttUn©

Queries and Replies Covering Matters of
Importance to the Man Who Runs a Car
&
My crank cate holds th ree gallons
and three q u a rts of oil when up to the
petcock lever, and I have a dash sight
feed which shows a steady stream when
the oil is at the rig h t level, but when I
have th e am o u n t of oil I speak of the
motor smokes.
H o w can I stop it
sm oking

and

still

know t h a t

I

have

ouretor to s t op tins missing you pronably would not get the desired results
at higher engine speeds. Since your
motor runs well when pulling, It Is
best to emlure the miss when running
idle.
As to the knock in your motor, it
seems not likely to be that of a wrist
pin or crank pin bearing. It should
not be in the magneto, judging from
what you have said. However, inspect
the magneto coupling and note if it Is
tight. A knock in
motor Is often
difficult to locate. It may arise from
a dozen causes. Sometimes a knock
may be. easily located by letting the
motor run idle and then sounding the
various parts with a piece of steel roil
which is held In the teeth. When do
ing this close both ears. I f your trou
ble is in the magneto you can readily
locate it in this manner.

•nough oil to lubricate the motor?
The manufacturer of tills motor
should have set the oil level at the
correct height. Therefore we could not
advise doing anything to change the
height of the oi! in the crank case un
til you have made sure that the trouble
Is not elsewhere. Smoking may be due
to loose fitting piston rings, worn pis
tons or worn cylinders or all of these
combined.
Poor oil might also be causing the
motor to smoke or it may be that the
cooling system is not working properly,
with the result that a large quantity of i
the oil Ir consumed been use tile motor
I havo tw o old inner liners t h a t I have
runs hot.
I f the smoking does not
used fo r tw o years in different casings.
seem to be caused by any of these con
Can you tell me the best w a y to put
ditions it might be well to seduce the liners in new casings now and m a l e
level of oil In the crank case, but be them stay tig h t so they w ill not heat up
fore taking such a s* **> you should the tubes? T h e sticking q u a lity has
confer with the m.w
cturer of the gone to some extent.
Liners should be cemented to casings
car or with some gi> • 'pair man.
with any good tire cement and in the
same manner that such cement is
W ill you please t o ’I r » w h a t is meant
usually applied. The inside of the liner
by fixed nozzle carburv .*?
should be powdered with French talc
Some carburetors ! e a valve by
before inserting the tube.
which It is possible t■> hange the size
o f the hole through v. 1, h the gasoline
F o r some t i m e I have been t ry in g to
•nters the mixing <ha her at the top
locate a peculia rity in my steering gear.
o f the spray nozzle.
The fixed nozzle carburetor has no T h e difficulty seems to be in lost m o 
tion or side play in some of the parts,
such adjustment, and in order to which is made apparent on tra ve lin g
change the nature of the mixture tin* over a stretch of rough pavem ent by a
amount of air entering the carburetor continuous h a m m e r j a r communicated
must be regulated. Cutting down on up through th e column. W h a t a d ju s tthe air will Increase the vacuum and m e n ts 'o r remedy would you suggest in
cause the mixture to be richer. By order to tak e out th is lost motion?
Adjustments are usually provided on
allowing more air to enter the mixture
the steering gear for putting the prop
'Will be leaner In character.
er spring tension in the reach rod and
also to take up the slack or backlash In
H ow many dry colls should I uso to
*oporato a motor driven electric horn on the gear by moving the eccentric bush
m y car? W ould it be vary expensive ing on the worm gear shuft. This is
to use dry colls fo r this purpose on a done by removing 1he steering arm
car th a t la not driven much during the from the end of the wofm gear, loosen
Mason?
ing the clamping screw on the steering
If 3’ou really desire to use a motor body or chuck and making the proper
driven electric horn in conjunction adjustment of gears, then tightening
with dry cells you will tlnd that a set the clamping screw holding it In posi
of six cells will be necessary for use tion.
with a large horn. Our experience is
It might be that your car has ex
that It Is necessary to renew these perienced some jar which has bent the
cells about once a month, even tnough axle, knocking the wheels out of align
the car Is not driven to any great ex ment, which would give the trouble
tent. Unless you have a storage bat
you mention.
tery on your car it will be both more
satisfactory and more economical to
T h e valves of my car have not been
use a hand operated type of horn.

advertise. Before
complaining too
much of the cost of living, the house
keeper should watch carefully to see
if there are not some dealers, who,
as the result of enterprise, desire to

GOING
IS A

build up new
will advertise
rates. Almost
offers, and no
to be ignorant

TOURIST

POPULAR

WAY

TO

TRAVEL

trade, or over-stocks,
standard goods at low
always there are such
homemaker can afford
of them.

CANADIAN
PACIFIC

T ourist Sleepers light and airy
with big comfortable berths, ac
commodating two adults, it desired are carried from Montreal cn fast
I rausi nntincntal Express drains lor points in Western Canada, British
Columbia, and on the Pacific Coast
Not as luxurious as the Palace sleeper, but thev meet the require
ments of a superior class of patrons just as well and at half the cost

ECONOMY

AND

COMFORT

COMBINED

N. R. DesB risay , D. P. A., C. P. R . , S T . J O H N ,

N.

P ain t-U p
And when yon do use the
best.

.

Our .Memorials stand for what is best in design, workmanship and
permaney. together with our clear machine cut letters, gives our work
a distinction from others.
Do not be deceived by those that talk low prices, for investigation
will show that their prices are no lower than elsewhere, or the work
ami service is inferior.
It is a well known fact that he that cuts the price cuts the quality
and service first. Quality and service are the only standard by which
to measure values.
(.’ heap work is the easiest to produce, experience and study are nec
essary to secure permancy and suitable design.
A Monument once placed is not easily changed, it may be a disap
pointment or a source of satisfaction.
\\ e know of no better way to make a selection than to visit our show
room and see the different kinds of Granite and Marbles executed in
the latest designs.
Now is the most favorable ttme to order, and have it done in a thor
ough manner. A call from those interested will be appreciated.

Shawmut
Paint
For Wagons, Farm Imple
ments, Floors and all inside
or outside work.
Phone or call tor color card.

James S. Peabody

Houlton Granite &

Bangor St.

TELEPHONE.

HOULTON

•’

M arble W ork s
BANGOR STREET

HOULTON, MAINE.

“H

ground for a long time, and I notice
t h a t the engine does not pull as well as.
it did. Do you suppose the tro uble lies
in the valves?
H o w often should the !
valves be grou nd ?

In ti m i n g the values of a fif t y horse
p o w er engine is the allow ance fo r e x 
pansion less on the admission side or
in ta k e and something grea ter in the j
Without ;i doubt the valves in your j
gap on the exhaust side?
S tate the m<*or nurd grinding. Wlion tin* valvos
n u m b e r of th ousanths of an inch if
do not seat properly there is a loss of
possible.
i

i

J

compression and consequent loss of
It is customary on the average on- ;
gine to allow between a sixty-fourth | power.
arid a thirty-second of an inch clear- 1 To obtain the best, results it is advis
ance between the valve stem and the | able to reseat the exhaust valve ap
lifter. You can hardly adjust to a one- j proximately every thousand miles and
thousandth of an inch, since the wear | the inlet valvs about every 2,000 miles.
which takes place at this point differs | I f not reseated frequently they become
more or less on the different valves. ; pitted and then must be replaced.
The difference in clearance on the in- !
take side and on the exhaust side is 1 T h e re is a grinding sound in the rear
not taken into consideration.
| axle or gears of my car which I cannot
In adjusting the valve clearance it j •ocate. W he n the wheel turns h a lfw a y
la best to observe the flywheel marks, j around it grinds, and the rest of the
In order to have all the valves timed j w a y it runs smoothly. Can you ex plain
alike. This should be done rather thau i this trouble?
It is a giKxl pbin to look for tho sim
having the clearance in each case
plest
troubles lirst. I f the sound is a
equal.
I
rasping or scraping one it is probably
W h a t affact does oil have on cellu  due to dragging brake bands, or the
I f the
loid? Thor# it a bullseye sight oil feed drums may be our of true.
on the dash o f my car t h a t had a glass brake hands are dragging loosen them
in it about tho size of a h a lf dollar. It up slightly. Unless the drums are not
was broken, and I had it replaced w it h badly out of round It will be sufficient
Oalluloid. W i l l it serve the purpose fo r to loosen up the bands, but if this will
any length of time?
not answer the drums should hi* trued
It is claimed that ordinary cylinder
up in a lathe or else replaced. The
oil does not affect celluloid, but also It
grinding noise may be due to a shaft
la a well kuown fact that benzine Is a that is bent, and it is more probable
solvent of oolluloid, and as both ben that an axle shaft instead of a trans
zine and cylinder oil are products of mission shaft would give trouble in
crude petroleum and closely related, as this way. Tin* bending of a shaft will
far as their chemical constituents are cause any gear on it to alternately
concerned, It Is reasonable to believe mesh too loosely and too tightly with
that in time tbe cylinder oil would tend Its mating gear. This will cause a
to soften the celluloid and cause a leak grinding sound. "Whether this is the
age of oil around the edges. Wo would trouble « an he determined only by in
suggest that you proceed with the ex- j upeetion
The straightening of the
perlment, however.
shaft should be left to some man who
has had experience in work of this
Cylinder No. 2 on my four cylinder character and is accordingly qualified
It is
• a r leak* compression between the pis to perform this partieular job.
ton and the cylinder into the crank probable that you would not be able to
oats, w hila the other three cylinders do it because of lack of equipment.
ara as good as new. W ould fitting the
Another possibility is that one of the
defective cylinder w ith new piston rings roller bearings is causing the trouble.
to u ts the compression to be more than
One of tiu* rollers may be broken, al
tho othara and perhaps s tart v ib ra 
though this is not very likely, or the
tion?
It is Impossible to say whether the roller race nmv be worn out of round.
No. 2 cylinder would be benefited
greatly by the use of new piston rings,
because the leak might be due to bad
scoring from the cylinder, in which
case it would have to be rebored. If
it Is due simply to uniform wear the
fitting of new piston rings, and more
particularly the nonleaking type of
piston rings, probably will prove a
remedy. However, this leak may be
caused by the slots In the piston ring
coming in line, in which case new
rings will not be necessary, and you
will need only to space the slots in the
Tarlous rings so they do not come in
line.
M y oar knooka whan running idle or
•b o u t tw enty miles per hour. I have
noticed when k is idle and running
•lo w ly It mlosea, but it does not m ite
w hen on the road. The valves have
been ground and new spark plugs put
in and all connactions on the intake
pipe made a ir tigh t. The knock is reg
u lar whan running fast, but irregular
whan running alowly. Is the trouble
w ith the magneto?

A motor when running Idle and
throttled down will often run Irregularly—that Is, miss occasionally. This
Is due to the carburetor not giving the
proper mixture at very low engine
•Deed. I f you should adjust the car*

:2oo Cash, Balance MontliA

M AKE

M O NEY
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Old Orchard Beach

One of our Cottages

View ol the Beach from one of our Cottage l’orches

r e a t
IX
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Kvery lot has city water and electricity.

L o t

FIX!'.ST SKCTIO X

a le

OF 'I'll K B F A C H

All Lot owners have free membership in Club House atm Tennis Court.

We will build you a cottage and you can pay for it 011 monthly payments.

^BUY

NOW

TO

MAKE

MONEY

Statistics show that shore property is increasing taster in value than any kind of real estate in America.
WHY? Because
each year more people go to the shore, but you cannot make auy*more shore front property. You know values in all things
are based on the law of supply and demand. Here you have a decreasing supply and increasing demand, so the only
possible result is higher prices. That’s what makes Shore property different from other properties from the standpoint of
investment. That is why every man who invests here is investing in a monopoly.
I t ’s safer and surer than any invest
ment on earth.
It is simply common sense reasoning.
Think of buying a beautiful lot covered with Pine Trees and having City Improvements for only $ 5 .0 0 A MOXTH.
You will never have another opportunity like this.

and must be paid
on or before July
31, at the office of
the

--------

Houlton Water Go.

FOR

IX FORMATION'

SF.K ----------------------—-------------------------------

O ur M r. D O N A L D S. K ID D , who is at the Snell House, Houlton, M aine

Mechanic Street
Opposite the American
Express Company

Club House ami Tennis Court for use <-i Lot Owners

Large Lots $245 upward, $25 down; Balance $5 monthly and upward

All Water Bates
Are Now Due

JAS. JAY SMITH COMPANY,
Smith Block,
Largest Developers of Shore Property in New England.

0=

B.

OLD ORCHARD, MAINE
Established 1879

mm
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SAD ENDING FOR CHILD

BOWLODROME IMPROVEMENTS

Earth and Moon.
The L itan y of Reduction.
Fifty moons would equal the earth
The litany of reduction is “ exercise,
in volume, although it would take 81
times the mass of the moon to equal diet, abstinence and perspiration.” E x 
the mass of our planet ns the lunar ercise continually. Exercise until you
density is only six-tenths that of the are tired, and then don’t rest, but get
Wm. (\ Donnell went to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Neal, Boston, 1earth. The entire surface of tin* moon up and exercise some more. Acquire
If you once
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thos about equals North and South America the art of perspiring.
Thursday, on business.
make
up
your
mind
to
it,
you can re
I in area, though about 40 per cent of
Mrs. M. L. Buck spent Sunday with Hoyt, High Street.
duce to the exact figure you desire.
this
surface
we
ran
never
see,
since
her parents in Bridgewater.
A large number of Fredericton horse
our satellite always turns the same But it takes patience and resolution.—
Col. Charles P. Allen, Presque Isle, enthusiast were in Houlton last week j
Exchange.
face toward us.
j
was doing business in Houlton, Satur for the circuit races.
The Hodgdon band furnished music i
day.
Learning From B ird*.
Mrs. Warren Skillen is assisting at for the Orangemen at Island Falls, j
To Keep W a te r Cold.
were assisted
by I Many wise suggestions come to one
the Savings Bank, during the absence (Thursday. They
An excellent way to keep water cold
of Miss Davis.
jGlen Stevens of the Houlton hand, who observes the ways and traits of a long time with little ice is to take a
birds. Study of birds well repays the pitcher of ice and water and set In the
H. A. Brown. Patten, was in Houl- j cornetist.
effort
it demands. Respect for animal center of a newspaper; then, by gath
home
ton, Friday, and while here purchased
John S. Weiler returned
.
.
.
, Hf*1 and bird life humanizes us The ering the four corners at the top and
Thursday from a trip to the western srrenteKt
> * *
.,
.
an automobile.
,
,
„
*
.
greatest and best of mankind have bringing the ends together with a
“World Famous’’ organization of fair
The County Commissioners were j horse markets. While away he pur- been tender and loving to animal life,
strong rubber band around them to
equestrienes, stately horsemen, aerial
engaged last week in an inspection j chased several carloads for distribu-| The more wt* become friends of the hold close together, the air is exclud
artists, spineless
acrobats, funny
tion in Aroostook County.
I birds the more we .shall feel the force ed. A pitcher of water treated in this
(By Hapsburg Uiebe of the Vigilantes) of County roads.
clowns and gorgeous menagerie.
Don't
forget
the
Raising
of
the
|
of the text. “ Not one sparrow shall manner will stand all through the
Mrs.
Lyman
Drake
is
enjoying
a
A United Press staff correspondent,
There was a record breaking crowd
Chiefs
of
Meduxnekeag
Tribe
No.
73.
f^B to tbe ground without your Father. night with very little perceptible melt
two
weeks
vacation
with
friends
at
who is with the British Armies in the
on hand for The mammouth street
Imp. O. R. M , at 8 o’clock, July 20th Pear ye not. therefore, ye nre of more ing of the ice, and even after the ica
field, sends us a bit of news that Portage Lake.
value than many spurrows.’ — Milwau does melt the water will keep cold a
pageant which traversed our boule
Medley Billings one of Fort Kent’s Every member of the Tribe is expect kee Journal.
should have the attention of every
long time.
vards at 10 A. M. The street parade
citizen in the United States. It con prominent young business men, was ed to be present and take part in the
was a generous one and got all the
plans
of
the
Tribe
for
the
Fall
and
cerns a talk he had with a Prussian in town by auto last week.
folks on edge for a visit to the tented
work. Don't
forget
this
Harry Mansfield has rented the B. Winter
officer.
grounds where a “free exhibition” took
brothers,
we
need
the
help
of
every
B.
Feeley
home,
Charles
St.,
and
will
“The war will be over and a stag
place directly after the parade was
member. Now let every brother do
gering Indemnity saddled on the Uni occupy the same about August 1st.
over.
The 2nd Maine Infantry of which his part by coming to this meeting.
ted States before she knows it,” the
The show itself was all that the
officer
declared. “Before America Co. L is a unit will be sent to the
Quick to rolieve head pains, leaving no unpleaaant a fte r
effecte
management claimed for it. The acts
awakes, we will have starved and army training camp in Charlotte, N.
These Tablets not only reljeve-pain, but will prevent atacke if taken in
were of a first class order, and each
whipped England and France and C.
season.
Especialy recommended for Nervousness, Sleeplessness Neural
was carried out with a snap and vim
Mr. and Mrs. William Doyle went
Italy into submission and made peace
gia
Sciatica,
and Pains of Rheumatism.
Entirely fre from opium mor
which was pleasing to the multitude
with Russia, leaving America alone to Claremont, N. H., Saturday, where
Do
you
know
that
over
seventy-five
phine,
chloral,
cocaine
or
other
habit-forming
drugs.
Easy to take ’ any
present.
they will spend a vacation of two
In the field.”
per cent of the farm buildings de where; convenient for travelers’ use. Complete satisfaction .guaranteed
Courteous attention was given to
He called our belated preparations j weeks.
all patrons by a gentlemanly corps of “Bluff,” “B-l-u-f-f, bluff.” The army | Plan to help the firemen at their stroyed each year in the United States or money back.
is caused by ligtning and more deaths
attendants.
preparations., the great air fleet in the Ibig Carnival to be held here next
The Sparks’ Shows are all right building, the destroyers sent to the Jweek. See announcement elsewhere by ligtning than by Rail Road acci
dents.
and will receive a hearty welcome submarine zone— all that and the rest, in this issue.
Why then take chances by lightning
when they come to Houlton again.
he said, was “ Bluff.”
I Don't forget Chautauqua week Audestroying in a few minutes the re
This arrogant officer is from the j gust 6—10. Plan to attend and hear
sults of your hard life efforts, when
Prussian Missouri, it seems. But one ! something interesting and entertainthe St. Louis Lightning Rod Co.,
can hardly laugh at him. We have ing every day.
(which is the largest in tbe world)
The swellest kind of horse racing
been woefully lazy in our support of | Miss Grace Plourde went to Au
can sell you rods that will give abso
ever seen in Aroostook County took
the government. W e are still woeful- j gusta Saturday to take examination
lute protection to your family life and
place on the Houlton track, Wednes
ly lazy in our support of the govern-: for a nurse’s position in a unit being
your buildings.
day in the first day of the Aroostook
ment.
formed for over seas duty.
circuit. It was the kind of racing that
W e also give a Guarantee Bond
It’s up to you and me, plain every
Miss Ernestine Davis of the Houl agreeing to return every dolar paid
was so close and exciting as to cause
day Americans, to show our enemies ton Savings Bank, left Saturday for
the goose flesh to pop out and shivers
that the United States is not bluffing; St. Andrews by auto, where she will for our Rods if while kept properly
run up and down your back.
connected your buildings are destroy
that she means it. There are three enjoy her annual vacation.
ed by ligtning.
j
Extra heats were required in each great ways of doing that: First, by
Ernest Scribner arrived home Sat
Time and space fail to allow us to
class to settle the winner, and every going over to France*to fight; second,
heat was driven to win. Fast time by doing everything possible both to urday for a short visit with his par state tbe many advantages our Insu
Scribner. lated Rods have over other makes.
was made in all classes, and all conserve and swell the economic re ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Ernest
is
now
a
Sergeant
in the
It will give us pleasure to show
flBlshes were close, mighty close.
sources of the country; third, by giv - 1
you
buildings rodded with our goods
In the 2.16, Vanza, Roy Volo and ing your time and your money to your i re^ular army.
we
believe
any fair minded man will
Dan Paine made things interesting. country as often as she asks for them. | The annual field day of the Eastreadily
admit
these buildings are rod
McMannemon, behind Vanza, drove a The most pressing need just now is ern Stars’ of the County will be held
ded
far
superior
to any other jobs in
m asterful race and finally landed his for trained soldiers. But there is al- at Nickerson Lake today (Wednesday)
Conta ining valuable information about —
horse
a winner. “Billy” is some ways the need of growing more food-j Mrs. E. K. Cary, Ft. Fairfield, is Aroostook County. W e challenge you
to find their equal and we gladly will
d river
and deserves credit for his stuffs and wasting less.
j President of the County Association.
abide by the verdict of the best Elec
ski])
in handling the “green un”
W e re going to need
it, brother, j
Gregory Cassidy received notricians in Aroostook.
Vanza.
It s
goin
to take a stupendous jtification, Friday, that he had been
W e want you to know that we have
In the 2.23 class Directum Regent, amount of food to feed a big Ameri- Jname(j as 1st Lieut, in the dental
Sent anywhere on request or given away at my
tbe goods to back all our claims. That
Grey Bobby and Mary Heir showed can Army in France, and the Britisti ■di-visiem of the Maine Medical unit
our complete insulation system of rod
and French Armies in France—per- j ) r Cassidy has accepted the appointfight all the way through.
[
submarine. ment an(j now a waits orders to report ded buildings is the only perfect way
In the 2.20 class five heats were haps, and the inevitable
is backed by t he highest authority
One can hardly even imagine the for duties.
necessary. Bravos with Gerow up,
--------- F R E E
OF
C H A R G E
--------and the greatest Electrician of the
amount of foodstuffs that those mil
and Zom Q., with Jackson on the
Mr.
LeRoy Rom her,
advertising age Them A. F ii-on
lions of fighting men and the sub
reina made a pretty fight for first
agent
for the Eastern Amusement
!t will I ih
i y ur interest to get
marines can consume.
money.
Co., was in town Monday and wishes ti..i
am!
pp our work
Don’t you permit yourself to believe
to assure the people in this section
Sincerely,
Yours
SCORE
for a minute that Germany and her
14 R i v e r s i d e S t.,
Houlton, Me
that any objectionable features which
allies are even half whipped. They
2.16 MIXED— PUSRE $250
M°GEE
W
.
L.
it is claimed by other towns to he
are not. You're thinking of these
Vanza bm, by Oratorio (Mcrun in connection with this show have ]ii.*Sy a ) imoo,) >joo)so(.uy
daily British victories. I know; hut
*
Mannemon) ................ 1 2 3 1 l
been eliminated.
the Germans are still in France! Tim
Roy Volo. c-hs, ( L i n t ) ........ 6 1 0 3 2
M iss
H elen
Ruzzcll
j:- t o present,
Rritish and French are always win
Dan Paine, bh. ( R e e d ) ........ 5 6 5 2 3
so m etim e
t h e f i r s t o f August, an in
ning— and yet, the Germans are still
Jimmy Hicks, Rob Waller and Monte
teresting historical pageant for the
in France.
Bells also started.
Now if Germany should make peace benefit of the Red Cross fund. The
Time 2.16%, 2.15%, 2.14%, 2.16%,with Russia— and I believe she w i l l - pageant will be along the same lines
2.19%.
ami whip and starve the others of her as one condm ted by Miss Ruzzell in
2.23 MIXED— PURSE $250
enenn r'Rmns into submission before Washington this spring. The affair
Directum Regent, bg, by Direct
the United States gets fairly into t h e :''v*h
place on the grounds of E.
Miller, (Foster) ............. 1 5 1 1 arena, we will pay that “ Staggering I- ('.eveland. Watch for particulars
Gr6 y Bobby, grg, (Jackson)..2 1 3 3 indemnity!" Do you get that?
f o r a g c ti (‘ r a 1 o l e a n-u p s a l e w h i c h w i l l l a s t o n 1y
in a ,afer *-csl,e
Mary Heir, bm, (C one)........ 3 2 2 4
“ Oh, no,” there are some
whowill : The thunder shower, Saturday afAlveston Boy, bg (Doherty) . . 6 4 5 2 say; “ she can’t come over here
and ternoon, was heavier and more damDean Patch and Prodigal Strong also take it.”
*
aging South of Houlton than it was
started.
She doesn't have to come
over here
(here.In the vicinity of Amity
a
Time, 2.18%, 2.23%, 2.21%, 2.24%. and take it. She would then be four heavy
hail storm accompanied
it
2.20 MIXED— PURSE $250
times mistress of the seas, and then doing considerable damage to grow
B E G IN N IN G
Bravos, brg, by Bingagra
America would have to pay that in ing crops. Potato plants were mutil
(Gerow) ........................ 2 2 1 11 demnity or be as much cut off from ated, and grain fields injured. Crops
Zom Q., blkg, (Jackson) ... .1 1 2 2 2 the world as an uncharted t island. in the vicinity of Green Road. N. B ,
General Constantine, bg (Mc
Jam that into your pipe and smoke were also damaged by the hail and
Mannemon)................... 4 4 3 3 3 over it, brother American, and then wind. Houlton got a heavy
down
Dell Patch, bg,(W illa r d )..3
3 4 44 wake those tightly slumbering neigh pour of rain but no hail or damaging
hors of yours and tell them about it winds.
Helena P. also started
Time, 2.18%, 2.17%, 2.17%, 2.19%,
Mrs. T Ik Bradford of Goldenridge
2.17%.
was in town Friday and spent the af
The R ight to Aid.
On account of rain the second day’s
The race of mankind would perish ternoon at Watson Hall where Red
races scheduled for Thursday ‘ were did they cease to aid each other. Cross work is being conducted and
postponed to Saturday. The races on From the time that the mother binds she also visited Meduxnekeag Club
Saturday got started promptly on time, the child’s head till the moment that rooms where the hospital supplies are
but, heavy showers broke forth, after some kind assistant wipes the death being made. Mrs. Bradford is chair
damp from the brow of the dying, we
two heats in each class had been
to
cannot exist without mutual help. All man of the Sherman Auxiliary
finished, making it impossible to race therefore, that need aid have a right Southern Aroostook chapter and is
and the money was divided according to ask it from their fellow mortals; much interested in the work. This
to the standing at the end of the two no one who holds the power of grant is a wide-awake auxiliary and one
ing can refuse It without guJ^t.— Sir that intends to do its hit in the great
heats.
N o matter what other stores are bidding for your patronage at this
In the heats raced there were some Walter Scott
work which is to be done for across
seas.
very
close finishes. The uncom
time, comparison w ill prove that our price reduction represents the
T he Helping Hand.
pleted score was as follows:
The Hafey store so called on Ban
“He who makes of himself an npliftgreatest saving in ready-to-wear goods in Houlton today.
2.14 CLASS
gor street, was broken into Saturday
ing force for others will himself be
Prince Aldeen, J. A. McKay, Bangor
night
and
a
large
quantity
of
goods
lifted u p ; he who helps others on the
A ll of-our goods are first-class, seasonable merchandise, bought
1 1
therefrom,
canned
goods,
downward path cannot ascend. The taken
Ingolsbee, Frank Higgins. P Isle,
man who Is always ready to give his candies, tobacco, etc., and a small
before the increase in price and many articles have been priced at
2 2 fellow man a shove downward Is a amount of silver in the cash draw
poor climber. The man whose hand were taken, in all about fifty dollars
Little Gillig, Bert McBride, Calais
less than the cost today. Thrifty buyers have come to realize that
3 4 ie always a helping hand finds help in value. The police have no clue
ing hands everywhere reaching down to the culprits but, from indications,
Dartmouth, G. M. Colbath, P. Isle,
Berman's values are un match able.
%
4 3 to give him a pull upward.”
believe it to he the work of Jv>ys.
Whip, Houlton Stables
5 Dis.
They gained admission by brew ing
Time, 2.16, 2.15%.
Shadoof an Ancient Device.
the glass in the door, inserting the
For 54 centuries the shadoof, a type hand through the opening made and
2.30 TROT AND PACE
Co). D., Chas. Cone, Calais,
1 3 of sweep used by the Egyptians for turning the spring lock.
Try fast, Bert Lint, Fredericton
5 1 raising water, has been in common
use. Indeed, It Is thought by some to
Moke Gratton, Chas Cone, Calais 2 2
have been an ancient device even 8,500
Bago T. C. L. Jackson, Bangor
44
years before Christ.
Time, 2.30, 2.23%.
Is (he HOPEI.ESS PLE A (hat has
been
made by countless. Thousands
2.18 TROT AND PACE
of formerly good men for the “ mis
Ben Bourbon, Chas. Cone, Calais, 1 3 A SUCCESSFUL
takes” of a drink-erased man.
Pearl Bourbon, P. Doherty, Sydney,
INSURE YOUR FUTUR E against
MEDICINAL COMBINATION
1 4 And one that had long been needed “ mistakes” by taking the Neal Treat
Ada Todd, S. E. Briggs, Caribou, 3 2 and had not seemed to be possible, is ment.
If you have friends or ralatives who
Martha DeForest, H. S. Mitton
Hood’s Sarsaparilla taken before are ruining their lives with either
Caribou
24 eating and Peptiron Pills after eat drink or drugs, bring them to the
These two great medicines Neal Treatment,
You can do no
Don C., R. T. Clark, Bangor
56 ing.
supplement each other in purifying finer service for such a man.
Time, 2.24, 2.25.
The sympathy of the community
Tbe work on the additional alleys
goes
out to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
for tbe Bowlodrome will soon begin,
the enlargement of the building Smith, of New Limerick, in the death
will be done by contractor A. E. of their two year old son. which oc
curred early Saturday morning at the
Astle.
from accidental
Tbe new alleys have been ordered Madigan Hospital,
from the well known concern of Bruns- causes.
The child got hold of a peanut at
wick-Balke Collender Co., and when
the
circus, Friday, and unknown to
Installed will make the Bowlodrome
its parents got it into its mouth
second to none in this section of the
In some manner the vegetable got in
state.
to the bronchial tubes and could not
be dislodged.
The child was rushed to the hospit
Friday was circus day for Houlton jal where medical aid Vi&s summoned,
and it was a gala day for young and |and all that medical men could do
old. The
attraction
was
Sparks’ was done to save the child’s life.

0, YOU CIRCUS DAY!
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I

J

THE AMERICAN BLUFF

B A L L A R D ’S

Golden Headache Tablets

MR. REAL ESTATE
OWNER

CIRCUIT RACES

J

Must be sold at once.
A ll acclimated,
in first class condition and ready for
work.
These horses are substancial
weight, well mated and winners.
H ere’s your opportunity to buy whilethe buying is good.
C. H. B E R R Y

Free C a ta lo g s
Hair Goods
H a ir P a r lo r s

Mrs. H. L. W A L L A C E

1

I

D

NOW

o

J

SATURDAY,

JULY

21st

Berman’s Cloak Store
F O R M E R L Y

T H E

F A S H I O N

W ash Skirts, W ash Dresses, Waists, Suits, Etc.,

all marked to suit the most discriminating buyer.

I WAS DRUNK

Special Bargains in Trimmed Hats

Remember

tbe

place,

Berman’s—Remember the

Time, July 21st, tor ten days o n l y ..........................

Come and enjoy the Big Reduction Sale

and enriching the blood, strengthen
A very small crowd attended the
THE NEAL INSTITUTE*
ing and toning the nerves, putting
Telephone (D ay or N ig h t) 4216
raoea, and but scanty local interest life into the body and color into the
taken. It the Houlton people wish face.
Taken in conjunction, they
166 Pleasant Ave.
the trotting park to remain active are the ideal remedy for the blood
they must turn out to races in the and nerves. A ll druggists.
PO RTLAND,
M A IN E
C. I, Hood Co., Lowell, Mass, 60 Neal Institutes in Principal Cities
future.

l

HOULTON TIMES,

CL A S S I F I E D ADS
'Furnished Room to .

Lot,, A g f !* - Jjj

Mrs. Mary Stuart, Military Street 26
U nfurnished

rooms in

the

M e rritt

Some of the prettiest of the sea
son's white voile Blouses at Mrs. Rey
nold’s Gift Shop.

1
1

KEEP ROADS IN GOOD SHAPE
•
•

|

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 1917
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<>
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♦

Aivt*.

George Whenman is visiting his , Lee C. Good,* Monticelio, was doing
daughter
in New York.
business in Houlton. Monday.
Keeping Roadways In loonomL
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
Clark
were
When thirsty drink Maple Spring
cal Repair.
called to Bangor, Saturday, by *the water. Refreshing and beneficial to ♦
For Sale— Standing Hay. Inquire of
health.
Francis Dow. at C. P. R. station, or
The U N at the road drag la t o ' Sickness t)f a relative.
at 8 High St
229p ! portant In putting the roads in good
Dr. Libby was called to Van Buren,
Lobsters are received alive at the
; shape for winter uaa. Thera art rrer Riley Brothers Fish Market.
Friday, on professional business.
B"resh Haddock, Cod, Halibut, and
F o r Rent— Several Rooms O ver
My 1,000,000 mllee of earth roada In tha
Mrs. Wesley Robinson was the
office suitable for small family, no | ootmtry. and tha split-log drag U r i guest, last week, of Mrs. Eugene Dud Salmon fresh every day at Riley’s
children. Dr. A. G. Walker.
1 great service in keeping them In eea
market
nonteai repair. The drag la used In ley at Old Town.
Geo. E. Dunn returned home, Fri
Make
plans
now
for
Houlton
s
big
many states and fin foreign countries
Furnished Room To Let to Gentlem an
B'air. It is the next big event on the day, from a business trip to Portland
It
la
need
with
two,
three,
or
foot
only. Just a step from the Square.
\ Don't bother to oil your Harness
local ard of attractions.
Bath, etc., Apply to C. G. Lunt, Times horses, and la ceaUr conatrueted.#
Well those are some horses C. H. but take it to Huggard Brothers,
Drag* are often con tra cted el
Office.
planka Instead of Io n . The pfeph Be’-ry has Just received, better s e e , where they will be attended to
-Scalp T re a tm e n t, Shampooing, Facial should be tM gth ciM d t in t die m i* them.
promptly.
Massage, Manicuring— Miss L. M. die line by a 2 by 6-tmch atrip. ▲ trt*
James
W. Gallagher,
Woodstock, j w S. Bailey, aprominent farmer
BARRETT, 47 Court St., Tel. 532-4, angular atrip may be used nndcr the
W ill come by appointment to your lower edge of the blade to give the was in town last week to act as one and business man of Caribou, was in
of the Judges for the races.
Houlton, Friday.
home.
!29 proper cutting slope.
Buy your Texaco Gasoline of James
When the rains wash refuse into
Usually two horses are enough ta
T O L E T — Up-stairs Rent of 5 Rooms
Peabody,
use
the
best
gasoline
for
|
the
local water supply, Drink Maple
pull a drag over an ordinary earth
on Fair Street. Chance for garden.
your
automobile—
Texaco.
|
Spring
Water.
Inouire of Orrin Hayward or N. C. road. Tha team should ba drive*
Mr.
W.
E.
Stone,
manager
of
th»
|
Adam
Starkey has succeeded
with
one
hone
on
either
side
of
tha
Estabrook.
right-hand wheel track the full length N. B. Telephone Co., at Woodstock j Ernest Adams as clerk atC. W. StarM o to r Cycle For Sale; Indian T w in , of the portion to be dragged and the was a caller in town last
Friday. j key s market.
In first class condition, electric return made over the other half oi
Of all the horses that ever ame to
Wendell Grant went to Caribou,
light, w ill be sold cheap. Inquire
Saturday,
to assist in B. S. Green’s
Aroostook,
C.
H.
Berry’s
last
carload
TIMES Office.
Clothing store two weeks.
is the best ever. See them.
For all kinds of house painting and
A Wood Lot For Sale On T h e Canad
Henry D. Smart is acting as turn
ian side, 3 miles from Houlton.
key at the jail during the vacation of paper hanging, telephone Joseph W.
For full particulars apply at the
Bklmund Grant, the regular appointee. Conlogue, 114-3.
Klrlin homestead, Green Road. 327p
Dr. Geo. Monahan, Caribou, spent
Mr. Frank Dickey, formerly of this
town but now a prosperous farmer, the week end with his parents in this
N o G lare, More L ig h t, Conform ing To
of Dyer Brook, was doing business in j t<>wn.
thfe State law in the use of the LegHoulron, Thursday.
j Osgood s Half H. I ’. Electric Sania llte Headlight lens for automobiles.
O n hand and for sale at the TIMES
Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Rings ,
Polishing Outfit is the only one
Office.
are very popular and are superior t ( ) i nor,h ° f Portland. We clean your
others in every way. We invite com- !<Jfivv,d ry FREE
F o r 8 a le — F arm , Village Hom e, Wood
parison.
j
Haying is on in earnest this week
The Plank Drag.
lots and timber lands Inquire Jack
Dr.
Clarence
Harrigan
arrived
at
and
it is a bountiful crop the tanners
in s A Jackins, Real Hsfcate Agency,
Hamilton & Burnham Block. Office the roadway. Tha object ef this treed his home in this town. Saturday, from will gather. Good hay making weathHonrs, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
ment Is to move earth toward the oeo the Tufts Dental School, and has pas- 01 is all that is needed now.
ter of the roadway and raise It grada sed the st;ite examination.
I The Rent Receipt Books made at
S a n k book No 8454 issued by the H oul ally above the surrounding level
On and after Saturday. May. 4the j the TIMES office contains a receipt
ton Savings Bank is reported lost, While this Is befog aooompllahed e l
and this notice is given as required mudholes and ruts will be filled, bit* Banks will close for the day at noon, iaild notice to quit— Call and see them
during the summer.
1^
D1P other fellow says it can’t be
by law, that a duplicate book may
which traffle will pack the tree!
be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
The Presbyterian Sunday
School done' take it to OSGOOD he will do
228 earth. ^
and Church society will hold their d Quickly.
The Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co.,
annual picnic at Nickerson Lake F ri
Young Man or W om an 18 yrs of Age
FOR T H R O A T A N D LUNGS
has opened a store in tin* Thibodeau
day of this week
STUBBORN COUGHS AND COLDS
and over desiring to learn teleg
Osgood’s is the only up-to-the-minute Block, on Broadway, and was doing
raphy or R. R. station work, will
equipped Repair Shop in Aroostook. a big business Saturday.
be paid while learning. Apply by
letter to J. B. McMann, Supt. Houl
We use Six Electric Motors in our
It is a great convenience to get
ton, Me.
Repair Department.
Typewriter Ribbons at the TIMES
Dr. A G. Walker and Mrs. Walker office and save the bother of send^g
L o s t on Sunday July 8th, Somewhere
SOLD UV ALL LEADING DRUGGIST* are visiting friends in Portland and away for them.
Ribbons for all!
between the Elks building and the
Boston.
;makes
of
machines.
1
cem etery, via Riverside St., a black
;
I
Jet brooch, silver back set with ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
The Classified columns of
the;
The ladies of the Foxcroft Road!
rhine stones. Finder please leave
The subscriber hereby gives notice TIMBIS are very
productive
when jFresbvterian Church will hold a lawiJ
at TIMES Office.
130p
' < f or f o u n d , , h ,
ho,,,.
Mr anil Mrs.'
D.
Anderson
late
of
Haynesville
in
the
agents
"
anted<
bmaI1
sale
adsor
j
Ered
Lowrey.
on
Wednesday
evening,
V alu ab le
Property
For Sale— T he
July l.sth. for the benefit of the Red]
Alex Wilson House and Lot, Court st., County of Aroostook, deceased, and j anything else.
for sale at a reasonable prme. One given bonds as the. law directs. All j Christian Science services held each Cross fund, lee Cream and Cake w 'lL
,
. 1T ,, ,
,
,,
. ,
. ,
of the best sections in town. No bet persons having demands against the
t” ' » ' » . • '
>'■ smo,,-l,
Mall. .he on sale, hvoryl-nly mvM.nl.
ter neighborhood. Will go to premises estate of said doeeasecl are desinM S'
j dul>' “’2nd, Subject:
“ Lite.
On\\ ed ; Why
pay Big Prices for your,
at any time with parties interested. to present thesame for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested j uesday ('veiling of each month at 7.2u Watches and Jewelry when its just ;
Oscar Wilson.
DR.
to make payment immediately
a Testimonial meet ing is held. All ts easy to trade at OSGOOD'S,
DONALD }\ ANDERSON
F a rm e rs Should Not Feed High Priced
an' welcome.
June 27, 1917.
329
r. s. Osgood has recently installed
butter to pigs. Buy a Sharpies
The well-known
Irving-Pitt Loose'at hi- store an improved piece of
Cream Separator, it skims clean,
Leaf Binders,
Ring Binders, Price machinery which should prove of eonruns easy and only three pieces in
the
bowl
to wash. '"Satisfaction N O T iCE OF F O R E C L O S U R E ll0()kB et, ,,U1 be obtained at the siderable worth
It is known as lie
Whereas, John A. Ryder then ol l r,
guaranteed. L.
P. Berry, agent.
B'ort Kent. Aroostook County. Maim1. I II-MB.S office,
Dust
Collecting
Polishing
outfit. On
P. O. Monticelio. Phone 827-22.
by his mortgage deed, dated June 4th. \ F. F. Shaw. Caribou, was among this machine all kinds of polishitc
29tf
1914, and recorded in the Northern jjj oiilton’s visitors Friday.
and lathe work is done It not only
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol. i
H e lp W anted M ale— A M anager W a n t SO. Page 393. convoyed to me the un- ! The
* be Presque Isle and ( aribou hor.-a expedites work, permitting the opera
ed. By large B'lorida Real BIstat: dersigned. Robert Lausier, Jr., tin men, who had horses bore for tic tor to rare for an extra volume of
development company. A manager following described real estate am r a c e s , shipped their s t o c k home, .Mon work in a given time, but it picks up
for this vicinity. Must he a man premises situated in said Fort Kent,
day. Tie* other horses a* the park all dust, saves all gold and silver
of wide acquaintance, good stand- to w it:— A portion of land ten rods
ing and banking connections, B'lori- square on the west side of the public will remain and train here until the fillings which formerly went to waste
da East Coast Realty Co., 50 Blast road (so-called Caribou road I in tin1 nf‘.\t circuit rare in FI Fairfield.
It is run by 1- horse power motor.
42nd St., New York City.
: southeast corner of Lot number 40,
Fhilo \Y Reed of Ft. Fairfield, was There are only two machines of this
--------------------------------------------------- ; State survey in 1890.
in Houlton last week to attend the kind. in Maine, one being in Port
F o r Sale, the large double tenem ent
And whereas the conditions of said
land and the other at Osgood's.
I
house Just east of the Grange Black- mortage are broken, now theretore. races.
smith shop. This building must be by reason of the breach of the consold at once, and moved, in order ditions thereof. I claim a foreclosure
to make room for the new flouring of sahl mortage and give this notice
mill which the Grange is to erect for that purpose,
on this land. B'or terms see the:
B'ort Kent, Maine, July 6th, 191 <.
Agent at the Grange Store.
228 I
ROBERT LAUSIER, JR,
________
i
By his Attorney. A. G. B'enlason.
Laborers wanted for shipyard construction.
Block near the bridge.
Lewis Dalton.

Apply

to •pllt-Log Drag Is ef Orest Service is

Eckman’s
Alterative

Are Yon Ready to Talk?

(rood pay, short hours.
ing Department.

Apply to Civil
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told
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THE KLEIN STUDIO
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That

it w i l l

That happened three times; then Jones got mad
and put in the call himself.

announce

to

its

be C l o s e d

Month

of

Jones was cured.

d u r in g the

When answering the telephone, it is aggravat
ing to be told to ‘’wait a minute,” and yet
hundreds of people impose in just that way
on those they have occasion to call.
It may be easier for a busy man to save time by
.asking a clerk to put in a call, but the other
person should receive due consideration and
not be unnecessarily inconvenienced.

AROOSTOOK T E L E P H O N E
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
L. S. Black, Gen’l Manager

------------------ H O U L T O N --------------------
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------------J U L Y
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fu r n is h e d

over.

He has talked on business, individual and community effi

ciency before some of the largest bodies of business men in this
country.

He has written books on salesmanship and advertising

that have been sold the world over.

a
to
b y

the Pacific coast he made an average of from two to four talks a
day before advertising clubs, commercial clubs, Rotary clubs,
teachers’ associations and gatherings of merchants, manufactur
ers and business men generally.
He will speak here on the second day of the Chautauqua,
and, this being wartime, it is more than ever a tiipe to study
community efficiency problems.

y

s

$

2 8 t h -------------th e

right to the point.

This will be Community Day.

Hear Knox!

rrtlYftOOr-fvUYWNtar

Community
Chautauqua

FAMOUS LITERARY
MAN COMING FOR
CHAUTAUQUA AD D RESS
AS ’’FIGHTING PARSON”

WILLIAMS. KNOWN
THROUGHOUT COUNTRY

''''

BANGS.

Season tickets for the Junior Chautauqna are $1. That’s all,
just $1, and what a big time that $1 buys! The Junior Chautau
qua ticket admits to the sessions of the regular Chautauqua— the
big band, the Kaffir Singing Boys, the grand patriotic night and
everything on the regular bill, of fare.

The

CONCERTS

D a ily — A fte r n o o n

K E N D R IC K

T h a t ' s a game that tiny boy or girl would play till they were dead
tired.
It’s one of a score of games t h*t will be played by boys and
girls in the Junior Chautauqua.
And games, important as they tire, aren’t half the Junior Chau
tauqua. There will be a big parade and a grand rally and a play
festival, a bike arid a bacon bat, a wonderful <'bautauqua program
of tm:<ic ami fun makers and a score of things too numerous to
mention
The Junior Chautauqua will begin the day in advance of the
regular <'bautauqua, unless that day falls on Monday, with a big
play festival at 7 o’clock in the evening. There will be a play hour
at :> o'clock each morning of the Chautauqua for hoys and girls under
twelve years and an hour for games for boys and girls over twelve
at 10:1a, a. story hour at 8 o’clock and the sunset play hour at 7 each
evening.
A trained play director from Columbia University In New York
will be In charge the entire five days.

rea mcrsooT-rvummcsf*

Junior Chautauqua

2 — Big F r e e A t t r a c t i o n s — 2
T w ic e

JO H N

John Kendrick Bangs is coming here
for an address Chautauqua week on
"Salubrities.” It *s one of the most
famous lectures known to the lecture
platform. In it he tells of many of the
great celebrities he has met In his
travels. His fame as a lecturer is no
less great than his fame a 3 a writer.
His Inimitable humor and his gracious
manner are always captivating. He
will speak on the last afternoon of the
Chautauqua.

E a stern

10 BIG S H O W S 10
BAND

He is full of enthusiasm, en

ergy, ideas that are workable, and he talks interestingly and

A m usem ent C om pany

FREE

In a hundred days’ trip to

!Pop Goes the XO easel

July

Firemen’s Carnival

5

KNOX

Patrons

Mr. Thomas answered and Mr. Jones said.
“What the deuce is the matter with your tele
phone. Charlie?
This is the fourth time 1
have called you.”
To which Mr. Thomas replied, “Oh! it was you
that w’as calling?
I did answer the tele
phone three times and was told each tine1 to
‘wait a minute.’
I could not see any reason
w’hy I should wraste my time holding the line
for someone else, so I hung up.
If you your
self had been on the line, ready to talk the
first time I answered, you would have saved
each of us a lot of time and bother.”

S.

James S. Knox is a community expert, known the country

L. Williams, who is to speak
Dr
at
Chautauqua here this summer,
Is known the country over as ‘‘Chica
go's Fighting Barton." He went into
the loop district as a pastor of a church
six years ago and found himself sur
rounded by thugs, thieves and crooks
in file very heart, of Chicago's vice dis
trict. IL* set about to clean things up
and lias worked wonders In his reform
movements.
He will speak here on
“ The City ami the Soil.”

Bath. Maine

W ishes

JA M E S

DR. E. L. W IL L IA M S .

THE TEXAS STEAMSHIP CO.

A few’ moments later wrhen Jones got ready to
talk, he found no one on the line.
Thinking
the operator had cut him off, he asked his
clerk to put in the call again.

i

engineer

Mr. Jones wanted to talk with Mr. Thomas and
asked his clerk to call him by telephone.
When Mr. Thomas answered, he
“wait a minute.”

Wartime
Efficiency

and

E v e n in g

Ituugi 114 I. « ►
. •..xli.eiiw*

Houlton, Aug. 6 to 10
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WINNING THE WAR IN THE AIR

Weapons Are In tricate.

A rifle is a more or less simple-look
ing mechanism, but to make this rifle
1,223 separate manufacturing opera
tions must he executed. One round of
3-lnch shrapnel means 355 operations;
to make an automatic pistol, 014; and
for the terrible little mitrailleuse or
machine gun, 1,990. The lightest cl
inch field gun costs $1,400.

One of the foremost
European
strategists prophesied more than a
year ago that this war would be won
either in the air or under the sea.
Events are moving rapidly toward
the fulfilment of that prophecy. Need
The discussion over the various pro less to say, if the war is won under
posals to regulate prices gets into the sea, the victor will be Germany
difficulties when it reaches the details. That is the measure of importance
What are fair prices and fair profits? military experts attach to the Am er
A percentage basis is usually as ican Government’s far-reaching plans,
sumed to be the best determination, involving the expenditure of
hundbut that ignores all differences in reds of millions of dollars for the de
costs and efficiency among producers |velopment of a great armada of airOeneral Goethals is said to have re- j planes.
Every month the war conJected that basis of compensation for j tinues, the more important suprem•hJpbullders because it is unscientific , acy in the air becomes.
The modand extravagant. Under it, the high ern military airplanehas
developed
er the costs the larger the profits.
an entirely new technique of artil
The
It is a recognized principle among lery control and observation.
battle
plane
has
become
a
formid
economists that the price of a com
Both size
modity at any given time to be fixed able offensive weapon.
at a level where it will afford a work and speed have enormously increased.
engage
ing profit upon that portion of the Airplanes now successfully
infantry,
sweeping
low
over
ground,
market requirement which is produced
at the highest cost. There may be, pouring down a demoralizing fire of
The Brit
for instance, a wide range of costs in machine guns and bombs.
producing and delivering wheat at a ish fliers in the recent big offensive
certain market, resulting from differ ne;»r Ypres attacked the German re
ences in distance from market, fer serves as they came up, and badly
tility of soil, efficiency of the pro disorganized the support of the front
Nowadays, the army that
ducers, etc. The price is the same line troops.
for all wheat, and must be high enough loses control of the air is fighting
It must face artillery fire
to induce the continued production of blind.
the highest-cost portion of the re that is guided with deadly accuracy
quired supply, but as the supply is in Its own guns are harassed from the
creased from low-cost sources, pro air and fire wildly at uncertain ranges.
duction on the margin of the supply The commander who controls the air
is no longer required, the price falls, is able to consentrate his troops, un
and the high-cost producer is elimin observed, for an overwhelming offen
sive at the chosen point.
The com
ated.
mander
who
loses
control
of
the air
The same thing occurs in all lines.
There is a range of costs, depending also loses the initiative and that ac
on the location of the producer, the curate knowledge of hostile troop
character of his equipment, efficiency concentrations upon which all suc
g f management, etc. One producer cessful strategy is based.

FINANCIALS

0

PRICE REGULATION

or

ings in dividend*!
the former
jhan the
higher profits
same
being progressive
inducement
stant
fits, but

In a time like this every possible
, source of supply is brought into use
In the iron business, scores of old,
abandoned furnaces and mills have
been refitted at much expense and
put into operation upon a basis of
costs which would have been pro
hibitory at any other time in the last
thirty years, and when the war is
over they will be abandoned again.
For the time being, however, they
are needed, and the prices must be
high enough to allow’ them to work
The same is true in other lines.
There are great differences in the
costs of mining coal, and correspond
ing differences in profits. As a gener
al rule in the manufacturing indus
tries the fact that a producer enjoys
unusual profits is proof, not that he
is extortionate in his selling policies,
but that he is a leader in low cost
production, and therefore rendering
a greater public service than a com
petitor whose profits are less.
If it is true that our industries are
far below their possible output, and
that not only industrial but living
conditions may be revolutionized by
bringing the average up to the level
of the best, the public cannot afford
to discriminate against efficiency, in
its plans for taxation or regulation.
Allowance, indeed, must be made for
war conditions and necessities; tax
ation cannot be scrutinized as criti
cally in all its bearings as in the lime
of peace; it is true that in time of
great national peril the government
must look for money where money is,
and that war-tine profits are not to be
judged on just the same basis as
peace-time profits.
But it is well to
keep an understanding of sound prin
ciples even w’hen they must be com
promised, and this is particularly
true in view of the certainty that
the same kind of taxes will be ad
vocated for permanent adoption.
A
graded scale of taxation, increasing
with the percentage of profit in in
dustry, is unsound in principle, be
cause it puts a handicap Instead of a
premium on leadership, and penal
izes the very methods which the pub
lic is interested in having adopted.
It is neither just nor according to
sound public policy to deny to the
efficient producer the difference be
tween his costs and those of the less
economical producers In the
same
line, but a temporary system of even
graduated taxation upon profits is
preferable for its simplicity to a
complicated system of
government
price fixing.

That
believe
way to
control

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is of great service
In dyspepsia, because it purifies the
blood, making it the healthy stimulus
the digestive organs must have for the
proper performane of their duties. Hood’s
8areaparllla, especiallly if taken in a
little hot water, has “a magic touch" in
dyspepsia. Get it today.

Ladies, if you love a man, marry
him. I f you marry him. know him. I f
you know him, study him.
If you
study him. humor him. If you humor
him, flatter him. I f you flatter him,
you will humor him. If you humor
him, you will study him. If you study
him, you will know him. If you know
him, you may divorce him.— Life.
Happiness in Home.

Romans Raised Big Turnips.

IM PO R T A N T

The Romans raised turnips some
times weighing 40 pounds, and it is
thought they introduced the turnips in
to England where, as Cogan said
(1597) : “Although many men love to
eat turnips, swine abhor them." In
1629 and 1630 when there was a dearth
in England, good and wholesome white
bread was made of boiled turnips,
with the moisture pressed out of them,
kneaded with an equal quantity of
wbeaten flour.

“To be happy at home is the ulti
mate result of all ambition, the end
to which every enterprise and labor
tends and of which every desire
prompts the prosecution.”— Samuel
Johnson.

NO TIC E

Automobile Drivers must observe
the Speed Limit. W e have had sev
eral complaints and have notified the
police department to enforce the
law* without fear or favor, as we will
hold them responsible.
FRANK A. PEABODY
HOWARD W EBB
ROBT. M. LA W L IS
Selectmen of Houlton.
May 7th, 1917.

We Recommend to Investors

Maine Real Estate Title Co.
ist Mtg. 5 Per Cent. Gold Bonds

Benjamin Franklin Said

Due Serially
Security Absolute First Mortgages on Improved Real Ete
located entirely within the State of Maine.
Exempt from all State and Local Taxes and the Normal
Federal Income Tax is paid at the source.

P r ic e 100 and In te re st
To y ie ld 5 P e r Cent.

M ERR ILL

TRUST

B A N G O R ,

“ Beware of little expenses; a small leak will sink
a great ship.”
An account with the Houlton Trust Company will
not only help you save but be a great source of
satisfaction and profit.

4i Interest Pain on Savings Accounts.

COMPANY

Houlton Trust Co.

M A I N E .

H oulton,M aine
“ O r dered

Overseas’

Fiscal and Investment Service
to Americans going abroad

is why the military experts
that the surest and quickest
win this war is to win the
of the air
,

BOO K LET ON

REQ UEST

W

il l ia m

Tell

ANOTHER HOPE IS REALIZED,
MAINE FARMER EXPLAINS
Wanted to E at A nything, Could N ot
Do it U n til He Took N ew T an lac

Bonbright

&

Co.

"I can eat anything now without
Incorporated
having even one slight touch of in
digestion. Some time ago I would
R. A. & E. L. M A N N I N G , M A N A G E R S
have been willing to give most any
thing to have made this statement.
Tanlac is responsible for this change."
N E W YORK
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
r r r DETROIT
This is one of the most remarkable
William P.jBonbright & Co.
Bonbright & Co.
Tanlac stories that has been told in
LONDON
PARIS
Maine in some time. It was made by
H&rold P. Marsh, Representative, 164 Ceder Street, Bangor
D.
A. Sylvester, farmer of Etna,
«
A
i
W
U
W
%
W W W W U W H W U V M W % M W U tU W V m H 1 A H W % W W U iM t
Maijne. Mr.
Sylvester’s
statement
show’s results from the first bottle of
Tanlac he took. Mr. Sylvester gives
Tanlac credit
for the remarkable
change in his condition.
"I suffered from a severe ease of
stomach trouble and weak back.'' Mr.
Sylvester explained. My appetite was
very poor all the time. I had fie- j
quent weak spells w’hile I was work
Unnecessary indulgences go far to prevent the accumula
ing, and at night I had difficulty in
tion of that first thousand dollars, which is the necessary
sleeping. Nothing I ate agreed with
lounkatinu for all the rest.
me. I had spells of gas on my stom
Have you started that S a vin g s Account yeH
ach which were very disagreeable.

Shawmut Bank Building, Boston

MHONlMEl

4 " 0 Interest Paid.

"I had tried many things in hopes
of getting relief but I still suffered un
til I started to take your Tanlac.

Bank with us.
i)t'p;<i-its wiil eommenc* to draw
tie* month.

"Rv the time 1 had taken one bottle
of Tanlac- I noticed changes for the
better. I was pleased and quite nat
urally continued taking it. Now my
stomach trouble has disappeared !
have no more pains in my back, my
stomach is able to digest most any
thing I eat and I sleep like a top. 1
never have any more gas on my stom
ach and I feel much better in every
way."
“ These are the kind of statements
that have made Tanlac the most pop
ular medicine in the world,’’ said th°
Tanlac Man. "Those who are bene
fited by Tanlac are only too glad to
tell the public so that others may re
ceive help."
Tanlac- now is being specially intro
duced in Houlton by the Hathewav
Drug Store.

Int-ae.-t

from the
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B etter cut plen ty!
Mother m ade this B read
from W i l l i a m T e l l F l o u r
P A IS /

HOULTON U MAINE 1
SHE

DERIVED

WONDERFUL

BENE-

FIT

WVak. o v e r wo r k e d o r de r a ng ed ki dneva
i m p a r i t i e s to r e m a i n i n the sys-

permit
t »- m

and

unuse

ache, p a in s in
and muscles.
.Mount.

rheum atic

X.

Foley

Kidney

derful

benefit

pains,

back

si des, s t i f f a n d s o r e j o i n t s
Mrs.
A . <J. W e l l s , Ro cky
w rites:

"I

cannot

praise

I ' i l l s e n o u g h for t h e w o n 
1 d e rive d by th e ir use."

s< . m . k v c u y W i i i ; i ; i : .

"Ul" . r

MICHELIN
8 W a y s to Judge Tires
H o w m u c h d o e s th e tir e w e i g h ?

( Micheltns weigh 12 to 15% more.)

a.

H o w th ic k is th e t r e a d ?

(77m Mtchelin Universal hot a double-thick'

tread.)

3.

.

4

H o w la r g e Is th e t r a c t io n s u r fa c e ? ■

(In ibe Mtchelin Unhrersal three-quarters o f the
tread bean on the ground.)
D o e s th e in n e r t u b e fit n a t u r a lly ?

(Mtchelin Tubes do, though ether tubes
stretched to fit.)
5.

are)

I s t h e p ric e r ig h t ?

6.

O r g a n iz a t io n b e h in d th e tire ?

( Economical Efficiency ist$e Mtchelin watchword.)
7.

E x p e r ie n c e o f th e frire -m a k e r ?

( Mtchelin tnoented the pneumatic automobile tire.)
W h a t d o u s e r s ss.y ?

(Ash them and you will he convinced)

HOULTON, MAINE

T •
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ectnc(ooldnglnumphs
Endorsed by Country’s Greatest
Cooking Experts
Electric cooking has won the approval o f the nation’s
cooking authorities. W om en have lon& known that electric
cooking is cleaner, that it makes the kitchen cooler, the air
purer, that it is more convenient. N ow they have the word
o f the greatest cookinft experts that it produces better results
than any other means. Read what these women say:
For success in baking, one needs an
even and dependable tempera tare, and
this is secured more surely by electricity tluin by any other medium.
Janet McKenzie Hill,
Editor, American Cookery.
I have no doubt that electricity for
cooking will Anally supersede the older
methods, by virtue o f its greatercloanliness, efficiency, economy, simplicity,
aafety. comfort and reliability.
Mar ion Harris Neil,
Former Cooking Editor,
Ladies* Home Journal.

Cooking by electricity is superior to
other methods because the heat produced is uniform and easily regulated,
Much unnecessary labor is eliminated
on account o f its cleanlineaa and sim
plicity of operation.
Alice Bradley, Principal,
Mias Fanner’s School o f Cookery.
Electric cooking in its easy use.
cleanliness and assured results is a
revelation. The heat is always even,
steady and dependable.
Mrs. E. K. Lemcke-Barkhausen,
Principal, Greater N ew York
Cooking School.

1

Good Housekeeping Institute heartily endorses electric cooking. Electricity
Is a clean fuel; it is convenient to use— in truth a perfect servant, responding
instantly to regulation: and, finally, the cooking results t<> he obtained from it
a r« excellent in a uniformity o f texture and the development of flavor
Good Housekeeping Institute, Mildred Haddocks, L h r f c t o r .

Woman’s Great Kitchen Convenience
is a Hughes Electric Ran&e. The uniformity o f the heat
enables a woman to cook with wonderful exactness. E very
part of the burner has the same amount o f heat; every cor
ner of the oven the same temperature. Food cooked in the
oven is better tasting; the rich flavors are not carried o ff by
air currents, nor the food tainted by g,ases. Bread and cake
rise evenly, brown uniformly. The heavily insulated, heat
retaining oven walls conserve not only food —the saving in
meat shrinkage is fully 20r , — but also heat. Constant watch
ing is unnecessary. More time can be spent out o f the kitchen.
Find out more about this range, the pioneer in electric cooking; approved
b y Good Housekeeping Institute, endorsed b y dome- tic science schools, and
given the world's highest official award, the Panama-Pacific Gold Medal.

HOULTON

H. M. CATES & SON

1•

G ood H ou sek eep in g In s titu te A ls o A p p ro ve s 'Electric C o o k in g

V

( Mtchelin Tires, though the lest yea can hup at
anyfigure, are moderate in price.J

N o t W e ll Enough K n o w n

W e cannot accomplish much in the
treatment of dyspepsia, however much
we may temporarily relieve its symptoms,
so long as the blood remains impure. It
is a fact not well enough known by people
generally that when the stomach, liver
and other digestive organs are supplied
with impure blood, the digestive process
is impaired, so as to cause faintness and
loss of appetite, and sometimes a de
ranged state of the intestines, and in
general all the symptoms of dyspepsia.

To the Ladies.

Color Photography.

To further color photography a New
York man has invented a camera in
which two plates are exposed at once,
a perforated mirror that permits light
to reach one plate reflecting It also to
the other.

I

may be pp-to-date in methods and
equipment, perhaps the last in the
ftpld,
he may have turned earnings
b$cfe Into improvenments, while anothb» Jut* pftpsen to distribute earn
the result that
has lower operating costs
latter and correspondingly
when they sell at the
price. That is his reward for
and constitutes the
to progress. The con
tendency in industry is toward
Improvement, lower costs, and the
elimination of the high-cost produc
ers. The leaders make the best pro
all improvements soon be
come common property, and new lead
era are always making the pace.
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“The big feature will be the
patriotic program on the first
night. We are bringing as the
principal speaker for this pro
gram ex-Governor A. C. Shallenberger of Nebraska, and I
don’t believe we could have
found a stronger man in the
country to make this patriotic
address. He is a member of
the militarv affairs committee
in congress, a magnificent ora
tor and a seasoned Chautauqua
speaker.
He has addressed
hundreds of Chautaqua audi
ences throughout the east and
middle wes .
He will speak on
the first n ght on “The True
Patriotism. ’
Music for this
day, both afternoon and even
ing, will be strongly patriotic.

thing must be used to take its
place.
The Sugar Cane By-Products
Company owns patents on pro
cesses invented by Mr. Marsden
of Philadelphia, who is well
know'n as a chemist and engi
neer and who discovered pro
cesses for using the woody fibre
of sugar cane in place of the
fibre in other kinds of wood.
The importance of this discov
ery and the wonderful possibili
ties for the Company ow'ning
the patents can be judged by
the fact that millions and mil
lions of tons of this crushed
sugar cane go to wraste every
year in the sugar cane belt of
the South and it has practical
ly no value for any purpose, but
is burned in great quantities by
the sugar mill owner to get it
out of the way. The new' com
pany’s processes not only save
this enormous waste, but also
secures their own rawT material
a: a very low cost, much less
than the cost of suitable tim
ber, so their profits w'ill be cor
respondingly larger.
That the plan is practical is
shown by the fact that Ex-Sena
tor Warner Miller, who was the
pioneer manufacturer of paper
pulp from wrood, and has been
identified with the foremost
paper and paper pulp factories
of this country for a generation,
is President of the Sugar C a n e
By-Products
Company.
Mr.
Miller is Ex-Secretary of the In
ternational Paper Co., in addi
tion to other experience in the
paper business, and has wide
acquaintance among the trade
insuring large business for the
Company wdiich he is to direct.

this isn’t the vinain,if''fTrl»t 'attempt.
AnTS so Ah houf
£Re uncle
Fire separate times the preserve cel took his departure the nephew wont
lar has been broken Into and we’ve with him; and the daily lif© at th®
found dozens of burnt matches strewn Yellow Cucumber took on its normal
“How can we do our bit?”
all about the place. It’s a mercy we’ve aspect.
is the question millions of
escaped till now !”
Poor Bridget was beginning to feel
‘‘It’s you who are all wrong!” de that there was no such fool as an old
Americans are asking eacli
clared Angelot. “ You people have no fool and that it had been rldiculoun
other in these war times.
enemies at all. Now I think that the for her even to dream of getting mar
The Chautauqua committee
man who has done all this is no other ried. While Angelot was again sol
than Bridget's heat:.”
emnly warned, “ not to become an old
has been wondering how the
"Eiridget s beau!” cried Miss Pe maid!”
Chautauqua could do its bit in
nelope and Miss Anne. “ But Bridget
On the nay following, Angelot also
this great national emergency,
hasn't any! That is, we never knew I left for home.
she had one—oh, Angelot!”
i
Did Angelot or her over-busy father
and from Chautauqua head
‘ Now, go up-stairs and rest, you surmise, or did the young ambassador
quarters in New York city there
poor dears; try and get some sleep, suspect what the result of elderly John
comes the interesting informa
while I go and interview Miss Brid Delancey’s renewed visits to his old
love would be?
get.”
tion that the Chautauqua will
Did the two most intimately con
Country Not Awake
Bridget, nervous and trembling, at
do quite a big bit in taking ad
first denied, but finally confessed to cerned ever think for a moment that
“Our Chautauquas will conte
vantage of its wonderful op
the "beau,” though she indignantly the consummation of their romance
in direct touch with several hun
resented the charges which Angelot —interrupted more than a quarter of
portunity in getting right down
made against him.
a century before— was to be brought
to plain facts with the people dred thousand people this sum
“ He was just a handsome, nice about by the treachery and defection
on some of the big problems mer. We are at war. We don’t
of poor Bridget’s “handsome, nice
young man,” she declared.
Just then the doorbell rang, and as young man?”
that we are going to find our know how long we will be at
However that may be, in early June
Angelot saw that Bridget was too
selves staring in the face before war. The plain facts are that
much upset to attend to her usual — the month of roses— there was a
the country is not awake to the
The Musical Numbers
the end of another year.
duties, she went to answer It herself. quiet wedding at the Yellow Cucum
seriousness
of
conditions
they
“The
musical
numbers
stand
“ A handsome, nice young man!“ she ber where the new lord and protector
It was about ten years ago
quoted gayly to herself upon first sight was henceforth to dwell. And elderly
may
be
facing.
out
particularly
strong.
They
that Theodore Roosevelt came
John Delaneey was the bridegroom
of the visitor.
out with the statement when
“The Chautauqua’s duty is include the Kaffir Singing Boys
“ I would like to see Miss Penelope,” and stately Miss Penelope the bride.
The following winter, in all the
the young man said politely. “ I am
he was in the White House that to bring the issues home to the from Kaffirland, in South A f
whirl and excitement of her first ball,
Percival
Lestrange,
the
nephew
of
the Chautauqua was the “most people as nothing else can do. rica, the Royal Blue Hussars
Angelot and Percival Lestrange came
John Delaneey— "
American thing in America.” Think what it would have meant Band, with Signor Louis Chast“ Oho!” thought Angelot, "and John suddenly face to face.
Delaneey is Aunt Pen's old lover— that
“ My lord, the ambassador!’’ she ex
across the country, and those to England and France if 6,000 elucci, director and Irving Joy,
w as !” But she demurely said, "And. claimed.
lyric
tenor;
the
Tschaikowski
Chautauquas
had
been
in
full
who knew of the work of the
I am Angelot, Miss Penelope’s niece.” 1 “ I am no ambassador now,” said
Percival I.estrange bowed low and Percival. "I come to speak only for
Chautauqua knew what he blast in the summer of 1914 Quartet, headed by Leon WeltAngelot, having dropped him a quaint myself. Angelot I was all wrong. I
man,
famous
Russian
violinist;
when
the
governments
of
these
meant.
Some didn’t know.
courtesy, asked him to walk in.
have found out my mistake. I could
countries and later the people the Boston Musical Entertainers
Some are still guessing.
Then matters proceeded more rap never wait in patience and grow old
found they were really at war. with Mr. and Mrs. Harry R.
idly. It seemed that John Delaneey— like Uncle John before I gained my
Simon Pure Americans
ill with rheumatism in his lonely heart’s desire.”
It took these countries months, Pierce of the Pierce school in
bachelor home four miles away,
What he meant was that, this
“ Sir! ”
had no means of going direct Boston, and the Mendelsshon
where
his
nephew
had
been
summon
‘‘Angelot,
listen, the winter is pass
being a country given to inti
ed to take care of him— had heard ing fast. I have worked hard and
to the people, and the facts had Sextette.
mate and close study of all great
of (hi." oni^biiv
fi ”'*
fh-' so>r> have earned my holiday, and la luo
' James S. Knox of Cleveland,
to sift through gradually and
had gained much upon its travels. spring I am going aUToau— -ad l swear
issues on the part of the people,
the leading lecturer to busi
slowly.
And too crippled to be able to come that I will not go alone!
You love
they had the best opportunity
down himself, he had sent his nephew the mountains—once you told me so—■
ness men’s organizations in the
The Chautauqua’s “ B it”
In the world to look squarely at
in his stead to offer his services to and we will go to Switzerland—or to
country, is coming to discuss
the ladies, and to stay in their house Norway—or where you will.”
big issues in the Chautauqua.
“We are going to make Chau
wartime
efficiency,
commu
— if they would permit it—as long as
"But this is bribery!” said Angelot
Therefore the Chautauqua af tauqua a great rallying place of
they needed a man's assistance, or
nity progress and business and
"It is the love of a man for you,
forded them the best possible patriotism in every community.
untii the burglar and incendiary should Angelot—you may call it what name
community problems generally
chance to be simon pure Ameri That will be the Chautauqua’s
be caught.
you wil.!
I have planned for you,
Dr. E. L. Williams of Chicago,
"It is very thoughtful and kind of worked for you, dreamed of y o u ~
cans.
“bit.” We want, and we must
your uncle,” said Angelot; "but he did since the first day I saw you— and
known the country over as
Announcement comes from have, the unstinted co-opera
not know that I was here.”
though your lips are reluctant your
Chicago’s ‘Fighting
Parson’,
The young man looked at her with eyes tell me that I am winning you.”
tion
of
every
local
influence
New York that this will be Pat
will tell of his work in fighting
amusement in his eyes. “ Of course
‘‘Oh, I like your breathless manner
riotic year in the Chautauqua, that is going to be effective in
not, and I perfectly understand that Ql courtship 1 ” said Aagejot “I f that
vice'
in
Chicago,
and
John
Ken
The spirit of patriotism will ring bringing the people to the Chau
mv services are not needed— now. could go on forever— out marriage
drick Bangs will present
his o o o o o o o o < > x > o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o Still, may I ask if you will kindly de would end it all. No, I shall never
in the music on each of the five tauqua.
liver my uncle's message?”
marry—”
great platform masterpiece, ‘Sa
days, and it will be sounded time
“As to the program, it is a
"Most willingly," said Angelot.
"But I would be your lover until
lubrities.’ one of the most fa
and again in the lectures to be stronger program than we have
In the silence which followed her the end.”
mous lectures ever heard on the
depart)lire ho could hear a faint voice
"How can I be sure?” queried Ange
given, and Americanism will be ever attempted. I know, be
ad saying
"Who is it An- lot.
overlie
American lecture platform.
the keynote of the week. Why cause I planned it myself, and 1
gelot ?’
"By trying m e !”
"My lord. the• ambassador!” the
not? It’s “the most American know' what it cost.
Entertainment Also
She laughed a little, but she turned
Then he her face away.
girl’s gay vioice replied.
“ Then there are entertain
('aught no more 'except once when he
"Come down the garden path; no
ment numbers which I can only
thought he he■urd the mad words, "Cu- one can see us there,” said he. And
pid'.s nlesseng
touch upon.
These include
in silence they walked together, side
Five minutes el apsed before Angelot by side.
Josephine Chilton, the south
By JUDITH SPENCER.
ret urni:>d. Th ere was a queer, bewiid"And now—” said Percival when
T h e y d o their work and let you
ern reader, who will give an aft
•'red expressi on un her face, though they had come to its very end aud
her ey< >s dam■ed merrily.
d o yours.
ernoon of southern stories, and ooooooo©ooooooooocoooooooo
were screened by the snowy pines.
(Copyright, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
"My lord," she began, but checked
She obediently lifted up her face,
the
Pierce
Community
Players,
j
T h e draft is direct, the control
They lived, two "single pinks," alone herself with ii lit th1 laugh. "Mr. Per- but as he bent over her she darted
Wwho will appear in 'The House with their staid maid s e r v a n t in the oiv.nl B.estrange. 1 mean---! am bidden aside with a little birdlike movement
absolute, the action smooth and
of Happiness,' a most delight old homestead, which — being painted to tell you that my Aunt Penelope and his kiss just touched her brow.
even.
a. delicate colonial yellow with white not only appreciates the thoughtful
-*r
But the next moment she felt her
ful New England comedy.
C L A R IO N S
trimminus and dull rreen blinds -— kindness of your uncle— her old friend
self a close prisoner in his arms.
ARE
“ The Junior Chautauqua will their irreverent nic-'v Angelot called .John Delaneey, whom she regrets to
"My lord," she gasped, “ there, let
"the Yellow Cucumber."
hear is so far from w e ll—but she ac me
go— I'Ve something to say to
C O O K IN G M A C H IN E S
be a big feature for boys and
Miss Anne was small and prim and cepts yon for his substitute and will you— ”
B U IL T F O R
girls and deserves a whole story timid, but Miss FVnelope was tail ami be glad of your presence and protec
And when he had freed her so that
stately and a power much looked up tion for a night or two, at least! And
A C C U R A T E S E R V IC E
in itself.
she could speak he saw that her eyes
to by her sister, though Angelot mis 1 had no idea until just this minute
Ask the Clarion dealer for full
‘I am sure that our friends chievously declared that "Aunt I’eti that Aunt EVn's nerves had so entire were dancing roguishly.
"Do you realize,” she said, “the great
information.
will agree that it is a big lot for was just a*t scarey as Aunt Anne, and ly gone to pieces,” Angelot ended quite and awful debt you owe to— Bridget’*
whenever a piece of the old furniture simply.
beau?"
the nionej.
It evei\one widj
at
they both sot. up ami
"You must get a detective and clear
WOOD & BISHOP
M e. Established 1839
She was instantly imprisoned again.
get behind and boost for a great j watcher tin morning." These two up this affair to the entire satisfac
"Wait, listen; it's really important—>
patriotic Chautauqua it will be ! WPr,‘ I’"arnrally alone m the meat tion of my aunts---or they will never you must know all. My lord, I have
Sold by Hamilton and Grant Co.,Houlton, Maine.
rambling house, for Bridget---mighty ( lose their eyes again at night so long
one of the really big events of of hand but weak of head—had a room as they liv e '" she said. "They im decided to go— to Norway, in th®
spring.”
the community that you’ll look quite off by h e r s e l f at the farther end. agine it a plot against their property
These sisters each had had a ro and personal safety, but I think it's
back to in years to come.
mance. One had buried her lover and something quite different. I can give
HINTS FOR DRIVERS
“ The season tickets bring the one had airily dismissed hers in the you the (due. but you must follow it
long
ago.
But
if
now
they
ever
regret
up
and
convince
them
with
indisputa
cost down to a few cents a
Don’t race the motor when
ted the past none knew, for they were ble proofs."
number. They may be pro too wise to wear their hearts upon
shifting gears.
She then regaled him with a piquant
Don’t violate the unwritten
cured from the business men their sleeves. However it might have story of poor Bridget's "handsome,
rules of the road.
been, they advised Bridget almost nice young man.'
backing the Chautauqua.
I
Don’t overwork the motor on
daily during the 20 years she had
Percival Lest range’s stay at. the Yel
might add that one-half the lived ip their service, never to think low Cucumber was
hills— shift gears.
nights in dura
Don’t fail to carry necessary
getting married. While to merry, tion. And to Angelot's amusement it
single admissions for the first
license numbers.
motherless Angelot, when she came was an evident relief to the minds of
day will be given to the local to visit them, they always gave the
can be made a lot simpler and more effective
Don’t abuse the brakes. Ap
Mi ss Penelope and Miss Anne to have
Red
Cross.’’
ply them gradually.
contrary counsel, "Now dou’t be an him there, They ma ie no stranger of
i f you have the right books and supplies.
Don't drive through traffic
him- was he not John Delancey’s
Chautauqua wreek in Houlton. old maid, my dear!"
Now Angelot could not be always nephew ? And after all, it was a com
with head lamps lighted.
\ugust 6— 10.
with her aunts, and there were times fort, Miss Penelope reluctantly admit
Don’t shift Into or out of re
when she, as well as their other rela ted, to feel that there was a man
verse when car Is moving.
tives and all their friends, thought it in the house at night. At least she
Don't drive fast on wet pave
unwise that they should live in that could go to bed ami sleep without be
ments- the car Is liable to skid.
PAPER TO BE MADE FROM
great house so entirely alone.
Don't start on a trip without
ing in tear of life.
SUGAR CANE WASTE
Burglars and fire were the two
a full gasoline tank and plenty
On the fifth evening Percival Le
of oil.
In another part, of this paper things these women feared, guarding st range brought in the detective', who
against them yet watching for them had gathered conclusive evidence
Don’t descend extremely steep
appears the advertisement
of through the years. Bridget slept like
.against the suspected party.
Ange
grades before shifting into one
Sugar Cam1 By-Produsts Com a log in her far-away room. But Miss lot's intuition had been correct. Act
of the lower gears.
Don’t fall to keep the brakes
pany of Philadelphia a corpora Anne and Miss Penelope watched and ing on her suggestion, the doings of
listened and sniffed the air for smoke Bridget's "nice young man" had been
adjusted.
tion which has been formed to and nightly set "traits" of chairs turn
investigated, and it was found that on
Don't use dirty water In your
manufacture pulp for paper ed upside down and burke •$ filled the night of the burglary and fir*1 he
radiator.
Don’t turn corners too rapid
making out of Bagasse, which with water, before every doorway ami had left the place on tin* midnight
at the head of every stair.
train, and the following day had been
ly. It Is hard on tires.
is the name given to sugar cane,
One winter’s morning as Angelot
marriod to a young woman in an ad
in its crushed state, after the was getting ready to go out. a tele joining town, lie riot only seemed to
sugar juices have been ext rac gram came for her father, a man of have plenty of money and was spend
many affairs, who had left home on
M an’* Fear of Death.
it recklessly, hut he had given his
ed. This is not only an inte business of Mnportance the night lie- ing
That which we term the fear of
buxom bride a handsome dress and
resting matter from a commer fore. She tore it open ami read:
cloak— the fac-simile of
Bridget's death In norrnul men and animals is
“ D a m a g e d by tire last eveni ng
and
missing garments, and several trink an expression of their desire to live.
cial standpoint, but it is of great robbed.
C o m e i mmedi atel y to
ets and bits of jewelry, including a Wore it not that this desire was deep
•■pbnf.bopf: and annk ,”
importance at the present time
"A t last!” said Angelot.
So she watch and chain, all exactly answer ly implanted In all living things they
and has far reaching possibili packed her bag and went up by the ing the description of Budget's van would soon disappear. This is shown
by the efforts made to end their lives
first train. As the carriage she had ished treasure®.
--------------------------W K F E A T U R E ~
ties.
Poor Bridget., unconvinced till then, by those who have lost the desire to
taken approached the long, low house,
Newspaper publishers in all she scanned it. searchingly for traces wept loudly when the extent of her live. And losing It they lose fear con
I u Sq s e I f r p r r i A F i
parts of the country have been of the fire, but none were to be seen. lover's treachery had been revealed cerning the future. As a rule they are
victim! o? perversion of sense, a feel
She found her aunts, Miss Penelope to her.
forced to pay higher prices for and Miss Anne, in a state of nerves
And now that the mystery had been ing which may be only transient or
the white paper used in their bordering upon hysterics.
solved and the ladies’ minds set at continuing.— Exchange.
acknowledged the best loose leaf line in the world.
ease,
Percival Lestrange felt that V*
Angelot
laughed.
"Now,
let
me
publications and the rise in its
had
no
further excuse for prolonging
see,” she said, "it was both burglary
W e ’ll be glad to show you how these up to the
price has been caused by in and fire. E3oor Bridget's room was his stay. John Delaneey had sufficient
Burled Treasure Recovered.
creasing scarcity of the kind of almost burned out, you say, and her ly recovered to drive over the next
minute forms and devices w ill help your business
King John of England is credited
lumber from which pulp for very best clothes and her roll of mon morning and make a call upon the with having recovered in the thirteenth
ey and her poor little trinkets are ladies, and Percival had been quick to century plate, coin and Jewels worth
paper manufacture can be made. gone. You think it a mercy that the note the little flush on Miss Penelope’s $1,000,000 or more that had been bur
A great deal of pulp made from fire was discovered when it was? My, cheek when she welcomed her old ad ied In one place beneath the
spruce wood was formerly im yes! Or the entire house might have mirer as he came in, leaning heavily Roman wall In Northumberland, and
been looted? Well, no; I don’t think on his nephew's arm, and he knew It Is assumed that similar finds in other
ported into this country from lo. The thief evidently wanted ex well how to interpret his unole's un places are still possible.
H oulton, M aine
Europe and this has been neces actly what he took and then set fire usual courtliness of manner. H «
sary for several years because to the curtain, thinking so to cover caught himself wondering if time and
W ord From B r’er W illia m *.
up his tracks.”
circumstances could ever change him
of the deficiency of supply in
Dey
ain't r-o ol’ men uowadays; de
‘‘No, Angelot, you’re quite mistaken Into an Uncle John— and saucy Ange
exercise
of slde-steppln’ de speedln’
lot
into
a
likeness
of
her
Aunt
E
’
en,
there!
It’s
some
hidden
enemy;
some
America. The European supply
one has a spite against us, and we but he smiled at the odd fancy and de moheels keeps ’em young.— Atlanta
of pulp is now cut off and some- ■haJI b « bu rned in OUT heda yet! For cided Jim mediately against IL
Constitution.

1WW CHAUTAUQUA

WILL DO ITS BIT

thing in America.
If present plans are carried
out the stage decorations will
be in keeping with the air of
patriotism that will sound in
the program. Red, white and
blue muslin and pennants will
adorn the platform and the
American flag will be promi
nently displayed.
Says Loring J. Whiteside,
general manager of the Com
munity Chautauquas, Inc., in
New' York:

Bridget’s
Beau
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Millions of Tons of W aste to Be
Turned Into Wealth And Your
Chance To Profit By It
W e own patents on processes tor manufacturing valuable PA PE R P U L P from the woody fibre of Sugar Cane a f
ter the sugar juices have been extracted. This crushed cane is called “Bagasse”. Millions of tons of Bagasse
are being burned each year, because the sugar mill must get it out of the way. It has little, if any, value as
fuel, fertilizer or feed but our processes w ill turn it into money. It means “Turning W aste Into Wealth.”

Read the Full Details o f This Great Money Making Enterprise = = = = =
The World Needs More Paper

Chemistry to the Rescue of the Paper Industry

Enormous

Profits

Ten Good Reasons Why You Should Become

It is not strange that the ingenious minds of the world
Stockholder in the Sugar Cane
The cost of both bagasse and rice straw, delivered at
”>2,000,000,000 pounds— (thirty-two billion pounds of
have been working to find a substitute for wood for the
paper were cansumed in the United States during 1916, our mill, is about $6.50 per ton.
By-Products Co.
Consider the fact that
making of paper pulp, because at the rate the forests are
according to the most reliable figures obtainable.
We
bagasse and rice are both annual crops, and that it takes
being denuded, it would be only a short time before we
1. - Because we have patented processes for utilizi
have 22,745 newspapers and other publications, with to
would have no pulp and therefore no paper.
tal circulations of about 5o,000,000 copies per day, and frem 25 to 50 years to produce a tree suitable for pulp million of tons of sugar-cane waste and rice straw n
But science has come forward with an answer to this they used 20 per cent more paper in 1916 than during making, and that the wood is worth $15 per cord and up regarded as refuse by the sugar mill and the rice plant
serious question for Mr, M. W. Marsden, a master chem
2.
— Because we can get this raw material at ve
1915.
In addition to newspapers many other industries and it takes two cords or more to produce a ton of pulp,
ist, who combined rare business foresight with his keen consume enormous quantities— wall paper, paper
box, where bagasse and rice straw are worth at a maximum costscientific knowledge, looked ahead and saw the present wrapping paper, paper bottle and paper can manufacturers
5. Because* our processes are so inexpensive that t;
condition years ago.
He started working quietly on use thousands of tons.
High cost of tin cans and glass $5.50 per ton and it takes only about three and one-half ing raw material, labor, and overhead together the es
this problem, knowing that a company that could pro bottles means there will be an enormous increasein manu- to four tons to produce one ton of pulp.
Wood is get mated cost is only $9.50 per ron of raw material handle
duce a substitute . for, wood -pulp
4. Because* the products we will manufacture have
„ would
. . . have
,, , a wonderful facturing of paper containers to take their places and ting scarcer each year- bagasse1 and rice straw arc- both
proposition.
It took years of pati i __ i
: ..1 l./.* this condition comes in a time when the world’s supply of becoming more plentiful each year, as the* production of conservatively estimated value of $55.25, therefore let
tence, in the face of discouragement and criticism, but
ing a profit of $45.75 p e r ton of raw material handle
wood suitable for making paper pulp is steadily falling
the man of science finally triumphed over his difficulties
These estimates are most conservative.
below the demands made upon it.
It is estimated that each is increasing each annually.
and accomplished his object by discovering that he over 7,000,000 cords of spruce wood are used annually in
5. Because our first mill will ultimately be able
Our estimated cost is $9.5o, including the* raw material,
could utilize the sugar cane stock after the sugar juices
There are three hundr
indition to the large amount of poplar.
Some of tin* overhead, and other expense's, to produce- front a ton <*f handle* 5mi tons per day.
had been extracted.
This material is called bagasse (see
working days in the year.
Figure it out for yourswood pulp used in this country used to be imported but bagasse:
Webster’s dictionary), and has heretofore been practical
what our net protit should be on each mill at an estimat
the great war has cut off that supply, probably forever,
ly a waste product.
A few sugar mills use a portion of because when peace finally comes Europe will need all 550 pounds of paper pulp. conse*rvatively estimat
p-ofit of $45.75 per ton.
And 50 mills could be establi;
their bagasse for fuel, but it is not very practical for her wood for her own purposes.
ed to be worth 5 e*ents per pound....................... $27.50 eel tend ke*pf busy.
Our own American for
that purpose.
After years of research and experiment ests are melting out of existence, the rate of cutting be 650 pounds of raw e-ellulose, conservatively (esti
6. Because we* will make paper pulp, non-fibrous cel
ing Mr. Marsden perfected his processes and on March ing three times as fast as the rate of growth, and as long
mated to be worth 5 cents per pound................. 19.5 i lose, alcohol, and fertilizers
10, 1915, and March 17, 1915, he filed applications for pa- ago as 1911 the U. S. department of agriculture stated
7. - Because there is almost a famine in pulp for pap
15 gallons of alcohol, conserva’ ively estimated
tentsfor the utilization of bagasse, having found that that it would soon become necessary to grow fibre for
making, due to the increasing scarcity of the right kii
to
be
worth
55
cents
per
gallon........................
5.25
each ton contained approximately 550 pounds of high paper manufacture the same as other crops are grown.
of timber, and all our other products are materials f
2ou pounds fertilizing material, conservatively esti
grade pulp for paper-making purposes, 650 pounds of nonwhich there is a large* and steady sale at good prices.
mated to be worth '5 cent per pound.................
1.00
fibrous. cellulose, a minimum of 15 golons of raw alcohol,
s.--Because expert pulp testers have pronounced o
and 200 pounds of excelent fertilizing material.
Finally,
pulp to be one of the finest grades ever produced, at
$55.
on Feb. 1, 1916, patents were Issued Mr. Marsden for the
suitable for maknig the most expensive kinds of flj
We Have Solved The Problem
manufacturing of these products from bagasse, which as
In other Wetrds, one ton of bagasse should produce fi- printing paper,
stated above, was heretofore practically a waste produc t.
9 - Because our mill at New Iberia, Louisiana, is i
nished products conservatively estimated to be worth
A company was incorporated, known as the Sugar Cane
By our processes of making PAPE R PU L P out of ‘'Ba
rated in the heart of the* Sugar Cane Belt, as well as tl
$56.25,
and
the
estimated
cost
of
producing
these
produe
ts
By-Products Company, with an authorized capitalization gasse". the name given Sugar Pane in its crushed state
Rice Belt, where fuel and labor are cheap and transpc
of $5 ,000,000, divided into 500.000 shares of stock, par after the sugar juice's have been extracted- by separat- is $9.5o. which would leave* a net profit of $46.75 per ton. tation facilities are* of tin* best.
This mill is almost rea<
value $10 per share. 100,000 shares being Preferred and ing and utilizing the wonderful woody fibre* which it con Our first mill will be* ultimately be able to handle* 500 to start productive operation.
400,000 Common.
Mr. Marsden assigned his patents tains we have* come to the* salvatiop of the world’s pa - tons pe*r day.
By
Because* o f all tin* above reasons, and because
T lc r e are throe hundre'd working days
with all future improvements to the Sugar Cane By-Pro per manufacturing industry.
Our PU L P has been pro
small
capitalization,
which giv
in the* year.
Figure it out for yourself what our net pro our comparatively
ducts Company, taking stock in exchange.
The next nounced by e'xpert pape*r and pulp testers to be tie* equal
every dollar invested with us a chance to earn big dii
aprofit of $4:1.75 per
ton.and
question that came' up was where to locate a mill.
Mr. of the finest grades of wood pulp and it can be p r o d u c e d fit should be oi: each mill at
( l ends.
Marsden took an extended trip through the sugar-cane forever in almost unlimited quantities.
While* cutting there* is sufficient bagasse available for 5o mills of 6nn You Can Buy Either Preferred or Common Stoc
producing section of the South and found that the best down forests reduces the world’s supply ed’ wood, on ;i; tons rapacity, as well as hundred^ of thousands of toil'
on the terms stated in this advertisement.
If you hi
place to locate was at New Iberia, La.
After a great count of it requiring abou’ 6o to 5e years for new trees of rjee straw.
Preferred the* price is $pi per share and you get a born
deal of work getting things into shape, a limited amount to grow large* e*nough for anothen- cutting, u-ing Bagasse
of 5n per t ent of Common stock, par value $10 per shar
of the stock of the Sugar Cane By-Products Company, was will be a differemt mater.
There* will be a new cron
Or you can buy the Common alone at $7 per share. Bot
placed on the market for financing purposes.
On Sept. each year and every year as long as the sugar cam- is
an* fully paid and non assessable.
Simply fill in tl:
11, 1916, this company opened its offices at suite S42. Wid- grown, and that means as long as the* human race has a
application blanks be*low and send to us with your re mi
The* increa-e
in tinener building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Since that time sales swe-et tooth and wants sugar.
We Have Our First Mill
tain**.
Far-sighted people in growth of our business will lie* going on at the same time
of stock have been remarkable.
NOTE— Our stock is offen*d at present prices for
There
all parts of the country realized that because our pro the supply of wood is gedting smaller and smaller.
T h i' company located its tir-t mill at New Iberia. La, limited time only
We reserve* the rigjjt to reject or r
cesses settled the paper question our stock makes a won fore' Bagasse will stem in as fast its wood goes out and
having purchased 17 acre*' of land there
I.esidc-' the mill diice any 'iihseript ion <>r to change our terms of sal
we will be supplying an inde'spensible raw material to
derful irt vestment.
without notice
one of the world’s greatest industries
The paper manu it si'll’ we have* one tool bouse, two la rip* storage* sheds
facturer cannot get along without PULP a n d be* won’t be for raw material, five dwelling' and seven cabins for
able to ged WOOD PU LP much longe'f.
employers. two railroad sidings ami a wharf on the* Bayou
Lyman H. Weeks in the "Hislory of Paper .Manufac
A Practical Man at Our Head
The* advantage* of
Our Whole Story is Here
turing in the U. S. from 169b to 1916.” writes:
"The Terlie which is a navigable stream.
.Yew Iberia as a location for tn is that it is right in the*
7
0
1
>
establishments
of
1916
with
paper
and
pulp
nulls
re
Hon. Warner Miller, ex-United States Senator from
W t* an* publishing thi.- full page advertisement in orde
New York is President of the Sugar Fane By-Products presented an investmemt in capital of more than $5.5n.nnn. Sugar <’am* Belt.
to give* you in plain and concise form all important fact
PO
P
employing
luo.Oon
persons,
had
a
daily
capacity
of
Kiuht
near
u>
tire
59
sugar
mil!'
from
which
we
can
se
Co.
He is the founder and ex-president of the Hudson
about the* Sugar Cam* By-Products Company, its plans
River Pulp and Paper Uo.. and also organizer and ex-sec about 20.000 tons of paper and annually produced to tin* cure hundreds of thousands of tons of bagasse* at a its methods of operation, and the market for its products
Such is the great paper
retary of the International Paper Co.
No man in Ameri value of nearly $55o.nnO,ooo.”
ver\ low cost and small transportation e\pe*nse*; small so you can make your decision immediately without los
ca knows more about manufacturing paper pulp and pa- industry that will be. our eustomc'r. that will come to u>
If you have reae
transportation
expense in dedivering erir raw material to ing tune writing to us tor a booklet.
to
buy
the
PA
P
E
R
P
U
L
I
’
made
from
Bagasse*
by
tin*
pa
per because he was the first to make a success of
our mill at Ne*w Iberia and small transportation expemse this page* ( are-fully you are* in possession of all the fact
manufacturing paper pulp from wood.
Our plans appeal tent process we* control.
and in a petition to detide* upon its value as an invest
ed to him so strongly that he made an extensive invest
in shipping our finished products
the various paper ment to vim.
ment of his own money in our stock and then accepted
mills and other consumers of our product.
Consider the*
our offer of the presidency.
Senator Miller is a high
fan that we* are* only Is hours by wate*r from New Orleans,
type of successful American business man and our stock We Will Also Make Paper Pulp From Rice Straw
tn * great shipping center of Die South, and furtht'rmore.
holders will have the benefit of his experiences, know
USE T H IS B L A N K FOR Y O U R S U B S C R IP T IO N ..
ledge of the business and money-making ability.
Send
cur
mill is located on the Southern Pacific and the New
While visiting New Iberia. Mr Marsden found tha’
for a copy of statement on the “ Past, Present and Fu there wore thousands of tons of rice mraw going to waste Iberia and Northern railroads.
Sidings from both of
A p p lic a tio n f o r P r e f e r re d Sto ck of the
ture of the Pulp and Paper Industry," prepared by sena in the Louisiana rum section.
Afte*r considerable* re these* railroads are right on our property.
This gives
Su gar Cane B y -Pro du cts Co.
tor Miller.
(Free on application. )
search work he discove*red that an e*xce*llent grade- of pa us a very low rate of transportation, especially by water.
>
f
t
;
a
t
i
'AXIBY-PRi >1»l'i 'TS e’D .
per pulp such as sells for $6b to $12»> per ton, accordin',
\v iien.-r Bni i di mr. P hi l a de l p hi a .
to the length of fibre, could also be made out of (bis rice* Another feature* of our location is that we are right in
st-aw, at a cost of about $27.5o per ton.
Therefore* pa- tin* lie-art of tile- Louisiana oil fields, so that our fuel cost
I her eby subs cr i be and o r d e r ...................................... Shar es el
; 'ills were applied for for the utilization of rice straw will be verv low.
Read This Letter
ita- Rr*-terred , per cent ' "unoilat ive Stock in the S u g a r Cane
for the manufacture of paper pulp.
By - I T'"du.*r.' I' eni pauy. par val ue Ten Dol l ar s
( 110.00)
pei
Hon. Warner Miller's acceptance of the presidency < f
While the paper manufacturer appears as the customer
"hai e. to.; paid a ml ts >n-assessable, wi th the under st andi ng
for our pulp we have two enormous industrie's, sugar
the Sugar Cane By-Products Company:
D a o you tor w a r d to me free as a bonus wi t h sai d shar es o(
planting and rice planting, to supply us with inexhau-t
I ’- e f e n v d Stock. 5<‘ per cent of Da* n u mb e r of s har e s of P r e 
Almost Ready For Productive Operation
ible quantities of raw material at a ve*ry low cost.
It is
ferred St or k subs cr i bed for in I ' o i n n n n Stock, pa r val ue {10
SU G A R C A N E B Y -P R O D U C T S C O M P A N Y
our fortunate position to have a business established upon
Sufficient machinery has been purehase*d to get our mill per share.
and supported ley three of the* great staple industries of
P a p e r P u lp and B y -Pro du cts
It is now being installed. se> ibn,-with tun! $.................................................. (either check,
the world and w * they fore feel convinced that the* Sugar into productive operation.
Bank Draft. R. i> M o n e y
le r or E x p re s s M o n e y O rd e r) in
('ane By-Produe os Company will have one* of the* great that we* can reasonably expect to be in opt*raiion this sum fail payment f or shar
Widener Building, Philadelphia.
■r d e r e d i n t h i s s u b s c r i p t i o n a t p a r v a businesses of the world with a natural e*:irichme*nt of its me*r
<)ur storage* sh**ds are filled with raw material, l u e { l i t . mi p e p s h a r e
s.t Hi Preferred Stork
Did
I: i h i ' subscri pt ioj
Herkimer, N. Y., May 22, 1917 stockholders as a result of the large* profits created.
a e , ,•p f ,•,) in fui:
pa yme nt
as
a bo ve
ready to be made* into paper pulp and other products to
you ever hear of a business with greater supply of raw
spe.
mail o-mii
satisfy
the
e*ve*r
growing
demand:
in
other
words.
“
TurnMr. Wm. H. Door. Vice President. Sugar Cane By-Pro- material, greater outb*t for its finished products or gn*arin g \Yu'te Into Weal’ h
er profits in sight?
Yam
ducts Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear Sir: I am in receipt of yours of the 21st, notify
ing me of my election as president of the* Sugar Cano
By-Products Company.
I accept the* election, because 1
firmly believe in the ultimate success of your company
As you know, I was one of the first to take up the pro
duction of wood pulp in the United States, which indus
tryhas grown to such magnitude that today it controls
the manufacture of paper thrughout the world.
The
consumption of pulp wood has raised the price of pulp
wood from $7 per cord to $15 per cord.
The decrease in
wood suitable for paper making has made it necessary to
look for other material for paper making.
I believe it has been found in Bagasse, which at pre
sent is a material almost worthless.
The amount of ba
gasse in all the sugar-making countries, is forpraetical
purposes, unlimited.
Your eampany has procured through
Mr. Marsden, patents which give you practical control
of the business.
I shall expect through your company, to make the suc
cess of the industry of the very highest importance to the
whole country.
My belief is so great for the complete
success, that I am not only willing but desirous of being
connected with the company.
I shall give to the development of its interest my time
and best endeavors.
Yours truly.
W A R N E R M ILLE R
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“The big feature will be the
patriotic program on the first
night. We are bringing as the
principal speaker for this pro
gram ex-Governor A. C. Shallenberger of Nebraska, and I
don’t believe we could have
found a stronger man in the
country to make this patriotic
address. He is a member of
the militarv affairs committee
in congress, a magnificent ora
tor and a seasoned Chautauqua
speaker.
He has addressed
hundreds of Chautaqua audi
ences throughout the east and
middle west.
He will speak on
the first night on “The True
Patriotism.”
Music for this
day, both afternoon and even
ing, will be strongly patriotic.

thing must be used to take its
place.
The Sugar Cane By-Products
Company owns patents on pro
cesses invented by Mr. Marsden
of Philadelphia, who is well
known as. a chemist and engi
neer and who discovered pro
cesses for using the woody fibre
of sugar cane in place of the
fibre in other kinds of wood.
The importance of this discov
ery and the wonderful possibili
ties for the Company owning
the patents can be judged by
the fact that millions and mil
lions of tons of this crushed
sugar cane go to waste every
year in the sugar cane belt of
the South and it has practical
ly no value for any purpose, but
is burned in great quantities by
the sugar mill owner to get it
out of the way. The new com
pany’s processes not only save
this enormous waste, but also
secures their own raw material
at a very low cost, much less
than the cost of suitable tim
ber, so their profits will be cor
respondingly larger.
That the plan is practical is
showm by the fact that Ex-Sena
tor Warner Miller, who was the
pioneer manufacturer of paper
pulp from wood, and has been
identified with the foremost
paper and paper pulp factories
of this country for a generation,
is President of the Sugar Cane
By-Products
Company.
Mr.
Miller is Ex-Secretary of the In
ternational Paper Co., in addi
tion to other experience in the
paper business, and has wide
acquaintance among the trade
insuring large business for the
Company which he is to direct.

this isn’t the ^iTmin’lf 'ffrit attempt.
Anfi so
houf ’fcCISF'^shen f3Te uncle
F ir e separate times the preserve cel took his departure the nephew went
lar has been broken into and w e’ve with him; and the dally life at the
found dozens of burnt matches strewn Yellow Cucumber took on its normal
“How can we do our bit?”
all about the place. It’s a mercy we’re aspect.
is the question millions of
escaped till now!”
Poor Bridget was beginning to feel
" It ’s you who are all wrong!” de that there was no such fool as an old
Americans are asking each
clared Angelot. “ You people have no fool and that it had been ridiculous
other in these war times.
enemies at all. Now' I think that the for her even to dream of getting mar
The Chautauqua committee
man who has done all this is no other ried. W hile Angelot was again sol
than
Bridget's beau.”
emnly warned, “ not to become an old
has been wondering how the
“ Bridget’s beau!” cried Miss Pe m aid!”
Chautauqua could do its bit in
nelope and Miss Anne. ‘‘ But Bridget
On the day following. Angelot also
hasn’t any' That is, we never knew left for home.
this great national emergency,
she had one—oh, Angelot!”
Did Angelot or her over-busy father
and from Chautauqua head
“ Now, go up-stairs and rest, you surmise, or did the young ambassador
quarters in New York city there
poor dears; try and get some sleep, suspect what the result of elderly John
while I go and interview Miss Brid Delancey’s renewed visits to his old
comes the interesting informa
love would be?
get.”
tion that the Chautauqua will
Did the two most intimately con
Bridget, nervous and trembling, at
Country Not Awake
do quite a big bit in taking ad
first denied, but finally confessed to cerned ever think for a moment that
“Our Chautauquas will come
the “ beau,” though she indignantly the consummation of their romance
vantage of its wonderful op
in direct touch with several hun
resented the charges which Angelot —interrupted more than a quarter of
portunity in getting right down
a century before— was to be brought
made against him.
dred thousand people this sum
to plain facts with the people
“ He was just a handsome, nice about by the treachery and defection
mer. We are at war. We don’t
of poor Bridget’s “handsome, nice
young man,” she declared.
on some of the big problems
Just then the doorbell rang, and as young man?”
know how long we will be at
that we are going to find our
However that may be, in early June
Angelot saw that Bridget was too
selves staring in the face before war. The plain facts are that
much upset to attend to her usual — the month of roses— there was a
the country is not awake to the
The Musical Numbers
duties, she went to answer it herself. quiet wedding at the Yellow Cucum
the end of another year.
" A handsome, nice young m an!"she ber where the new lord and protector
seriousness
of
conditions
they
“The
musical
numbers
stand
It was about ten years ago
quoted
gayly to herself upon first sight was henceforth to dwell. And elderly
out particularly strong.
They
that Theodore Roosevelt came may be facing.
John Delancey was the bridegroom
of the visitor.
and
stately Miss Penelope the bride.
include
the
Kaffir
Singing
Boys
“
I
would
like
to
see
Miss
Penelope,”
“The Chautauqua’s duty is
out with the statement when
The following winter, in all the
the young man said politely. “ I am
from
Kaffirland,
in
South
A
f
he was in the White House that to bring the issues home to the
Percival Le3trange, the nephew of whirl and excitement of her flret ball,
Angelot and Percival Lestrange came
the Chautauqua was the “most people as nothing else can do. rica, the Royal Blue Hussars
John Delancey—"
suddenly
face to face.
Band,
with
Signor
Louis
Chast“
Oho!”
thought
Angelot,
"and
John
American thing in America.” Think what it would have meant
Delancey
is
Aunt
Pen’s
old
lover—
that
“My
lord,
the ambassador!” she ex
across the country, and those to England and France if 6,000 elucci, director and Irving Joy,
w as !” But she demurely said, "And claimed.
I am Angelot, Miss Penelope's niece.”
who knew of the work of the Chautauquas had been in full lyric tenor; the Tschaikowski
“ I am no ambassador now,” said
Percival Lestrange bowed low and Percival. “ I come to speak only for
Quartet,
headed
by
Leon
Weltblast
in
the
summer
of
1914
Chautauqua knew what he
Angelot, having dropped him a quaint myself. Angelot I was all wrong. I
meant.
Some didn’t know. when the governments of these man, famous Russian violinist;
courtesy, asked him to walk in.
have found out my mistake. I could
countries and later the people the Boston Musical Entertainers
Then matters proceeded more rap never wait in patience and grow old
Some are still guessing.
idly. It seemed that John Delancey— like Uncle John before I gained my
found they were really at war. with Mr. and Mrs. Harry R.
Simon Pure Americans
ill with rheumatism in his lonely heart’s desire.”
It took these countries months, Pierce of the Pierce school in
bachelor home four miles away,
“ S ir! ”
What he meant was that, this
had no means of going direct Boston, and the Mendelsshon
where his nephew had been summon
“
Angelot, listen, the winter is pass
being a country given to inti
ed to take care of him— had neard ing fast. I have worked hard and
to the people, and the facts had Sextette.
■if tlii^
and e*-<> md Hi-' sb>r\ have earned my holiday, and lu
mate and close study of all great
“James S. Knox of Cleveland,
to sift through gradually and
had
gained
much
upon its travels. spring I am going abroad—«ud i swear
Issues on the part of the people,
the leading lecturer to busi
slowly.
And too crippled to be able to come that I will not go alone!
You lore
they had the best opportunity
dowm himself, he had sent his nephew the mountains—once you told me so—
ness men’s organizations in the
The Chautauqua’s “Bit”
in the world to look squarely at
in his stead to offer his services to and we will go to Switzerland—or to
country, is coming to discuss
the ladies, and to stay in their house Norway—or where you will.”
big issues in the Chautauqua.
“We are going to make Chau
wartime
efficiency,
commu
— if they would permit it— as long as
“ But this is bribery!” said Angelot
Therefore the Chautauqua af tauqua a great rallying place of
they needed a man’s assistance, or
“ It is the love of a man for you,
nity progress and business and
forded them the best possible patriotism in every community.
untki the burglar and incendiary should Angelot—you may call it what name
community problems generally
be caught.
you will!
I have planned for you,
chance to be simon pure Ameri That will be the Chautauqua's
"It is very thoughtful and kind of worked for you, dreamed of you—
Dr. E. L. Williams of Chicago,
cans.
“bit.” We want, and we must
your uncle,” said Angelot; "but he did since the first day I saw you—and
known the country over as
not know that I was here.”
Announcement comes from have, the unstinted co-opera
though your lips are reluctant your
Chicago’s ‘Fighting
Parson’,
The young man looked at her with eyes tell mo that I am winning you.”
tion
of
every
local
influence
New York that this will be Pat
amusement in his eyes. “ Of course
will tell of his work in fighting
“Oh, 1 like your breathless manner
riotic year in the Chautauqua. that is going to be effective in
not, and I perfectly understand that Qt courtship!'' ggid Angelot “If that
vice'
in
Chicago,
and
John
Ken
my services Ire not needed—now. could go on forever— but marriage
The spirit of patriotism will ring bringing the people to the Chau
drick Bangs will present
his OOOCKKtOOOOOOOOOOCKiOOOOOOOO Still, may I ask if you will kindly de would end it all. No, I shall never
in the music on each of the five tauqua.
liver my uncle's message?”
marry— ”
great platform masterpiece, ‘Sa
days, and it will be sounded time
“As to the program, it is a
“ Most willingly,” said Angelot.
“ But I would be your lover until
lubrities.’ one of the most fa
In the silence wrhich followed her the end.”
and again in the lectures to be stronger program than we have
mous lectures ever heard on the
departure he could hear a faint voice
“ How can I be sure?” queried Ange
given, and Americanism will be ever attempted. I know, be
overhead saying:
“ Who is it An lot.
American lecture platform.
the keynote of the week. Why cause I planned it myself, and I
gelot ?”
“ By trying m e!”
"My lord, the ambassador!” the
Entertainment Also
not? It’s “the most American know what it cost.
She laughed a little, but she turned
girl's gar voice replied.
Then he her face away.
“ Then there are entertain
caught, no more except once when he
"Come down the garden path; no
ment numbers which 1 can only
thought he heard the mad words, "Cu one can see us there,” said he. And
pid's messenger."
in silence they walked together, side
touch upon.
These
include
Five minutes elapsed before Angelot by side.
Josephine Chilton, the south
By JUDITH SPENCER.
returned. There was a queer, bewild
And now— ” said Percival when
ern reader, who will give an aft
T h ey d o their work and let you
ered expression on her face, though they had come to its very end and
OOOOClOO <^^O OO O OO O OO O OO O OO O b her e y e s danced merrily.
were screened by the snow y pines.
d o yours.
ernoon of southern stories, and
(Copyright, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
"My lord," she began, bur checked
She obediently lifted up her face,
the
Pierce
Community
Players.
|
T h e draft is direct, the control
They lived, two "single pinks," alone herself with a little laugh. "Mr. Per- but as he bent over her she darted
who will appear in ‘The H o u s e j wi t h their staid m a i d s e r v a n t in the eival Lestrange, mean---! am bidden i
absolute, the action smooth and
with a little birdlike movement
of Happiness,' a most delight old homestead, which — being painted to tell you that my Aunt Penelope anrj )]js kiss just touched her brow.
even.
a delicate colonial yellow with white not only appreciates the thoughtful
But the next moment she felt her
ful New England comedy.
C L A R IO N S
trimmings and dull green blinds-- kindness of your uncle— her old friend self a dose prisoner in bis arms.
ARE
“ The Junior Chautauqua will their irreverent niece Angelo! called John Delancey, whom she regrets to
"My lord,” she gasped, “ there, let
"the Yellow Cucumber.”
hear is so far from w ell—but she ac
C O O K IN G M A C H IN E S
be a big feature for boys and | Miss Anne was small and prim and cepts you for his substitute and will me go— I Vo something to say to
you— ”
B U IL T F O R
girls and deserves a whole story j timid, but Miss P e n e l o p e was tall and he glaul of your presence and protec
And when he had freed her so that
A C C U R A T E S E R V IC E
in itself.
; stately and a [tower much looked up tion for a night or two, at least! And she could speak he saw tfiat her eyes
to by her sister, though Angelor mis 1 had no idea until just this minute were dancing roguishly.
‘I am sure that our friends^ chievously declared that "Aunt. Pen that Aunt Pen’s nerves had so entire
Ask the Clarion dealer for full
"Do you realize,” she said, “the great
information.
will agree that it is a big lot forj was just a*: searev as Aunt Anne, and ly gone to pieces,” Angelot ended quite and awful debt you owe to— Bridget’s
whenever a piece of the old furniture simply.
beau?"
the mone>.
11 e \ e i \ o n e wi.lj rra(.]-t>q at nj^ht, t hey both sot up ami
"You must get a detective and clear
Established 1839
She was instantly imprisoned again.
get behind and boost for a great j watched till morning.’’ These two up this affair to the entire satisfac
"W ait, listen; it’s really important—■
patriotic Chautauqua it will be W P n ‘ P D i c t i c a Hy alone in the great tion oi my aunts—or they will never you must know all. My lord, I have
Sold by Hamilton and Grant Co.,Houlton, Maine.
rambling house, for Bridget— mighty close their eyes again at night so long
one of the really big events of of hand but weak of head—had a room as they liv e '" she said. "They im decided to go— to Norway, in th#
spring.”
the community that you'll look Quite off by herself at the farther end. agine if a plot against their property
These sisters each had had a ro and personal safety, but I think it’s
back to in years to come.
mance. One had buried her lover and something quite different. I can give
HINTS FOR DRIVERS
“ The season tickets bring the one had airily dismissed hers in the you the clue, but you must follow' it
cost down to a few cents a long ago. But if now they ever regret up and convince them with indisputa
Don’t race the motor when
ted the past none knew, for they were ble proofs."
number. They may be pro too wise to wear their hearts upon
shifting gears.
She then regaled him with a piquant
Don’t violate the unwritten
cured from the business men their sleeves. However it might have story of poor Bridget’s "handsome,
rules of the road.
been, they advised Bridget almost nice young man.’
backing the Chautauqua.
I
Don’t overwork the motor on
daily during the 20 years she had
Percival Lest range’s stay at the Y el
might add that one-luilf the lived ip their service, never to think low Cucumber was (jv<£ nights in dura
hills— shift gears.
Don’t fail to carry necessary
single admissions for the first o} getting married. While to merry, tion. And to Angelot‘s amusement it
license numbers.
motherless Angelot, when she came was an evident relief to the minds of
day will be given to the local to visit them, they always gave the
can be made a lot simpler and more effective
Don’t abuse the brakes. Ap
Miss Penelope and Miss Anne to have
Red Cross."
ply them gradually.
contrary counsel, “ Now don't be an him there. They made no stranger of
i f you have the right books and supplies.
Don’t drive through traffic
him- was he not John Delancey’s
Chautauqua week in Houlton, old maid, my dear!"
with head lamps lighted.
Now Angelot could not be always nephew? And after all. it was a com
August 6-.-10.
Don’t shift into or out of re
with her aunts, and there were times fort. Miss Penelope reluctantly admit
verse when car is moving.
when she, as well as their other rela ted, to feel that there was a man
Don’t drive fast on wet pavetive's ami all their friends, thought it in the house ar night. At least she
rnents— the car is liable to skid.
unwise that they should l i ve in that could g o to bed and sleep without be
PAPER TO BE MADE FROM
Don’t start on a trip without
great house so entirely alone.
ing in fear of life.
SUGAR CANE WASTE
a full gasoline tank and plenty
Burglars and fire were the two
On t h e f i f t h evening Percival Le
of oil.
In another part of this paper things these women feared, guarding s t r a n g e b r o u g h t in the detective, who
against them yet watching for them i jia,j
Don’t descend extremely steep
gathered
conclusive evidence
appears the advertisement
of through the years, Bridget slept like
grades before shifting into one
against the suspected party.
Ange
Sugar Cam' By-Produsts Com a log in h *r far-away room. Bui Miss lot ’s intuition had been correct. Act
of the lower gears.
Don’t fall to keep the brakes
pany of Philadelphia a corpora Anne and Miss Penelope watehed and ing on her suggestion, the doings of
listened and sniffed the air for smoke
adjusted.
tion which has been formed to and nightly set "Haps” of chairs turn Bridget’s "nice young man” had been
Don’t use dirty water In your
investigated, and it was found that on j
manufacture pulp for paper ed upside down and buckets filled the night of the burglary and fire be I
radiator.
Don’t turn corners too rapid
making out of Bagasse, which with water, before every doorway and had left the place on the midnight j
at the head of every stair.
ly. It Is hard on tires.
train, and the following day had been
is the name given to sugar cane,
One winter’s morning as Angelot
marrb'd t o a y o u n g woman i n an ad- j
in its crushed state, after the was getting ready to go out, a t e l e  j o i n i n g town He n o r only seemed to
sugar juices have been ext rac gram came for her father, a man of | have p l e n t y of m o n e y and was spendM an’s F ear of Death.
many affairs, who had left home on
it recklessly, but he had given his
ed. This is not only an inte business of importance the night lie- i ing
buxom bride a handsome dress and I That which we term the fear of
resting matter from a commer fore. She tore it open and read:
cloak— the fac-simile of
Bridget's 1death in normal men and animals is
“ D a m a g e d by tire last eveni ng
and
missing
garments,
and
several
trink an expression of their desire to live.
cial standpoint, but it is of great robbed, ( ’onto i mmedi atel y to
ets and bits of jewelry, including a Were it not that this desire was deep
" P L N L L O P L A N D AN'N'K."
importance at the present time
“ At last!” said Angelot.
So she watch and chain, all exactly answer ly iinpltnted In all living things they
and has far reaching possibili packed her bag and went up by the ing the description of Bridget’s van would soon disappear. This Is shown
by the efforts made to end their lives
first train. As the carriage she had ished treasures.
— WE FEATURE
ties.
Poor Bridget., unconvinced till then, by those who have lost the desire to
taken approached the long, low house,
Newspaper publishers in all she scanned it searchingly for traces w e p t loudly when the axteut of her live. And losing It they lose fear con
loe
LEAF
parts of the country have been of the fire, but none were to be seen. lover’s treachery had been revealed cerning the future. As a rule they are
victims of perversion or sense, a feel
She found her aunts, Miss Penelope to her.
forced to pay higher prices for and Miss Anne, in a state of nerves
And now- that the mystery had been ing which may be only transient or
solved and the ladies’ minds set at continuing.— Exchange.
the white paper used in their bordering upon hysterics.
acknowledged the best loose leaf line in the world.
ease,
Percival Lestrange felt that {ie
Angelot
laughed.
“
Now,
let
me
publications and the rise in its
had no further excuse for prolonging
see,” she said, “ it was both burglary
W e ’ll be glad to show you how these up to the
price has been caused by in and fire. Poor Bridget's room was his stay. John Delancey had sufficient
Burled Treasure Recovered.
King John of England Is credited
creasing scarcity of the kind of almost burned out, you say. and her ly recovered to drive over the next
minute forms and devices w ill help your business
lumber from which pulp for very best clothes and her roll of mon morning and make a call upon the with having recovered In the thirteenth
ey and her poor little trinkets are ladies, and Percival had been quick to century plate, coin and Jewels worth
paper manufacture can be made. gone. You think it a mercy that the note the little flush on Miss Penelope’s $1,000,000 or more that had been bur
A great deal of pulp made from fire was discovered when it was? My, cheek when she welcomed her old ad led In one place beneath the
spruce wood was formerly im yea! Or the entire house might have mirer as he came in, leaning heavily Roman wall In Northumberland, and
been looted? Well, no; I don’t think on his nephew’s arm, and he knew it is assumed that similar finds In other
ported into this country from lo. The thief evidently wanted ex well how to interpret his unole’s un places are still possible.
Europe and this has been neces actly what he took and then set fire usual courtliness of manner. He
caught himself wondering if time and
sary for several years because to the curtain, thinking so to cover
W ord From Br'er W illiam s.
circumstances could ever change him
up his tracks.”
Dey uin’t no ol’ men nowadays; do
of the deficiency of supply in
“ No, Angelot, you're quite mistaken into an Uncle John— and saucy Ange
America. The European supply there! It’s some hidden enemy; some lot into a likeness of her Aunt Pen, exercise of slde-steppln’ de speedln
one has a spite against us, and we but he emiled at the odd fancy and de mnbeels keeps ’em young.-- Atlanta
of pulp is now cut off and some- ahaJi b« burned in our beds yet! For cided JUpoxediately against IL
Constitution.
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CHAUTAUQUA
WILL DO ITS BIT

thing in America.”
If present plans are carried
out the stage decorations will
be in keeping with the air of
patriotism that will sound in
the program. Red, white and
blue muslin and pennants will
adorn the platform and the
American flag will be promi
nently displayed.
Says Loring J. Whiteside,
general manager of the Com
munity Chautauquas, Inc., in
New York:

Bridget’s
Beau
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